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1.0 General Information 

1.1 Advisors and Mentors  

Rick Maschek 

rick.maschek@rocketmail.com 

760-953-0011 

Rick Maschek will act as our mentor. Rick is heavily 

experienced in rocketry with over fifty years of flying rockets 

and he has built his own hybrid rockets. He holds a Tripoli 

Rocketry Association Level 2 certification and his certification 

number is #11388. Since he holds a certification, he will 

perform all handling of igniters, motors, and changes. 

Currently, his main project is working on the Sugar Shot to 

Space. 

 

Donald L. Edberg, Ph.D. 

dedber@cpp.edu 

909-869-2618 

Dr. Donald Edberg will be the team’s faculty advisor. With about thirty 

years of experience combined in the aerospace industry and teaching, he 

will provide great advice on the project overall. Dr. Edberg has been 

employed at General Dynamics, AeroVironment, McDonnell Douglas, 

and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. He was also formerly a Boeing 

Technical Fellow at both Boeing’s Phantom Works and Boeing 

Information, Space and Defense Systems and most recently a faculty 

fellow at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Dr. Edberg has advised 

numerous senior projects at his time in California Polytechnic University, Pomona for the 

aerospace engineering department. In addition, he has been an advisor for the past four years for 

the NASA Student Launch Initiative teams.  

 

Todd Coburn, Ph.D. 

tdcoburn@cpp.edu 

Dr. Todd Coburn will act as our secondary faculty advisor for the team. Dr. 

Coburn has been employed in Us Technical Consultants, Boeing Commercial 

Airplanes, and at Boeing Defense Systems; totaling to nearly thirty years of 

experience in the aerospace industry, specifically with strength analysis. Dr. 

Coburn will provide much insight on the launch vehicle’s structural 

properties and capabilities.  

 

 

mailto:rick.maschek@rocketmail.com
mailto:dedber@cpp.edu
mailto:tdcoburn@cpp.edu
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1.2 Team Members  

 
 

Figure 1.2-1 Team Members WBS 
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Figure 1.2-2 Task Forces WBS 

 

Figure 1.2-1 shows the Work Breakdown Structure for the entire NASA Student Launch Team, 

CPP NSL. Team Lead, Samuel Daugherty, is shown at the top of the hierarchy, right above the 

Safety Officer and Deputy. There are three specific functional sub-teams: Structures, 

Aerodynamics, and Avionics; aiding the overall core team is the support team. In addition to each 

members’ sub-team responsibility, they also have a main “Task Force” that require participation 

in and attention. These tasks include: Outreach, Safety, Primary Payload, Secondary Payload, 

Recovery, and Website Managing. Figure 1.2-2 outlines the Task Forces.  

 

Each team member is given a responsibility and therefore will be active and engaged during the 

entirety of the project. Each team member is also required to participate in the design, construction, 

writing processes and as well as participation during presentations and flight preparations. 

However, the handling of the black powder and anything of that variant will be handled by the 

team’s mentor.  

 

In addition, there is 1 foreign national on the team, Jairo Sanchez.  
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1.3 NAR Association  

The designated NAR/TRA section that the team will be working with for launch assistance is the 

Southern Rocket Association (SCRA) #430. The main launch site for the team that is covered 

under section #430 is at Lucerne Dry Lakebed. Martin Bowitz, SCRA president, is the main contact 

for this section; below is his contact information. 

 

Martin Bowitz 

Section #430 

PO Box 5165 Fullerton, CA 92838 

mebowitz@earthlink.net 

714-529-1598 

1.4 Website Compliance 

The team website is located at www.cpprocketry.net, and our home page is as shown in Figure 

1.4-1. In addition to the primary function of hosting the team’s deliverables in PDF format, it will 

keep the public up to date on the project, inform educators of outreach opportunities, host pictures 

and videos during the design and manufacturing process, and link to social media outlets. In 

addition, it will host team member pictures and bios, and contain documentation from Cal Poly 

Pomona teams of past years. The website is an important outlet to inform NASA and our supporters 

of our progress throughout the year. To create the Cal Poly Pomona NASA Student Launch 

Website, the Weebly website builder was used. Weebly allows the creator to build a website using 

a drag and drop interface editor. This ensures the ability to create a clean and professional website. 

In addition, Weebly comes with a free hosting platform. This cloud-based infrastructure provides 

fluid interaction for visitors. The website is updated and created by Shannen Acedillo. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4-1: www.cpprocketry.net home page 

http://www.nar.org/local_club/southern-california-rocket-association-scra-430/
mailto:mebowitz@earthlink.net
http://www.cpprocketry.net/
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1.5 Statement of Work 

Below lists the Statement of Work (SOW) Compliance. This ensures the team fulfills major 

requirements listed in the SOW from the NASA Student Launch Competition. 

 

Project Name: NASA University Student Launch Initiative for Colleges and Universities 

Governing Office: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Academic Affairs Office 

SOW Task Compliance 

Period of Performance: Eight Calendar 

Months 

A Gantt Chart shall ensure an eight-calendar 

month schedule. This Gantt Chart will be 

updated every review period. 

Proposal Deliverables Review Document shall be posted on 

cpprocketry.net 

PDR Deliverables Review Document, Review Presentation, and 

Flysheets shall be posted on cpprocketry.net 

CDR Deliverables Review Document, Review Presentation, and 

Flysheets shall be posted on cpprocketry.net 

FRR Deliverables Review Document, Review Presentation, and 

Flysheets shall be posted on cpprocketry.net 

LRR Deliverables  Review Document shall be posted on 

cpprocketry.net 

PLAR Deliverables Review Document shall be posted on 

cpprocketry.net 

Vehicle Requirements Fulfilled in section 9.2 of the FRR 

Recovery System Requirements Fulfilled in section 9.2 of the FRR 

Experiment Requirements Fulfilled in section 9.2 of the FRR 

Safety Requirements Fulfilled in section 9.2 of the FRR 

General Requirements Fulfilled in section 9.2 of the FRR 
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NASA Student Launch Projects 
Feedback Form 

 

 

School/Institution/Team Cal Poly Pomona 

Milestone CDR 

Review Panel Decision  
 
 

Feedback 

 

Comments from the review panel members concerning the team’s CDR is included below. 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actions 

1. None 
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2.0 Summary of CDR Report 

2.1 Team Summary 

The California Polytechnic State University, Pomona NSL Team is a student organization located 

in Pomona, California. The project faculty advisor is Dr. Donald Edberg, Professor of Aerospace 

Engineering. The team’s Rocketry mentor is Rick Mascheck (Tripoli Rocketry Association Level 

2: #11388). The team’s structural engineering advisor is Dr. Todd Coburn, Professor of Aerospace  

Engineering. The mailing address of the department is as follows: California State Polytechnic 

University, Pomona Department of Aerospace Engineering 3801 W Temple Ave. Pomona, CA 

91768 

2.2 Launch Vehicle Summary 

The as-built full-scale launch vehicle as seated on the launch rail is shown in Figure 2.2-1. 

 

 
Figure 2.2-1: As-Built Launch Vehicle 

2.2.1 Size and Total Mass 

The length of the launch vehicle from the tip of the nose cone to the end of the motor bay is 8 ft., 

9 in. The outer diameter of the body tube is 6.16 in. and the total mass of the launch vehicle 

including a loaded motor is 45.2 lbs. 
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2.2.2 Motor Choice 

The launch vehicle utilizes an Aerotech L2200G-P motor, whose documented performance allows 

for reasonable estimates for the apogee, launch acceleration, and rail exit velocity. 

2.2.3 Recovery System 

The recovery system, utilizing two altimeters, initially activates at apogee by firing the aft ejection 

charge to release the cruciform drogue parachute. Once the launch vehicle has been decelerated, 

stabilized, and has fallen to an altitude of 700 ft., the fore ejection charge will fire, releasing the 

toroidal main parachute, which is predicted to inflate at 500 ft. 

2.2.4 Rail size 

For the launch vehicle to reach a velocity of at least 50 ft/s and therefore achieve stability, a 12 ft. 

1515 aluminum launch rail will be used to reach 95.5 ft/s by launch rail clearance. 

2.2.5 CDR Milestone Review Flysheet 

The CDR milestone review flysheet can be found by following the subsequent link: 

www.cpprocketry.net 

2.3 Payload Experiment Summary 

Both as-built payloads are shown below in Figure 2.3-1. 

 
Figure 2.3-1: FMP (left) and RIS (right) Payloads 

2.3.1 Primary Payload: RIS 

The primary payload takes the form of a Roll Induction System (RIS). Specifically, the RIS 

primarily consists of an autonomous aileron system which, following motor burnout, initiates two 

complete rotations and a counter rotation that ceases all angular velocity instigated by the active 

system. 

2.3.2 Secondary Payload: FMP 

The secondary payload, the Fragile Material Protection system (FMP) consists of a “pill” housing 

suspended within a payload bay whose purpose is to shield the provided fragile materials from the 

loads and impulses generated by the launch and recovery of the launch vehicle.   
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3.0 Changes made since PDR 

3.1 Changes made to vehicle criteria 

 Fin’s Trailing Edge Tip: The trailing edge fin tip was pointed and thus would result in a 

large stress concentration during impact. The fins trailing edge point was therefore 

rounded to allow the fins to have a smaller stress concentration as well as having the 

rocket roll over on its side with greater ease.  

 Parachute Tear-out Prevention Carbon Fiber Reinforcement: Through analysis it was 

found that the main parachute had the ability to shear out the lip of the body tube causing 

“zippering” to occur. Adding three layers of carbon fiber at this key point would prevent 

this from occurring. 

 Extended threaded rod through avionics bay: From manufacturing, it was found that the 

shear tear-out on the recovery bay coupler was within the margin that the main parachute 

would pull upon the coupler at, therefore it was decided to extend the threaded rods 

within the coupler bay to hold the bay together and prevent a shear tear-out of the coupler 

body tube.  

 Motor Changed from a L-1120 to a L-2200: The motor chosen was no longer in 

production therefore the L-2200 was chosen in order to mitigate the risk of finding an 

out-of-production motor as well as having a motor that would fit our thrust required for 

our altitude.  

 Fins gap sealing with tape: The previously unclosed fins section of the body tube was 

closed off by using duct tape in order to seal it from the outside elements during launch. 

 FMP Bay removal of internal U-Bolt and added padding: From a static ejection charge 

test performed, the FMP bay was damaged from an internal U-bolt. The result led to a 

design change resulting with the internal U-bolt being removed and extra padding added. 

 Added electronic matches to parachute ejection system: From the full-scale test launch 

conducted the drogue parachute ejection charge did not fire the redundancy chute charge 

it was supposed to. It was then concluded that the ejection charge canisters would hold 2 

electronic matches each leading to more redundancy and greater risk mitigation.  

 RIS power button and camera unit hole barrier protection: Both holes within the rocket 

were added and concluded not to cause problems during flight. During the rocket 

dragging on the ground, however, dirt and sand entered within the rocket through these 

holes, therefore the holes will be covered using a clear transparent material to prevent 

this.  

 Ejection piston system removed: The ejection piston system was removed from CDR in 

order to mitigate the risk of a new technology that the team was unfamiliar with as well 

as with as well as removing unneeded weight from the rocket to insure the stability of the 

rocket was within our margin.  

3.2 Changes made to payload criteria 

 Control cabling: The control cabling of the Roll Induction Payload was switched from 

stranded steel wire to Kevlar cable. During testing, it was discovered that the Kevlar 
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cable could sustain a higher tensile load without significant elongation. This made it a 

more applicable choice for our purpose. 

 Battery wiring: During testing, it was discovered that the Hitec HS7955-TG servos do not 

pull anywhere near the 7A of current we predicted according to the manufacturer’s 

specification sheet. This allowed us to simplify our overall and Payload Control System 

circuit design by eliminating the solid-state relay circuit described in our Critical Design 

Review. The entire integrated payload circuit is now wired and controlled by our 60W 

rated LED illuminated power switch. This is described in more detail in section 5.1.4.  

 Payload Control System (PCS) sensor: The sensor for the PCS was switched from an 

LIS331 accelerometer to an Adafruit 9DOF IMU accelerometer and gyroscope 

combination. This simplifies our transition from an open loop to closed loop program by 

allowing the PCS access to gyroscopic data. 

 Aileron Axial Attachment: The original design for the aileron axial attachment gave a 

180 degrees’ surface area for the axial to attach to the aileron. The original CAD software 

had predicted up to 35 degrees of deflection. After prototyping it was found this would 

not let us have enough deflection for the maneuver, therefore the surface attachment for 

the aileron was trimmed back in order to allow the aileron to deflect at a greater angle.  

3.3 Changes made to project plan 

(1) Launches planned on 2/11/17 and 2/18/17 cancelled due to weather 

(2) Launch planned on 2/25/17 cancelled due to Air Force needed the air space 

(3) Launch planned on 3/4/17 (final backup launch) 

(4) Ejection tests done on 2/19/17 and again on 2/26/17 
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4.0 Vehicle Criteria 

4.1 As Built Vehicle Design 

4.1.1 Changes to Launch Vehicle Design 

1.) Fin’s Trailing Edge Tip 

At PDR our fin’s trailing edge tip was the weakest section of the fin, being the thinnest part of the 

entire fin. Under more careful analysis of the rocket’s decent and soft landing revealed that this 

section was one of the first sections to make impact with the ground. The trailing edge tip was 

prone to breaking on landing. In order to counter this, the tip was rounded from a corner tip to a 

rounded tip. This will help the rocket in two ways; the rounded edge will allow the rocket to 

transition better to a horizontal position while landing, and the edge will be more sturdy and less 

likely to brake on impact.  

 

2.) Parachute Tear-out Prevention Carbon Fiber Reinforcement 

It was found through hand calculations that if the parachute had opened and the parachute Kevlar 

chord snatched at the rocket end at 90 degrees the force (1500 lb) of the main parachute would tear 

through the rocket body tube as it is more commonly referred to as “zippering”. The blue tube was 

not designed to hold this load to prevent shearing, and even though this was worse-case scenario 

it was still able to happen theoretically. Therefore, it was decided to add a 3-inch length and 3 

wraps of carbon fiber to stop and prevent this shear out due to the parachute chord. 

 

3.) Extended threaded rod through avionics bay 

During manufacturing the holes needed for the avionics bulkheads were drilled too close to the 

edge of the coupler. Through hand calculations to find the shear out needed to shear the coupler 

blue tube it was found that the parachute had the ability to shear out the blue tube coupler under a 

worse-case scenario. It was decided to extend the threaded rods within the avionics bay past the 

internal bulkheads and into the two-bulkhead carrying the load for the main parachute. Extending 

the threaded rods as well as adding washers and nuts to them allowed the entire coupler to act as 

one unit and distribute the load in the coupler over 3 bulkheads in total. This would then be able 

to hold any worst-case scenario from the parachute. 

 

4.) Motor Changed from a L-1120 to a L-2200 

This change which was allowed by Ian Bryant technical Coordinator for NSL through e-mail 

changed our previous design of an Aerotech L-1120 to an Aerotech L-2200. This design change 

was both needed for safety and practicality. The L-1120 is no longer manufactured and incredibly 

difficult to find, and has been out of production therefore any useable motors that would have been 

found would be prone to cracks within the propellant grains causing problems at burn. The L-2200 

is a more reliable motor to choose from and is easily attained through vendors, and provided the 

necessary thrust for the rocket. 

 

5.) Fins gap sealing with tape 

Since the fins are removable slats were cut from the bottom of the body tube to allow the entire 

bay to slide in and out properly. The slats cut from the body tube allow air to enter within the end 

of the body tube. No previous solution to this was used and it was decided to use regular duct tape 

to create a seal between the inside of the body tube and the airflow.  
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6.) FMP Bay removal of internal U-Bolt and added padding 

During a static parachute ejection test, the FMP (Fragile Material Protection) Bay, secondary 

payload, experienced a crack due to the bottom of the container device hitting the internal bulkhead 

U-bolt. The solution to this would was to remove the U-bolt entirely and have the holes that 

originally held the U-bolt together hold the FMP down using ZIP-Ties. The container also 

experienced cracking from the side of the body tube, added buffering material was added to the 

side of the FMP bay to help dampen this motion as well. 

 

7.) Added electronic matches to parachute ejection system 

After the full-scale test launch it was found that the second redundancy ejection charge for the 

drogue did not fire at all, this was extremely concerning. Even though the primary fired as expected 

the second was also supposed to fire as well. Our mentor, Rick Maschek, had mentioned that 

adding two matches per ejection canister would essentially act as 4 charges for the drogue 

parachute and 4 charges for main parachute. This would add another level of redundancy with our 

system allowing it to perform with a greater amount of confidence, with less risk. 

 

8.) RIS power button and camera unit hole barrier protection 

The RIS power button and camera unit holes are open to the outside air and the elements. This was 

originally thought not to be a problem however when the rocket made soft landing and was dragged 

by the 20 miles per hour winds across the desert floor the sand managed to enter through the large 

holes in the body tube. This caused a longer clean up time for the rocket and while it did not cause 

any actual problems, is not good for the electronics to be exposed to fine dirt and sand particles. 

The solution to this will be a thin transparent material covering the inside of the body tube and 

preventing the dirt from entering in during the recovery process.  

 

9.) Ejection piston system removed 

From CDR the ejection piston system was removed for two reasons. One, weight was a large 

concern at the time of construction therefore removing the piston system would drop the weight 

considerably and allow the rocket to have a greater safety thus. The second reason was the 

inexperience, the team was unfamiliar with the concept of a piston for ejection and therefore it was 

considered a risk to employ a new technology that has never been implemented before in a rocket 

at Cal Poly Pomona.  
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4.1.2 Safety Features 

4.1.2.1 Structural Elements Safety Features 

 
 

Figure 4.1.2.1-1 Launch vehicle and main components 

In this section the structural elements’ safety features will be discussed. Structural elements that 

were deemed possible risk for failure were tested as shown in Section 4.6 and will be referenced 

in this section. Figure 4.1.2.1-1 shows the main components of the launch vehicle that will be 

discussed in this section. 

 

To begin, the blue tube was tested against both shearing and compression forces. The compression 

testing shown in Section 4.6.5 proved that the blue tube didn’t need any additional safety features. 

The shearing test done in 4.6.6, although valid, was close to the cutoff point of a FS of 2. Since 

the results were close to the cutoff point and considering the error involved with our testing, an 

additional layer of carbon fiber was placed over potential shear out points of the launch vehicle. 

The specific area where this was applied was the connection between the main parachute bay and 

the connection to the coupler where are main parachute snatch load will apply. The additional area 

allows for a greater factor of safety against the snatch load. 

 

In addition to the shear tests performed on the blue tube, shear testing was also done on the PLA 

used for the nosecone. The test, seen in Section 4.6.7, proved that the PLA could withstand the 

force it will experience during launch and recovery. As such the nosecone, did not require any 

additional safety features to ensure successful launch. 

 

Safety features of the bulkhead were related to the ejection charges and mounting points. A set of 

six screws were directly screwed into the ash wood. Since the shear out strength of the ash wood 

was larger than the blue tube and PLA additional safety features were not made. For the ejection 

charges a dual system was implemented. If the initial charge is not strong enough to eject the 

parachute the secondary, which has slightly more black powder, will ignite as well. This ensures 

that the parachute will deploy properly. In addition, the U-bolts have a plated back end to make 
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sure that the snatch load of the parachute doesn’t cause the U-bolt to shear through or cause bearing 

stress. 

 

Additional safety features were also made for the fins. After analysis, it was found that having 

pointed ends on the fins would cause a risk for them to fracture during recovery. To mitigate this, 

risk the corners were curved so that when hitting the ground the fin would roll with the force 

instead of having a direct impact. 

 

During a small test for the FMP it was found that the design had safety issues. To mitigate these 

two structural design changes were made. The ring supporting the pill was made thicker in order 

to prevent the pins from falling out. The other issue that came up was the pill displacement was 

larger than expected and it ended up breaking on the U-bolt using to hold down the pill. To remove 

this as a failure possibility the U-bolt was replaced with zip ties instead, allowing the pill to have 

more displacement room. 

 

Safety feature changes pertaining to the RIS system were made for the cabling system used. 

Initially a steel cable was used, however possible issues with the cabling elongating caused the 

material to be switched to a Kevlar cable instead. 

 

The last safety change to be made was for the recovery bay. From a more detailed analysis it was 

found that the impulse from the snatch load would be too much for the current recovery bay design. 

To remove this failure, point the rods used to secure the electronic board were extended into the 

main bulkheads, ensuring that the bay will withstand the loads experienced. 

4.1.2.2 Electrical Elements Safety Features 

The recovery electronics have been designed to be as safe and reliable as possible to ensure 

energetic material ignition. The first item is the external rotary switches. Shown below in figure 

4.1.2.2-1 are the switches mounted to the rockets body tube. This allows the connection between 

the battery and altimeter/e-matches to be completely broken. These specific switches are easily 

turned with any flat tool, but also in an emergency can be switched off by hand without a tool. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-1 Switches externally mounted 
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The avionics sleds both gasman altimeter sleds are securely retained inside the bay. Figure 4.1.2.2-

2 shows the nosecone sled retainers inside the nose cavity. The GPS sled is then backed retained 

by bulkhead screwed into the nose cone. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-2 Sled retainer slots 

 

The altimeter bay uses two metal clips to secure the top of the sled (shown in figure 4.1.2.2-3). 

The bottom of the sled is retained by a 3D printed bracket that fees through the all-thread and 

assures the sled does not rotate or slide from side to side. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-3 Metal clips in recovery bay 

 

The batteries for the Altimeters are primarily supported a steel bracket cups ends of the lipos. This 

bracket is designed to take the force the batteries experience on take-off. They are then zip tied 

down and taped so deceleration or ejection charges do not knock the batteries loose (figure 4.1.2.2-

4). 
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Figure 4.1.2.2-4 Lipo battery holding bracket 

 

Wiring securing 

Since the switches are externally wire lengths are long and must be secured so vibration doesn’t 

because wires interfere with operation. The harness’ connecting the batteries are zip tied at the 

battery leads and then taped to the sled to secure the excess wire (figure 4.1.2.2-5). 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-5 Wires taped to sled 

 

To further reduce wire interference the e-matches are trimmed to an appropriate length. Once the 

inner bulkheads are sealed excess e-match wire is pulled through the secondary bulkhead and 

remains in the space between the primary and secondary bulkheads (Figure 4.1.2.2-6). The battery 

clips are also zip tied together so they do not come disconnected during operation (figure 4.1.2.2-

7) 
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Figure 4.1.2.2-6 -space between bulkheads 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-7 – Zip tied battery lead 

EMI Shielding 

The EMI shielding is lining the internal of the recovery bay. It is made of copper tape with 

conductive acrylic adhesive. The shielding prevents EMI from affecting altimeters performance 

and deployment. Figure 4.1.2.2-8 shows the lining inside of the bay. 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2-8 – EMI lining 
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4.1.3 Drawings and Schematics 

In this section dimensions of the main portions of the rocket, and assembly process, will be discussed. Seen below in Figure 4.1.3-1 and 

4.1.3-2 is the full rocket with dimensions of the main segments.  

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.3-1 Full rocket and main components 
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Figure 4.1.3-2 Full rocket with dimensions 
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The first component to look at is the nosecone, seen in Figure 4.1.3-3. The shoulder portion of the 

nosecone is 4” long with the full length being 16”. Securing the bulkhead inside of the nosecone 

are six .15” diameter screws. In addition, the nosecone is secured to the main parachute bay with 

four .0625” diameter shear pins. The outer diameter of the shoulder is 6” with a wall thickness of 

.35”. 

 
Figure 4.1.3-3 – Nosecone schematic 

Below the nosecone is the main parachute bay, shown in Figure 4.1.3-4. The length of the bay is 

26” and has two sets of .15” diameter screws on the top and bottom holding the nosecone and 

recovery bay. In addition, the drogue parachute bay in Figure 4.1.3-5 is 19”, with a set of six .15” 

diameter screws on the top holding the recovery bay, and 4 .0625” diameter shear pins holding the 

FMP bay. 

 
Figure 4.1.3-4 Main Parachute Bay Schematic 
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Figure 4.1.3-5 Drogue Parachute Bay Schematic 

Between the main parachute bay and the nosecone is the recovery bay shown in Figure 4.1.3-6. 

The recovery bay is 13.5” long and has a 1.5” collar. The coupler slides in 6” into each of the body 

tubes as recommended by the NSL judges. It has the same six .15” diameter screws located on the 

top and bottom of the drogue and main parachute bays. 

 
Figure 4.1.3-6 – Recovery Bay Schematic 

Between the drogue parachute bay and payload bay lies the FMP bay shown in Figure 4.1.3-7. 

Similar to the recovery bay the FMP bay is 13.5” long with a collar of 1.5”. Located at the top are 

four .0625” diameter shear pins and at the bottom six .15” diameter screws. The FMP bay will be 

discussed more in Section 6.1. 
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Figure 4.1.3-7 FMP Bay Schematics 

Finally, at the bottom of the rocket is the payload bay shown in Figure 4.1.3-8. The full length of 

the payload bay is 46.5” There are two sets of six screws of .15” diameter located on the top portion 

of the bay. The topmost set holds the FMP bay and the middle set holds the top of the main payload 

sled. The bottom set of eight .15” diameter screws holds the motor bay inside. In addition, the fins 

are 12” in length and 7” in height. The main payload will be discussed more in Section 5.0 

 
Figure 4.1.3-8 – Payload Bay Schematic 
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4.1.4 Flight Reliability Confidence 

The flight reliability confidence of our launch vehicle is shown in table 4.1.4-1: Flight Reliability 

Confidence. The table shows the mission performance criteria, their descriptions, our goal and 

allowable range for success, a finally how that criteria was met with our full-scale launch vehicle. 

Table 4.1.4-1 Flight Reliability Confidence 

Performance 

Criteria 

Description Goal/Allowable Range for 

Success 

How Criteria Was 

Met with Full-

Scale Data 

Peak altitude Reach a target peak 

altitude of 5,280 feet 

AGL  

Minimize altitude 

difference from target peak 

altitude. Allowable range: 

±75 feet 

Measured altitude: 

5,858 ft. 

Note: Ballast will 

reduce altitude 

Stability 

Margin 

The center of gravity 

must be located forward 

of the center of pressure 

to provide a stable flight. 

The CG and CP will be 

optimized so that static 

margin is in range:  

2 caliber < SM < 3 caliber 

Stability margin of 

as built launch 

vehicle is 2.63 

calibers. 

Main 

Parachute 

Deployment 

Altitude 

The main parachute must 

be deployed at an altitude 

of 500 ft. AGL. 

Have a redundant 

parachute deployment 

system which will ensure 

the parachute is deployed 

in range: ±50 feet 

Redundant ejection 

charges and 

altimeters built into 

final recovery 

avionics bay. 

Kinetic 

Energy upon 

ground 

impact 

Each independent section 

of the launch vehicle 

must withstand maximum 

impact kinetic energy of 

75 ft-lbf so that there will 

be no damage to the 

structure or any internal 

components. 

Minimize the ground 

approach velocity: 

0 ft/s < Velocity < 15 ft/s 

Descent rate of full 

scale test was 13.6 

ft/s. 

Horizontal 

Drift 

Distance 

 

The distance between the 

launch pad and each 

individual section must 

not exceed a drift 

distance of 2,500 feet. 

Minimize the distance: 

0 ft. < Drift distance < 

2,500 ft. 

Drift distance 

during test with 15 

mph winds was 

2,323 ft. 

Launch 

Vehicle Ease 

of Assembly 

The launch vehicle shall 

be capable of being 

prepared for flight at the 

launch site within 4 

hours, from the time the 

Federal Aviation 

Administration flight 

wavers opens. 

Modular design of the 

launch vehicle sections, 

where assembly only 

requires fastening of each 

module with shear pins. 

During test flight, 

full-scale launch 

vehicle was 

assembled and 

placed on launch 

rail within 2 hours. 

Recovery 

System Fire 

Safety 

Both parachutes must be 

able to with stand fire 

hazard generated by 

Both parachutes will be 

wrapped in fire retardant 

parachute bags. 

As built full-scale 

launch vehicle 

employs two 

parachute bags. 
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activation of the ejection 

charges. 

RIS Ascent 

Stage 

Activation 

The RIS must activate 

and complete two full 

rotations between motor 

burnout and apogee. 

RIS shall be able to sense 

motor burnout and 

autonomously activate the 

roll. 

RIS control system 

detected motor 

burnout in test 

flight. 

Launch 

Vehicle 

Structural 

Robustness 

The launch vehicle shall 

be designed to be 

recoverable and reusable. 

Reusable is defined as 

being  able to launch 

again on the same day 

without repairs or 

modifications.   
 

The launch vehicle will be 

designed to be structurally 

robust with reasonable 

factors of safety. 

Following the full-

scale test flight, the 

launch vehicle was 

in a completely 

reusable state. 

Recovery 

System 

Redundancy 

The recovery system 

must have redundant 

altimeters and ejection 

charges. 

The recovery system will 

be built with duplicate 

systems to prevent 

recovery system failure. 

Redundant ejection 

charges and 

altimeters built into 

final recovery 

avionics bay. 

 

The only performance criteria that was not met by our full-scale test flight was that that the launch 

vehicle overshot the target apogee by roughly 500 ft. This can be mitigated by adding ballast to 

the launch vehicle with an actual ballast or by painting it. Another mitigation would be to sand the 

aerodynamic surfaces in order to produce more drag. One last mitigating factor for the altitude is 

that the test launch occurred at a launch site that was 2,000 ft. ASL and therefore the average air 

density is much lower than can be expected on launch day. Ultimate the team is extremely 

confident in our flight reliability because all of the success criteria were met or can be easily met 

with slight modifications to the launch vehicle. 
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4.2 As Built Vehicle Construction 

4.2.1 Interior Construction 

The interior construction includes manufacturing the bulkheads, recovery bay, motor bay, and the 

drogue parachute. 

4.2.1.1 Bulkheads  

1. The CAD models were sent to Just Johnson’s to manufacture from ash wood. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.1-1 Bulkheads, centering rings, and RIS primary payload ebays 

 

2. Then for each bulkhead, we used a drill press to pre-drill and then tap each hole. 

  

 
Figure 4.2.1.1-2 Tapping the bulkhead holes 
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4.2.1.2 Recovery Bay 

1. First, the recovery avionics sled is cut to size, it is made from carbon fiber and wood.  

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-1 Cutting the carbon fiber avionics sled to size using a dremel and proper PPE. 

 

2. A recovery avionics bulkhead attachment fitting was 3D printed to easier avionics use. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-2 Recovery avionics bulkhead attachment fitting. 
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3. Next, we connected the 2 bulkheads with the attachment fitting and 2 threaded rods. The 

recovery avionics sled now fits securely in place with nuts and washers. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-3 Primary structural components of the recovery bay being assembled 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-4 Recovery avionics ebay placed into the attachment fitting and secured. 
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4. After ensuring proper fit, electronics were attached onto the sled with tape and zip ties. The 

other side is redundant with another altimeter and battery.  

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-5 Recovery sled with electronics 

 

5. Make sure there are vent holes in the bay and all the electronics are secured and properly 

attached to the rotary switches 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-6 Securing electronics on the recovery bay. 
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6. Copper Tape is used to cover the inside of the recovery bay to lessen interference.  

7. U-bolts and ejection charge canisters made from pvc pipe are epoxied on. There are 2 

ejection charges for redundancy. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-7 Copper Tape covering on the inner side of the recovery avionics bay. On/off 

rotary switches on opposite sides. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-8 U-bolt and ejection charge canisters on bulkhead 
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8. Lastly, place black power and the ejection charge in the designated canister with dog barf 

and secure it all with aluminum tape. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.2-9 Primary ejection charge ready 
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4.2.1.3 Motor Bay 

1. We had the centering rings and motor block cut from Just Johnson’s. 

2. Next, we made the motor tube from carbon fiber. 

a. Wrapped carbon fiber on correct size mandrel 

b. Rolled carbon fiber around mandrel applying epoxy where needed.  

c. Heated in an oven until cured.  

3. Using the fins (fin manufacturing in next section), we aligned the centering rings and 

epoxied it to secure it in the proper place. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.3-1 Centering rings being epoxied 

4.2.1.4 Drogue Parachute 

1. Measure out rectangular gores on ripstop nylon canopy and mark dimensions out with a 

pencil. 

2. Cut gores out of ripstop nylon canopy. 

3. Sew edges of both gores over to prevent fraying of material. 

4. Measure out 12 inches on each side of the gores to make the center square to line up the 

gores. 

5. Pin the gores in place making the cruciform shape and begin sewing. 

6. Sew the center square section over with 3 passes. 

7. Cut out the paraline in four 152'' lines for the suspension lines and melt the ends. 

8. Cut out 8 2x4'' rectangles for mounting the suspension lines to the canopy. 

9. Sew the rectangles to each corner of the gores leaving the outer edge open to connect the 

suspension lines. 

10. Loop the parachute suspension lines through the parachute bridal. 

11. Insert suspension lines into the open rectangular squares and sew the lines into the 

canopy, closing off the rectangle. 

12. Slide the bridal down the parachute lines to make it rest at the bottom of all 8 lines (4 

folded in half) and tape suspension lines together above the bridal. 
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4.2.2 Exterior Construction 

Exterior construction includes manufacturing the static fins (fins with ailerons discussed in 

payload section), nosecone, and the blue tube air frame sections. 

4.2.2.1 Fins 

1. Before 3D printing the fins, we had to divide the fin into 3 parts due to the size limitations 

on our printers. The parts also have interlocking sections for better assembly. 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-1 3 sections of the static fin assembly 

 

2. Once we had the parts we began 3D printing which took about more than a week. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-2 Top airfoil section currently being printed 
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Figure 4.2.2.1-3 Top airfoil section with holes for easier attachments to 2 bottom sections. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-4 5 static fins printed (2 will only be used), these are only the top sections of the 

whole fin. 

 

Female attachment 
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Figure 4.2.2.1-5 Bottom part of the fin being 3D printed 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-6 Bottom 2 parts of the fin are also 3D printed. These will be what attaches the fin 

to the motor bay. These parts are joined together with interlocking parts such as the extrusions 

shown above. 
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3. Next the bottom fin sections are fit tested into the motor centering rings. We sanded the 

surfaces until it was a good secure fit.  

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-7 Ensuring bottom sections of the fins fit within the motor bay centering rings 

 

4. All 3 sections of the fin assemblies are then epoxied to each other, again sanding 

whenever necessary. Putty is placed in crevasses for a smooth finish 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-8 Epoxying fins and adding putty 
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5. Next, we sanded the surfaces of each fin for a smooth finish to reduce the drag starting 

first with coarse then to fine sandpaper. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-9 Fins being sanded 

 

6. The fins can now be attached to the motor bay interlocking with the centering rings and 

secured with the hose clamp. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.1-10 2 static fins assembled and attached to the motor bay. 
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Figure 4.2.2.1-11 Getting advice from our mentor about our fin design and manufacturing 
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4.2.2.2 Nosecone 

 

1. The nose cone CAD model was split into 2 parts in order to print in our 3D printers 

2. One split, 3D printing is initiated 

3. We then epoxied the two halves together and let it cure 

4. Next, we sanded the shoulder to fit properly in the airframe and counter sunk the holes 

for the bulkhead. 

5. We also sanded the surface of the nosecone and coated it with clear gloss to reduce drag 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.2-1 (Left) Top half of nosecone 

Figure 4.2.2.2-2 (Right) Nosecone parts epoxied together 
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4.2.2.3 Airframe 

1. We first marked the sections on the body tube airframe and coupler airframe. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.3-1 Marking the sections 

2. Then we used the vertical saw to cut it into sections. Members operating the machine had 

proper training and PPE. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.3-2 Blue tube being cut using a vertical law in the Aerospace labs 
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3. Next, we decided to add a carbon fiber layer on the top section of the main parachute bay 

to reduce the risk of the body tube zipping during parachute deployment. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.3-3 Examining the carbon fiber layer  

 

4. 4 shear pin holes were then drilled into the body tube for main and drogue. In addition, we 

pre-drilled all the holes for the bulkheads and attachments for both the coupler airframe 

and the outer airframe. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2.3-4 Screwing shear pins in 
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4.3 Full Scale Flight Test Results 

4.3.1 Launch Day Conditions 

The full-scale test flight was conducted at the Friends of Amateur Rocketry site, which is located 

under the R2508 controlled airspace umbrella of Edwards Air Force Base in the Mojave Desert. 

The Friends of Amateur Rocketry site is shown in figure 4.3.1-1: Friends of Amateur Rocketry 

site. 

 
Figure 4.3.1-1: Friends of Amateur Rocketry site 

 

FAR’s FAA waiver allows rockets up to 9,208-lb. sec. total impulse. Launch altitudes of up to 

18,000 ft. are allowed Monday through Friday and altitudes of 50,000 ft. are allowed Saturday and 

Sunday. The launch site is located at an elevation of 2000 ft. The weather on the day of the test 

flight was slightly cloudy with an average wind speed of 12 MPH in the south south-west direction. 

Additionally, the average temperature was 53.8 °F and the pressure was 29.97 in. Conditions 

specific to the launch vehicle are as follows: The launch rail was angled at 90 degrees to the ground. 

The Rotation Induction System was active; meaning the roll of the launch vehicle during flight 

was controlled. Ultimately, the launch day conditions were not ideal, however, this allowed for the 

testing of our worst-case drift conditions. 

4.3.2 Simulation 

A MATLAB simulation was developed to predict the maximum velocity and altitude of the rocket. 

The MATLAB model only takes the average thrust and the burn time of the rocket into account. 

The model includes drag as part of the system. The launch day conditions were entered the system 

before launch with a predicted CD from open rocket, this gave the team a predicted altitude and 

maximum velocity to compare to as soon as data was received. The density at FAR on the day was 

0.002138 slugs/ft^3 and the altitude of FAR is around 2400 ft. The rocket was expected to go 

between 5000 ft to 6000 ft. Therefore, a density of 0.001947 slugs/ft^3 was used because it was 

the average density between 2400 ASL and 7500 ft.   
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Figure 4.3.2-1 Time vs. Altitude of the Rocket using MATLAB Simulation 

 
Figure 4.3.2-2 Time vs. Velocity of the Rocket using MATLAB Simulation 
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4.3.3 Full Scale Flight Test Analysis 

4.3.3.1 Predicted vs Actual and Error 

Using the Cd obtained from the kinematic model a flight profile simulation was constructed. 

Plotted below are the actual flight results, predicted flight results based on Cd obtained from open 

rocket, and the flight model based on Cd obtained from launch.   

 

 
Figure 4.3.3.1-1 Rocket Flight Profiles  

 

The actual ascent of the rocket matches extremely well with the predicted model and the kinematic 

model. The closeness of the models with the actual flight means that the team is very confident in 

the predicted flight performance of the rocket at Huntsville. As Table 4.3.3.1-1 shows the percent 

errors between the models are all very small. The Kinematic and MATLAB models assume 

constant density and level flight. The kinematic model is based upon the thrust curve for the L2200 

motor while the MATLAB model uses the average thrust. This explains the difference in their 

predictions. The kinematic model uses the Cd estimate from launch data. By taking the maximum 

recorded altitude and working backwards a Cd was obtained that matched the actual Cd.  The very 

small discrepancy between the models shows that our flight predictions are accurate. The accuracy 

of the predictions gives the team great confidence in the final launch of the rocket.  
 

Table 4.3.3.1-1 Summary of Max Altitude Predictions  

Altitude Predictions (ft) 

Actual Kinematic Model Open Rocket MATLAB 

5858 5878 5671 6046 

Percent Error 

-0.341 -0.341 0.751 -3.209 
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4.3.3.2 Drag Coefficient Estimate 

Using a kinematic model that assumes straight flight it is possible to both estimate the Cd of the 

rocket and determine the Cd using flight data. Based upon the following FBD for the rocket the 

Cd of the rocket found to be 0.59. This was found by taking the recorded height of the rocket and 

working backwards. The model assumes a constant density of 1.14 kg/m^3, straight and level 

flight, and doesn’t account for parachute deployment.  

 

    
Figure 4.3.3.2-1 FBD of Forces Acting on the Rocket  

 

 

Table 4.3.3.2-1 Summary of Drag Coefficients  

Open Rocket Estimate from Subscale MATLAB Actual 

0.51 0.44 0.48 0.59 

Percent Error 

13.56 25.42 18.64 0 
 

The large error from the subscale data is likely due to the large amount of weather cocking the 

subscale experienced in flight which affected the accuracy of the Cd calculation. The small error 

between Open Rocket and the actual flight is likely due to the interference drag from all the screws 

and several imperfections in the skin of the rocket that Open Rocket doesn’t take into effect. Based 

on these results we can say that it would be safe to add least a 10% correction factor to any Cd 

estimate.  
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4.4 Recovery System Design 

4.4.1 Structural Elements 

In this section the structural elements of the Recovery Bay, shown in Figure 4.4.1-1, will be 

discussed. The Recovery Bay is 13.5” long with a 1.5” collar. It had two sets of .15” diameter 

screws at the top and bottom. In addition, it has dual ejection charges on the top and bottom face 

of the bulkheads and U-bolts to attach the parachutes. Inside of the Recovery Bay there is a sled 

system to allow for easy access to the electronics. The system consists of four bulkheads that are 

attached using two all threads, shown in Figure 4.4.1-2. The electronics board is held between two 

3-D printed bulkheads, shown in Figure 4.4.1-3, in addition to being supported by the threaded 

rods. One of the bulkheads is permanently epoxied in to maintain the correct alignment for the rest 

of the components. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.1-1 Front and cross Sectional view of the Recovery schematics  
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Figure 4.4.1-2 Recovery bay thread final configuration 

 

 
Figure 4.4.1-3 Top and Side view of the Avionics Sled Retainer 
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Figure 4.4.1-4 3-D drawing of Recovery Avionics bay 
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4.4.2 Electrical Elements 

The 2-dimensional schematic (see figure 4.4.2-1) shows the circuitry of the recovery subsystem 

housed in the recovery bay. The Figure only shows one half of the system, the other half of the 

system is symmetrically mounted on the reverse of the sled. The two primary components mounted 

to the board are the SLCFs and LiPo batteries. Wires from both the SLCF and Lipo connect to an 

externally mounted rotary switch. The switch allows the circuit to be externally broken until the 

rocket is prepared for launch and sitting in the upright position on the launch rail. The E-matches 

are routed along the side of the board and are fed through small holes in the inner and outer 

recovery bulk heads. The altimeters are mounted on opposing sides to help balance the rocket 

when its spinning. Figure 4.4.1-2 shows the actual sled as manufactured. 

 

 
Figure 4.4.2-1 2-dimensional schematic of altimeter sled 
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The GPS are mounted on the nosecone sled. They are mounted on opposing sides to help balance 

and reduce precession of the spinning rocket. Figure 4.4.2-3 shows the GPS units mounted on 

opposing sides. 

 
Figure 4.4.2-3 2 view of GPS sled 

4.4.3 Redundancy Features 

There are two redundant features being applied on the recovery electronics. The primary 

redundancy on the rocket is two independent altimeters, shown in figure 4.4.3-1. the systems are 

completely independent and each have their own black powder charges to deploy the main and 

drogue. The secondary altimeter has larger ejection charges on the contingency that the first charge 

was not sufficient. Since there are two charges the detonation of the charges are staggered as not 

to damage the body tube of the rocket. The second redundancy is the addition of two parallel 

matches on each firing circuit for a total of 8 matches per launch. The addition to the match system 

was because of a defective match placed on the rocket for the full-scale flight. The match that 

failed was supposed to deploy the drogue at apogee. The altimeter fired and analysis of the data 

shows a drop-in voltage, but no ignition, meaning the match was shorted. One second post apogee 

the secondary charge deployed the drogue. 

 

 
Figure 4.4.3-1 2-view of recovery sled 
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4.4.4 As built Parachute Sizes 

4.4.4.1 Main Parachute 

The main parachute was an Iris Standard 120’’ Parachute purchased from FruityChutes, and came 

manufactured as advertised show below in 4.4.4-1 for reference. The flattened diameter of the 

parachute was measured to be 120’’ across, and the center gore was measured to be 21’’ across, 

as seen in Figure 4.4.4.1-1. This leaves the project area at 80 ft2 and a packing volume of 200 in3.  

 

 
Figure 4.4.4.1–1 Flattened Main Parachute 

 

 

Figure 4.4.4.1–2 Main Parachute Cross Section 

 

The main parachute is packed inside of a 6x9’’ Nomex parachute bag manufactured by 

FruityChutes. Since the original piston design system was omitted, the cylindrical parachute bag 

acts as a cylinder ensuring there is proper pressurization for parachute launch. Figure 4.4.4.1-3 

displays the main parachute packed in the parachute bag. 
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Figure 4.4.4.1–3 Packed Main Parachute 

4.4.4.2 Drogue Parachute 

The drogue parachute was manufactured in house out of Rip Stop nylon fabric. The manufactured 

dimensions of the drogue parachute are slightly different than designed, 38x14’’ gores. Figure 

4.4.4.2-1 is a rough sketch of the dimensions of the drogue parachute. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.4.2-1 Drogue Parachute Dimensions as Built 
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This puts the projected area at roughly 6.39 ft2 versus the designed 5 ft2. The slight increase in 

drag area slightly decreases the kinetic energy upon impact and increases the drift distance, and 

both will be re-analyzed in further sections. Figure 4.4.4.2-2 is the flattened drogue parachute for 

reference. 

 
Figure 4.4.4.2-2 Flattened Drogue Parachute 

 

The drogue parachute is packed inside of a Nomex blanket occupying a volume of roughly 75.5 

in3, increased from initial 14 in3 design. The reason for the increase in packing volume from the 

initial estimate is due to a change in packing procedures. There was simply not enough generated 

pressure in the drogue bay with original packing design, so a new folding technique increasing the 

diameter of the parachute was implemented in the final flight configuration. Figure 4.4.4.2-2 shows 

the drogue parachute packed as it will be for launch. 

 

 
Figure 4.4.4.2-3 Packed Drogue Parachute 
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4.4.5 As built Descent Rates 

Table 4.4.5-1 is a descent rate analysis done using as built parachute sizes and final rocket weight. 

The terminal velocity was calculated using the drag equation assuming the force is the weight of 

the rocket. Equation 1 below shows the re arranged drag equation. Where W is weight, 𝜌 is the 

density of air at sea level, Cd is the coefficient of drag of the parachute, and S is the project 

parachute area. 

 

𝑉 =  √
2𝑊

𝜌𝐶𝑑𝑆
     Equation 1 

 

Table 4.4.5-1 Descent Rates 

Parachute  Motor Tube Section Terminal Velocity (ft/s) 

Main (80.0 ft2) 13.6 

Drogue (6.39 ft2) 67.8 

 

The decent rate analysis was used to calculate the kinetic energy of each rocket section during 

descent to ensure that meet requirement 2.3, a maximum kinetic energy of individual rocket 

sections upon landing to not exceed 75 ft-lbf. 

4.4.6 Transmitters 

Transmitters used to relay rocket location information are the Trackimo and BRB900. The 

Trackimo utilizes the US 850 CLR and 1900 PCS A-F MHz bands. Within those bands the system 

uses 871.4 - 891.6 MHz in an increment of 0.2 MHz and 1932.4 - 1987.6 in an increment of 0.2 

MHz. Max transmission power is 500 mW, which is the typical max output for a class 2 cell phone. 

The Trackimo may also operate on more than one frequency if GPS signal is lost in an attempt to 

triangulate its position. The BRB900 uses an XBee pro transmitting on spread spectrum 900 MHz 

band within 902.4-927.6 MHz with an increment of .400 MHz and max transmission power output 

of 100 mW. 

4.4.7 Recovery System Sensitivity  

The Recovery systems electronics, stratologgerCF, are not exceptionally sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). The system utilizes a barometer and not an electromagnetic 

sensor, it also has shielded circuit traces except at surface mount locations. The electronic matches 

are not very sensitive to low levels of EMI since a substantial voltage and amperage would need 

to be generated. The systems were tested, unshielded, on the ground to determine if undesired 

operation would occur. Based on our tests the transition systems power output should not lead to 

any undesirable operation of the recovery system. Even though test show the altimeters should 

function properly without shielding they are shielded by copper tape as well as the electronic match 

head. 
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4.5 As Built Mission Performance Predictions 

4.5.1 Mission Performance Criteria 

4.5.2 Flight Profile Simulations and Altitude Predictions 

Using data from open rocket and a MATLAB code that was developed the flight profile for the 

rocket is simulated below up to maximum altitude.  

 

 
Figure 4.5.2-1 Rocket Flight Profiles  

 

The maximum predicted altitudes are summed below.  

 

Table 4.5.2-1 Summary of Max Altitude Predictions  

Altitude Predictions (ft) 

Open Rocket MATLAB 

5671 6046 
 

The MATLAB model assumes constant density, level flight, and the average thrust of the rocket. 

The difference in predicted altitudes comes from the fact that the Open Rocket simulation was 

done assuming 25 mph winds as per launch conditions were as the MATLAB model does not 

assume this.  
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4.5.4 Component Weights 

The final weight of the launch vehicle was obtained by weighting the actual components of the 

launch vehicle with the use of a digital scale Table 4.5.4-1, below shows the masses of all the 

significant sections of the launch vehicle.  

 

Table 4.5.4-1:  Overall mass of the launch vehicle 

Component Total Mass (oz.) Total Mass (lbs.) 

Nose Cone 55.8 3.488 

Section 1 202.4 12.695 

Section 2 463.97 58.998 

Total with Motor 722.896 45.181 

Empty Motor Mass 707.828 34.75 

 

In addition, a breakdown of every subsystem is shown in detail. It was important to keep a list of 

all the mass components, as will be shown later, mass has a great impact on the altitude.  

 

Table 4.5.4-2 Nosecone Component Masses 
Nosecone 

Part Name Description Quantity Mass (oz.) Mass (lbs.) 

BRB900 GPS - include antennas and battery- 900 MHz system 1 1.940 0.121 

Trakimo GPS - GSM system 1 1.410 0.088 

PLA Nosecone structure 1 43.200 2.700 

 Bulk head w/ hardware Removable bulkhead (includes U-Bolt and screws) 1 7.300 0.456 

Sled Avionics sled holding all electronics in the nose cone 1 1.950 0.122 

TOTAL 55.80 3.488 

 

4.5.4-3 Section 1 Component Masses 
Section 1 (Recovery, Drogue, Main) 

Part Name Description Qty 

Mass 

(oz.) 

Mass 

(lbs.) 

XT60 battery clips 

Stratologger CF Altimeter with firing circuits 2 0.760 0.048 

2000 Mah 3s LIPO LIPO switch to break circuit between battery and altimeter  2 13.400 0.838 

schurter switch Physical switch to break circuit between battery and altimeter 2 0.570 0.036 

XT60 battery clips Interface between wiring harness and battery 2 0.570 0.036 

Mount Hardware Interface that secures altimeters to electronics sled 2 0.710 0.044 

wires wires used to complete circuits. - note: best estimation 2 1.410 0.088 

ejection charges + 

PVC PVC tubing contains black powder charger  4 1.400 0.088 

E-match to light things on fire 4 1.920 0.120 

Hardware 

blue tube Launch vehicle's air frame tubing 1 45.200 2.825 
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coupler Joints sections of the launch vehicle 2 24.060 1.504 

screws  Round head steel screws for mounting 4 0.240 0.060 

Bulk heads Removable Ash-wood bulkhead 1 7.100 0.444 

Bulk head hardware Accounts for both U-bolt, screws and nuts 1 0.600 0.038 

Drogue 

Drogue Parachute Cruciform parachute 1 15.000 0.938 

Drogue quick links Connection link between U-bolt and shock cord 1 7.704 0.481 

Drogue Nomex 

Fire resistant fabric that protects parachute from ejection charge during 

deployment 1 0.963 0.060 

Drogue Shock Cord 18 ft shock corf 1 20.000 1.250 

Main 

Main Parachute Toroidal Parachute 1 35.300 2.206 

Main quick links Connection link between U-bolt and shock cord 1 5.830 0.364 

Main Nomex 

Fire resistant fabric that protects parachute from ejection charge during 

deployment 1 0.963 0.060 

Main Shock Cord 18 ft shock cord 1 18.700 1.169 

TOTAL 202.40 12.695 

 

4.5.4-4 Section 2 Component Masses 

Section 2 (FMP, OB, RIS, Motor Mount, Fins) 

Part Name Description Quantity Mass (oz) Mass (lbs) 

PAYLOAD BAY 

HS-7955TG Servo Servos for Roll Induction System 2 4.586 0.287 

4-40 Mounting Hardware Servo cabling, mounting hardware 2 1.764 0.110 

11.1V, 2200mAh LiPo Payload Bay power supplies 2 14.010 0.876 

Arduino Micro Controls Roll Induction System 1 0.230 0.014 

Arduino MEGA 2560 Controls Data Collection System 1 1.306 0.082 

Adafruit 10 DOF IMU DCS sensor 1 0.099 0.006 

XBee Pro 900HP DCS transmitter 1 0.299 0.019 

High Gain Antenna For XBee (adds 15mi+ range) 1 0.458 0.029 

XBee Adapter For XBee 1 0.320 0.020 

SD Breakout + Card DCS local data storage 1 0.130 0.008 

Raspberry Pi Zero v1.3 Controls Observation System 1 0.300 0.019 

Pi Camera v2 Camera for Observation System 1 0.180 0.011 

Switch Switch for entire payload system 1 0.415 0.026 

Misc. mounting hardware Mounting hardware 1 2.000 0.125 

MOTOR Bay + Fins 

RMS-75/5120 Casing w/ forward seal disk Motor casing with forward seal disk  1 45.630 2.852 

75 mm aft closure Motor casing closure  1 2.580 0.161 

75 mm Forward Closure Forward closure  1 12.125 0.758 

Aeropack 75 mm Retainer Retainer ring  1 4.225 0.264 

Motor  L2200G-0 Aeroteck motor   168.000 10.500 

Motor Bay + RIS/Obs Bays + Fins Contains payload system 1 168.000 10.500 

PAYLOAD FMP 

FMP Pill 3D printed system 1 7.000 0.438 

FMP Surgical Tubing   8 0.984 0.062 

FMP Foam Foam for item protection 1 3.000 0.188 

Bulk heads Ash-wood removable bulkhead  1 7.730 0.483 

FMP Frame Blue tube  1 12.000 0.750 

Bulk head hardware accounts for both U-Bolt  1 0.600 0.038 
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FMP ITEM TBD at competition day 1 6.000 0.375 

TOTAL 463.97 28.998 

 

All masses were weight post manufacturing, and reflects the actual weight of the components. 

Since CDR, the total weight decrease, and as such a 5-pound ballast will be added to ensure the 

launch vehicle meets the intended apogee. Figure 4.5.4 shows the relationship between mass with 

respect to altitude. 1 pound mass reduction or incremental correlates to plus or minus 100 ft. With 

the current motor, a 5-pound ballast mass is required to lower the current altitude to 52,800 ft. 

 

 
Figure 4.5.4-1: Relationship between mass with respect to Altitude 

4.5.5 Actual Motor Thrust Curve 

The launch vehicle’s thrust is provided by the combustion of an APCP motor designated Aerotech 

L2200G. As seen in the top green thrust curve in Figure 4.5.5-1, this motor features a peculiar 

performance which is due to the utilization of multiple propellant geometries. These geometry 

variations increase and decrease the burn surface area effectively altering burn time and 

consequently, thrust performance. During the initial milliseconds of the Aerotech L2200G’s burn, 

the curve noticeably surges above similar motors in its range. The initial grain geometry of the 

Aerotech L2200G allows more surface exposure to the internal combustion. Thus, more propellant 

is burned during the phase and over a shorter time increasing the mass flow rate and thus the 

produced thrust. The first trough in the thrust curve illustrates the how quickly the first grain 

geometry is consumed and where the geometry transition occurs. The latter phase peaks 697.31 

pounds and quickly exhausts in 2.40 seconds. 
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Figure 4.5.5-1 Thrust Curves of L and M Classified Motor 

 

Aerotech’s L2200G is the strongest motor that satisfies both the altitude and motor limitations set 

forth by the NASA student launch competition and also the team’s own structural design. With the 

highest impulse performance within the L classification, the motor delivers a formidable peak 

thrust of 697.31 pounds and an average thrust of 473.22 pounds as depicted by Table 4.5.5-1 

below. Over a duration of 2.40 seconds, this motor is able to transport the fragile material 

protection (FMP) and the roll induction system (RIS) payload to an altitude of 5843 feet and 

simultaneously remain within the subsonic regions. 

 

Table 4.5.5-1 Motor Specifications 

Designation L2200G 

Class 97% L 

Propellant Weight 5.55 lb 

Total Weight 10.47 lb 

Average Thrust 473.22 lb 

Peak Thrust 697.31 lb 

Total Impulse 5051.96 Ns 

Burn Time 2.40 s 

 

The launch vehicle with the incorporated Aerotech L2200G has the following event sequence 

according to OpenRocket. There are three vertical lines labeled within the Figure 4.5.5-2 colored 

orange, green, and brown. The flight profile is initialized at the orange axis and begins after the 
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green axis as the launch vehicle clears the launch rail at 95.5 feet per second. The motor is 

exhausted at the brown axis and launch vehicle completes its mission in 165 seconds.   

 

 
Figure 4.5.5-2: OpenRocket Flight Simulation 

 

4.5.6 Stability Margin 

The stability margin is a measurement in calibers, define as the distance between the CG and CP. 

One Caliber is the maximum body diameter of the launch vehicle. As such, the stability of the 

launch vehicle is the ability to stay in flight and point in the upwards direction without any 

tumbling or spinning.  

 

Based on OpenRocket the center of gravity location is 65.04 inches from the tip of the nose cone, 

and the Center of pressure is located 81.27 inches from the tip of the nose cone, the distance 

between both locations is 16.23 inches. Dividing 16.23 by the launch vehicle’s outer diameter of 

6.16 in. produces a static margin of 2.65, which results in a stability margin of 2.65 calibers, as 

shown by the red circle in 4.5.7-1. All weight changes to the launch since CDR were properly 

updated to OpenRocket to ensure the stability margin did not exceed 3.5 calibers or fall below one 

diameter of the launch vehicle. The stability margin is within the range the team has deemed to be 

stable. 

 

Also, after reviewing the videos from the full-scale launch, the team concluded that the rocket had 

no issues with stability or weather-cocking, even with wind conditions being higher than 20 mph. 

The full scale helped confirm the stability of the launch vehicle and the overall design. 

Proving that the 4-fin trapezoidal configuration and the elliptical nose cone.  
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Figure 4.5.6-1: OpenRocket Center of Gravity and Center of Pressure Location 

 

4.5.7 CP and CG 

Center of Gravity 

Once the full-scale launch vehicle was assembled, the center of gravity was easily located and was 

compare to the other two methods use to finding the CG. It was done to make sure there are no 

discrepancies or errors associated with any of the methods. The first method calculates the center 

of gravity with the help of OpenRocket, which also aids with real-time CG and CP analysis. 

Emphasis on the distribution of weight and proper location as well as the total length was important 

to ensure the center of gravity is ahead of the center of pressure. From OpenRocket the CG taken 

from the tip of the nose cone was reported to be 65.04 inches, as shown in Figure 4.5.7-1. The 

second method implements hand calculation where every section of the launch vehicle was given 

a detailed estimated weight (wi), which was done by weighing each sub-component and summing 

them to find an overall weight. The centroid of each section (xi) was then estimated using the 

longitudinal axis of the launch vehicle as the horizontal axis measure from the tip of the nose cone. 

By multiplying each section’s centroid by its respective weight a moment is produced, these 

moments are then summed and divided by the total weight which of the launch vehicle. Using this 

method with Equation 1. Produced a center of gravity of 65.04. 

 

      (Eq. 1) 

The last method determined the location of the CG mechanically. Once the launch vehicle was 

assembled it was balanced on a rod until the center of gravity was found. Taken from the tip of the 

nose cone, the CG was found to be 66.125 in. The Table 4.5.7-1 below compares and verifies the 

location of the CG and the stability of margin.  
 

Table 4.5.7-1: Summary of Center of Gravity Results 

CG(OpenRocket) 65.041 in  

CG Hand Calc. 67.477 in 

CG Mechanically 65.125 in  
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Center of Pressure 

The center of pressure (CP) of the launch vehicle is the point at which all the air pressure forces 

concentrated at a single point. For the design, careful consideration of the fin and nose cone 

geometry was considered to ensure the CP stayed close to the desired stability margin and based 

on the full-scale launch results, the four fins trapezoidal configuration and elliptical nose cone 

proved that stability of the launch vehicle.  

 

Since CDR, the geometry of the nose cone fins did not change, and only the length of the launch 

vehicle change minimal and thus the method to find the CP was done in a similar fashion. The 

center of pressure location is calculated based on James Barrowman methods. Barrowman’s 

method uses sectionalized analysis of individual components which for our design is composed of 

the nose cone, body sections, and fins, as also uses the theory of moments to derive the total normal 

force coefficient and center of pressure for the complete launch vehicle. The overall center of 

pressure is calculated by multiplying the component’s coefficient of pressure by the center of 

pressure for the component.   

 

In addition to being axially symmetrical, the launch vehicle must flight at small angles of attack 

and fly in the subsonic regions in order to use this method. The tip of the nose cone was taken to 

be the origin where X=0 and increasing values as they move from the nose toward the tail of the 

launch vehicle. First, we calculate the center of pressure for the Elliptical nose cone. To determine 

its CP location, we compute the volume enclosed by its surface and dive the volume by the area 

of the base (the cross-sectional area of the component’s maximum diameter), the result will give 

us a length equal to the distance from the origin to the component’s relative center of pressure. 

However, for the elliptical shape, the location can be closely approximated with geometrical forms 

of known volume, for elliptical nose cone, it is a third of the overall length of the nose cone. The 

location of the center of pressure for the nose cone was calculated to be 4.00 inches from the tip 

of the nose cone. 

 

Since the body tubes have a constant diameter, they do not have any contribution to the pressure 

coefficient and does not contribute to the CP calculations. For this reason, the body tube is omitted 

from the equations of Barrowman analysis. 

To find the center of pressure for a single fin the following procedure is use; first, we find the 

normal force coefficient at a single fin calculated by Equation 3 

            (Eq. 3) 

Where n is the number of fins, S is the pan of the fins; cr is the root chord, and ct is the tip chord. 

The location of CP for the fins is calculates using Equation 4: 

  (Eq. 4) 
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Where xf is the distance from the tip of the nose cone x=0 to the top end of the fin, m is the length 

that the tip is swept back. For the current launch vehicle, the coefficient of pressure and center of 

pressure had the following length, 8.00 and 99.39 inches, respectively. However, an interference 

coefficient or correction factor is added to compensate the airflow about the fins is disturbed by 

the airframe body. The value of interference coefficient is given by Equation 5  

    (Eq. 5) 

 

Where R is the radius of the body tube, 3.08 inches. The factor is then multiplied by the coefficient 

of pressure for the fins, giving a value a final value of 11.75 inches. To find the final location of 

CP, the following Equation 6 is used to sum all the components.  

   (Eq. 6) 

 

From this, the given Equation, the center of pressure location was calculated to be 85.51 inches 

from the origin. Evaluating and comparing the difference obtained from OpenRocket which gives 

a location of 82.95, produces a 2.9% difference, further verifying the validity of both methods. 

The results are tabulated down below in Table 4.5.7-2 

 

Table 4.5.7-2: Summary of Center of Pressure Results 

CP(OpenRocket) 81.267 in  

CP Hand Calc. 83.365 in 

% Difference  2.58 % 

 

4.5.8 Kinetic Energy Management 

To meet requirement 2.3, an impact kinetic energy of less than 75 ft-lbf for each independent 

rocket section, kinetic energy was analyzed throughout the descent phase of flight. Equation 1 

below is the kinetic energy used for both drogue descent and main descent where m is mass and v 

is velocity. 

𝐾𝐸 =
1

2
𝑚𝑣2     (Eq. 1) 

 

Table 4.5.8-1 Kinetic Energy during Drogue Descent 

Ke Drogue Descent (ft-lbf) 

Nosecone 114.07 

Forward Rocket Section 755.57 

Aft Rocket Section 1871.12 

 

Table 4.5.8-2 Kinetic Energy during Main Descent 

Ke Main Descent (ft-lbf) 
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Nosecone 4.55 

Forward Rocket Section 30.17 

Aft Rocket Section  74.73 

 

As seen in table 4.5.8-2 above, the kinetic energy will satisfy requirement 2.3. The kinetic energy 

is high for the drogue descent, but there is no cause for concern due to redundant ejection charges 

for the main parachute.  

4.5.9 Drift Calculation 

Drift calculations were performed to ensure that the rocket does not drift further than 2500 ft. 

radially of the launch pad. This was done using equations 1 and 2 seen below, using the required 

wind velocity cases, and the height of parachute deployment. The drogue parachute opens at 

apogee and the main parachute deploys at 500 feet. 

 

𝑇𝑖=
𝐻𝑖

𝑉𝑡
       (Eq. 1) 

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 =  𝑉𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑 ∗ ∑ 𝑇𝑖     (Eq. 2) 

 

Where Ti is the time it takes to descend the respective altitude, Hi is the altitude, Vt is the terminal 

velocity of the respective parachutes, and Vwind is the wind velocity. Table 4.5.9-1 shows that all 

of the cases pass except for the 20-mph case, requiring an alteration to the main parachute deploy 

to around 300 feet to decrease drift. 

 

Table 4.5.9-1 Drift Calculations 

Drift Wind (mph) Radial Drift (ft) 

0 0 

5 787.6408113 

10 1575.281623 

15 2362.922434 

20 3150.563245 
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4.6 Component and Subsystem Testing Results 

4.6.1 Drogue Parachute Drop Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Palomares, R. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test: Drogue Parachute Drop Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): 2.1, 2.3 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

To test the drogue parachute’s decent velocity to verify predicted parameters, verifying 

requirement 2.1 and 2.3 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Inflation of drogue 

 Matching estimated drop test specimen decent time. 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

10 lb. weight Descent Time 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

An accelerometer was attached to a bulkhead and dropped with a 10 lb. weight and timed to 

confirm the characteristics of the drogue parachute. The parachute was pre-deployed to compare 

to estimated terminal velocity. More tests were conducted on the drogue versus the main due to 

the drogue being constructed in house, not by professional manufacturers.  

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Drogue Parachute 

 10 lb. weight 

 Arduino UNO linked to accelerometer 

 Cellphone stopwatch 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Measure height of drop location 

2. Attach parachute to weight 

3. Ensure that at least two separate cellphones with separate operators are ready to time the 

drop. 

4. Drop weight and immediately start timer upon release. 

5. Stop timer immediately after the weight hits the ground. 
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5.0 Data and Results 

Height (ft)  Velocity (ft/s) Descent Time (s) 

50 (run 1)_ 16.47  3.04 

50 (run 2)_ 17.01 2.94 

50 (run 3)_ 20.5 2.43 

60 (run 1) 18.97 3.16 

60 (run 2) 18.4 3.26 

60 (run 3) 17.94 3.34 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

 

Run Prediction (t) Error % 

50 ft. 1 2.56 15.90 

50 ft. 2 2.56 12.93 

50 ft. 3 2.56 5.35 

60 ft. 1 3.07 2.93 

60 ft. 2 3.07 6.19 

60 ft. 3 3.07 8.86 

 

 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Parachute Decent Time (within 10%) Yes* 

 

The parachute tests were mostly under 10% error. There were two tests with slightly higher error 

than acceptable, but in this case, it would only help by decreases the snatch load of the main 

parachute so it is tolerable. The drogue parachute is constructed in house, so slightly error was 

expected than the results from the main parachute test. In all the tests in tolerable range the timing 

was actually higher than predicted, which is a result of the parachute being constructed slightly 

bigger than designed. It can be concluded that this parachute is satisfactory for full scale launches. 
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4.6.2 Main Parachute Drop Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Palomares, R. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test RSR2.1:  Main Parachute Drop Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): RSR2.1, RSR2.3 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

To test the main parachute’s decent velocity to verify predicted parameters, verifying requirement 

RSR2.1 and RSR2.3 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Inflation of main 

 Matching estimated drop test specimen decent time. 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

10 lb. weight Descent Time 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

An accelerometer was attached to a bulkhead and dropped with a 10 lb. weight and timed to 

confirm the characteristics of the main parachute. The parachute was pre-deployed to compare to 

estimated terminal velocity. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Main Parachute 

 10 lb. weight 

 Arduino UNO linked to accelerometer 

 Cellphone stopwatches 

 

4.3 Procedures 

6. Measure height of drop location 

7. Attach parachute to weight 

8. Ensure that at least two separate cellphones with separate operators are ready to time the 

drop. 

9. Drop weight and immediately start timer upon release. 

10. Stop timer immediately after the weight hits the ground. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

Height (ft)  Velocity (ft/s) Descent Time (s) 

50 ft. 7.31 ft/s 6.84 

60 ft. 7.15 ft/s 8.39 
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6.0 Evaluation 

Run Prediction (t) Error % 

50 ft drop 7.23 6.0 

60 ft drop 8.68 3.3 

 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Parachute Decent Time (within 10% error) Yes 

 

The parachute tests were both within less than 10% error of the predicted values based on 

manufacturer specifications. The error is likely due to human timing errors as well as assuming an 

ideal descent, neglecting the drag from any other member of the apparatus other than the parachute. 

It can be concluded that the parachute purchased is satisfactory for use for full scale launch. 
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4.6.3 Ejection Charge Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Lieske, Drayton B. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test: Ejection Charge 
Fulfills Requirement(s): 2.2 

Planned Date of Experiment: 2/4/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment:2/19/2017, 2/26/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement 2.2 to be verified. Determine the ejection charge is sufficient to deploy the recovery 

system. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 The sections separate with enough energy to break shear pins and pull the entire length of 

the shock cord taunt 

 The body tube does not rip or tear near shear pin interface or bulkhead screw interface 

 Parachute and shock cord undamaged from ejection charge hot gasses 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

 

Table 4.6.3 – 1 Test Criteria 

Controlled Measured 

Ejection charge size Distance traveled by the section being ejected 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

The ejection charge, bulkhead, shear pins, and recovery device will be prepared to simulate launch 

configuration. Once prepared the charge will be ignited. Post ignition the results will be visually 

inspected to ensure proper deployment was achieved by the charge. If the charge does not result 

in proper deployment the system is resent and charge size increased. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Body tube 

 Bulkheads 

 Bolts 

 Shear pin 

 E-match 

 Ignition system with lock key and minimum of 15 ft of wire 

 Parachute 

 Chute protector 

 Sandbags 

 Safety glasses 

 Shock cord 

 FFFF black powder 
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 “dog barf” cellulose insulation 

 Masking tape 

 camera 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Set up a small work area at the approved test site. 

2. Pack the parachute and shock cord into the body tube and install the bulkhead and shear 

pins. 

3. Prepare ejection charge while wearing eye protection. 

4. Insert charge and fasten the bulkhead behind it. 

5. From this point on ensure no person is in front of tube. 

6. Set the tube on a sand bag angling it into the air and place another sand bag behind the 

tube to absorb recoil. 

7. Clear area around the body tube and alert everyone the test will take place 

8. Once the area is clear insert the firing key and count down from 5 

9. Before approaching the tube, if the parachute did not deploy ensure the charge ignited by 

waiting one minute. 

10. If the parachute deployed check if the shock cord is completely extended and the 

parachute has slightly unraveled from the parachute protector. 

11. If the charge did not deploy the parachute reset the test, but increase the charge size. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

 

Table 4.6.3 – 2 iterated test values for ejection charge test 

Main ejection charge 

Test number Charge size (g) Length traveled 

1 3.1 10ft (parachute did not deploy) 

2 3.6 30ft 

3 3.8 40ft 

Drogue ejection charge 

1 5.2 40ft 

 

The test needed to be iterated for the Main deployment. Table 4.6.2-2 shows the length traveled, 

the initial two tests failed to travel the length of the shock chord. The initial calculation for the 

drogue charge was ample to deploy the section 40 ft. all of this data is valid and shows that the 

initial calculations are a conservative starting point. Figure 4.6.3-1 shows the scaring caused 

drogue charge.  
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Figure 4.6.3-1 drogue bulkhead scaring 

 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Overall the series of test were successful. The criteria of the rocket remaining undamaged was 

achieved and successful final values for ejection charge sizes were validated. The charges required 

did not exceed the max pressure of the body tube and can be increased by one gram for secondary 

altimeter charges. 

 

Table 4.6.3-3 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

 The sections separate with enough 

energy to break shear pins and pull the 

entire length of the shock cord taunt 

 The body tube does not rip or tear near 

shear pin interface or bulkhead screw 

interface 

 Parachute and shock cord undamaged 

from ejection charge hot gasses 

 

x 
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4.6.4 Recovery Avionics Shielding test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Lieske, Drayton B. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test: Recovery Avionics shielding 
Fulfills Requirement(s): 2.12 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/29/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 1/29/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement 2.12 to be verified. To ensure recovery shielding is capable of reducing Radio 

frequency transmission intensity from onboard electronics. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Radio frequency signals substantially reduced within the recovery bay. 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

Controlled Measured 

RF shielding lining in the bay Signal strength received  

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

The signal strength will be tested using the Trackimo and the BRB900. Both system will be 

inserted into the shielded bay and observed for signal drops or disconnections. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Trackimo 

 BRB900 

 Shielded Bay 

 Camera 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Insert the powered on BRB900 into the shielded bay 

2. Ensure the BRB900 is properly transmitting, then seal the bay. 

3. Hold the BRB900 receiver within one foot of the bay 

4. Check the receiver screen and ensure that it is not receiving transmissions 

5. Once the test is complete remove the BRB900 and Insert the Trackimo, repeat steps one 

through 4 

5.0 Data and Results 

 

Tested device Signal strength outside Signal strength inside shielding 

BRB900 GPS location was steady, 

GPS didn’t miss any 

transmission cycles, 

Satellite lock averaged 8 

Skipped transmission cycles, zero 

satellite lock 

Trackimo GPS lock GPS lock lost, GSM triangulation 

radius larger than normal 
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Table 4.6.4-2 show the qualitative test results from the shielding test. The signal strength outside 

shows that the systems function properly outside of the shielding test section. Once inserted into 

the section performance of the systems are reduced as indicated by their overall performance. Both 

of the GPS’ lost GPS lock initially. The BRB900 transmission went in and out and the Trackimo 

attempted GSM triangulation. The Trackimo triangulation radius greatly increased from its non-

shielded radius.  

 
Figure 4.6.4-1 – GPS sled in test section 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

The data collected is qualitative, meaning there isn’t any numerical values to determine how 

effective the shielding is. Based on the data recorded the EMI shielding effectively reduced 

electromagnetic waves crossing the shielding. The results of this test validate the current design 

and allow for progression of this design. 

 

Table 4.6.4-3 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Radio frequency signals substantially reduced 

within the recovery bay. 

x 
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4.6.5 Body Tube Materials Properties Test for Crippling 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Brannon, C. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 12, 2016. 

 

Test: Body Tube Materials Properties Test for Crippling 
Fulfills Requirement(s): 4.1 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/21/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 2/24/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement 4.1 is to be verified by determining the proper use of materials and structural elements 

used for the body tube and verify that these materials will not experience crippling during the max 

thrust provided by the rocket motor 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 The body tube will experience absolutely no localized crippling 

 The body tube will maintain its structural integrity with no permanent deformations to the 

material 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

Blue Tube Section Crippling of longest section of body tube 

End point of Blue Tube Areas where load is being applied will have 

symmetric loading 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

A static load test will be applied to a bulkhead, as well as the longest continuous section of body 

tube, including a safety factor of two. This test will be performed to insure that the body tube can 

withstand a load equal to the peak thrust the motor will put out during the launch as well as with a 

safety factor of two.  

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Safety Glasses 

 Heavy Safety gloves 

 Test section of body tube (same measurements as actual rocket) 

 Bulkhead with fasteners  

 Compression test Equipment 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Securely fasten the test section of body tube in such a way that the tube will hold the 

entirety of the weight being applied and there are no other variables that would bring the 

results of the test into question. 
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2. For the static load test for crippling, start to load the test specimen with the hydropic 

press very gradually until the desired load is achieved. Note, be sure to stay clear of test 

area and clear the test specimen after every incremental weight. 

3. Observe the results then begin to load the test specimen until failure occurs 

4. Then finally unload test specimen and record results 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

The testing showed surprising results about the strength of the blue tube. First the blue tube was 

loaded using a hydraulic press. Because the hydraulic press was manual as shown in Figure 4.6.5-

1, and the given size of the blue tube made measure the deflection due to the load difficult, no 

computer data was collected for this test. Figure 4.6.5-2 shows the longest section of our body tube 

(20 inches) being tested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The body tube was loaded to 700lb is small increments. 700 lb is the max thrust to be experienced 

by the motor as given by Aerotech L2200. The load was kept on the body tube for several minutes 

with no signs of deformation of crippling of the body tube. The test therefore proceeded and load 

was continually applied until failure. The longest section of body tube was subjected to the max 

amount of force on the hydraulic press which was 20KN, the zero-start position was off set to 

6KN, therefore the blue tube was subjected to 14KN of load or about 3,147 lb. The body tube 

section did not show any signs of deformations or localized buckling. The test was unloaded and 

Figure 4.6.5-1 Hydraulic Jack for 

Testing 

Figure 4.6.5-2 Showing Crippling Test Set-

Up 

Pressure 

Gauges 

Hydraulic 

Press 

Manual Press 

Arm  

Test Specimen 
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the blue tube was examined. The test confirmed that under the extreme load being placed on the 

blue tube, the ends of the tube started experiencing failure due to compressive stress where 

delamination of the tube could clearly be seen as in Figure 4.6.5-3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.5-3 Delamination Due to Extreme Loading 

 

Overall the body tube performed better than originally expected, and surpassed the required 

loading of the motor at 700 lb, only to yield at extreme and unrealistic loads close to 3,147 lb. 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

The body tube will experience absolutely no localized crippling under max motor 

load of 700 lb 

Yes 

The body tube will maintain its structural integrity with no permanent deformations 

to the material under max motor load of 700 lb 

Yes 

 

 

  

Delamination due 

to Compressive 

Stress 
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4.6.6 Body Tube Materials Properties Test for Shearing 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Michaelian, D. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 12, 2016. 

 

Test: Body Tube Materials Properties Test for Shearing 
Fulfills Requirement(s): stated in the requirements compliance 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/21/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 2/24/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement DR5.6 is to be verified by determining the proper use of materials and structural 

elements used for the body tube and verify that these materials will not experience crippling during 

the max thrust provided by the rocket motor 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 The body tube will experience absolutely no shear out 

 The body tube will maintain its structural integrity with no permanent deformations to the 

material 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

Screw locations and force applied Shearing of the body tube 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

A static load test will be applied to a bulkhead that is bolted into the body tube. The force will 

directly transfer into the screws and then into the body tube as a shearing force. This test will be 

performed to insure that the body tube can withstand a load equal to the peak thrust the motor will 

put out during the launch with a safety factor of two.  

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Safety Glasses 

 Heavy Safety gloves 

 Test section of body tube (same measurements as actual rocket) 

 Bulkhead with fasteners  

 Compression test Equipment 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Securely fasten the test section of body tube in such a way that the tube will hold the 

entirety of the weight being applied and there are no other variables that would bring the 

results of the test into question. 

2. For the static load test for crippling, start to load the test specimen with the hydropic 

press very gradually until the desired load, in this case 1500 lb, is achieved. Note, be sure 

to stay clear of test area and clear the test specimen after every incremental weight. 
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3. Observe the results then begin to load the test specimen until the predicted max load is 

reached 

4. Hold the max load to inspect for deformation 

5. Once verified, continue loading until failure 

6. Then finally unload test specimen and record results 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

The testing showed that the blue tube can withstand the shearing force that will be experienced by 

the rocket. No electronic data was collected due to the test apparatus using analog indicators, 

shown earlier in Figure 4.6.5-1. The final configuration for the test is shown in Figure 4.6.6-1. A 

smaller block was utilized in order to translate the piston force directly into shear force without 

damaging the bulkhead.   

 

 
Figure 4.6.6-1 – Final configuration for the shear out test 

 

For the loading for this test a 1500 lb snatch load caused by the main parachute was assumed since 

this will be the largest shearing force experienced by the body tube. At this force the body tube 

showed no deformation so the load was increased until the failure shown in Figure 4.6.6-2 was 

experienced. The load at which failure was experienced was 1600 lb, just slightly over our max 

load, which already holds the safety factor of two required. This test ensures that the body tube 

will withstand any of the shearing forces that could be experienced during launch. 
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Figure 4.6.6-2 Shear failure of blue tube 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Table 4.6.6-1 – Success Criteria table 

Success Criteria Met? 

The body tube will experience absolutely no shearing under max snatch load of 

1500 lb 

Yes 

The body tube will maintain its structural integrity with no permanent deformations 

to the material under max snatch load of 1500 lb 

Yes 
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4.6.7 PLA Shear Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Sanchez, J, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 03, 2017. 

 

Test: PLA Shear Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): DR4.3 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/21/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 2/24/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement DR4.3 is to be verified by determining the proper use of materials and structural 

elements used for PLA Plastic. We will verify the impulse force caused by the main parachute 

does not cause the screws to shear through the nosecone during midflight. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 The PLA will experience no shearing at the fastener locations 

 The PLA will maintain its structural integrity, with no permanent deformation or any signs 

of damage to the material 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

Screws Shearing the PLA plastic 

Bulkhead Area surrounding fastener attachment points  

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

A Static load test will be performed to ensure the PLA plastic can withstand the impulse forces 

caused by the main parachute deployment. This impulse will produce an impact force that will 

transfer to the screws, which will inherently pull on the PLA plastic, generating a normal force in 

the opposite direction. A static load test will be applied to a bulkhead attach to the PLA plastic. 

This test will be performed to ensure that the PLA plastic can withstand the load equal to the 

impulse resulting from the velocity of the falling nose cone during descent. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Safety Glasses 

 Heavy Safety gloves 

 Cylindrical PLA Tube 

 Bulkhead with fasteners 

 Compression test Equipment 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Prepare test area by making sure all obstacles within reach of the testing subject are 

removed, and all testers have proper protection.  

2. Securely fasten the test section of PLA sample tube in such a way that the tube will hold 

the entirety of the weigh being applied and there are no variables that bring the results of 

the test into question. 
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3. For the static load test for shear, start to load the test specimen with the hydraulic press 

very gradually until the desired load is achieved. Note, be sure to stay clear of test area 

and clear the test specimen after every incremental weight. 

4. Observe the results then begin to load the test specimen until the predicted maximum 

load is reached. 

5. Hold the maximum load to inspect for deformation. 

6. Once verified, continue loading until failure, and be sure to record data for every interval. 

7. Finally unload test specimen, record final value and inspect results.  

 

5.0 Data and Results 

The test showed that the PLA can withstand the shearing forces that will be experienced by the 

launch vehicle. No electronic data was collected due to the test apparatus using analog indicators, 

shown earlier in Figure 4.6.7-1. The final configuration for the test is shown in Figure 4.6.7.-1. A 

smaller block was utilized in order to translate the piston forces directly into shear force without 

damaging the bulkhead.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.6.7-1 Final configuration for the shear out test 

 

An estimate load of 200 lb. is what the Nose Cone will experience during the ejection of the drogue 

parachute. The PLA is required to withstand a minimum of 400 lb. a Margin of safety of two. From 

the test, at this force the body tube showed no deformation so the load was increased until failure 

as shown in Figure 4.6.7-2 The load at which failure was experienced was 1300 lb. well over the 

loads maximum load it will experienced. This test ensures that the PLA Nose Cone will withstand 

any of the shearing forces that could be experienced during launch.   
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Figure 4.6.7-2 Shear failure of PLA Plastic  

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Table 4.6.7-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

PLA Plastic will experience no shearing at faster locations Yes 

PLA Plastic will maintain its structural integrity, and will not show any 

signs of damage or material deformation 

Yes 
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4.6.8 GPS Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Lieske, Drayton B. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test: GPS Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): DR 5.3 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 1/28/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement DR5.3 to be verified. To ensure the GPS systems perform properly. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Both systems still transmit properly when placed next to one another 

 Both of the transmitted coordinates received are similar to each other. 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

 

Table 4.6.8-1 test criteria matrix 

Controlled Measured 

Proximity of the GPS units Accuracy of coordinates. 

Proper transmission. 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

Both units will be placed adjacent to one another and driven of the dashboard of a vehicle. The 

transmission quality ad well as coordinate accuracy data will be analyzed to ensure the systems do 

not affect each other during operation. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Computer 

 Vehicle 

 The GPS systems 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Power on and initialize the BRB900 GPS/transmitter, then power on the BRB900 

receiver.  

2. Ensure the BRB900 has a GPS lock by checking the receivers display. 

3. Power on the Trackimo and wait a few minutes for GPS lock. 

4. Verify the Trackimo has a GPS lock by verifying its status with the mobile app or 

Trackimo website. 

5. Place both systems adjacent to one another on the dash board of a vehicle. 

6. Start test by driving a route within one mile of the BRB900 system. 

7. Take coordinate data at an interval of once every minute. 

8. Once a minimum of 4 test points are taken, the test can be stopped and the vehicle 

recalled. 
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9. On return, shut the BRB900 and Trackimo systems off. 

10. Analyze the data collected between the two systems for accuracy. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

Table 4.6.8 -2 BRB900 

No Latitude Longitude 

1 34” 3.5275’ -117” 49.2391’ 

2 34” 3.5508’ -117” 49.1805’ 

3 34” 3.6078’ -117” 49.1302’ 

4 34” 3.6137’ -117” 49.1263’ 

 

Table 4.6.8-3 Trackimo 

No Latitude Longitude 

1 34” 3.5394’ -117” 49.2657’ 

2 34” 3.5845’ -117” 49.2105’ 

3 34” 3.5832’ -117” 49.2206’ 

4 34” 3.6437’ -117” 49.1473’ 

 

The test was conducted on foot instead of on a vehicle. It was deemed that it would be easier and 

safer for a person to walk around campus. At one point the BRB900 lost contact with itself. The 

spread spectrum cycle completed and the transmitter was able to reacquire signal. Both of these 

GPS values are valid for the location. The figure shows the BRB900 path taken. 

 

 
Figure 4.6.8-1 BRB900 GPS test data 

 

The GPS data is anomalous because of the metal structures and interference on campus. Both sets 

of data from table 4.6.8-2 and table 4.6.8-3 are within .02 minutes of each other, which is roughly 

121 feet. 
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6.0 Evaluation 

Ultimately the test was successful. Both GPS system worked within reasonable limits of error. The 

data was more inaccurate because of all the interference with buildings and hundreds of cell 

phones. 

 

Table 4.6.8-4 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

• Both systems still transmit properly 

when placed next to one another 

• Both of the transmitted coordinates 

received are similar to each other. 

X 
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4.6.9 RIS Cabling Test 

 
CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Brannon, C. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 12, 2016. 

 

Test: RIS Cabling Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): stated in the requirements compliance 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/14/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: 2/24/2017 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement DR5.6 is to be verified by determining the proper use of materials and structural 

elements used for the RIS cabling and verify that these materials will not experience failure under 

the loads of the servos during the max deflection of the aileron and drag and lift force on the aileron 

themselves. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 The cabling will hold 30 lb and continue to hold up to 60 lb without failure.  

 The cabling used will experience minimal elongation and “stretching” during the load 

process to ensure the cabling maintains taunt during the maneuver.  

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

Tension within the cabling The load applied to the cabling within tension 

Crimped ends of the cabling test Crimped ends not failing during this loading 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

This test is performed to test two different materials, Kevlar wire and steel wire, to see which one 

would perform better within the RIS. After preliminary testing with the RIS payload system it was 

found that the original steel wires being used were elongating more than predicted. The newer 

Kevlar material was found as a replacement as it has shown to not elongate under load. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Safety Glasses 

 Kevlar Wire Test Section 

 Steel Wire Test Section 

 Crimping Rings 

 Crimper 

 Tension test Equipment 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. First, the test apparatus is set up in order to perform a tension test with the wire 

specimens. This is done by using a hydraulic press that is able to perform the experiment 

in tension.  
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2. The steel wire will be tested first; the steel wire will be crimped at both end and looped 

within the test apparatus. 

3. The steel wire will be preloaded to 10 lb to insure the wire is taunt for the experiment. 

4. The steel wire length will be measure to insure the length of elongation is recorded. 

5. The steel wire will be loaded in increments of 5 lb until 30 lb is reached. 

6. If the specimen survives then it will be loaded to 60 lb in increments of 5lb. 

7. If the specimen survives then it will be loaded until failure. 

8. Results will be recorded. 

9. Repeat steps 2 through 8 for Kevlar wire 

10. Record all results and observations 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

Figure 4.6.9 shows the test apparatus used for testing the wires as shown. The manual press arm 

and pressure gauges were used for recording results and loading the specimen. The test specimen 

can be seen at the center of the apparatus under load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.9-1 Test Apparatus Set-up 

 

The first test was using the steel wire, this test set up can be seen in Figure 4.6.9-2.  
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Figure 4.6.9-2 Test Apparatus with Steel Wire 

 

The test specimen was loaded as the procedure entailed. The steel wire took 30 lb, however it was 

elongating slightly, it was then loaded to 60 lb and the elongation was worse. This steel wire was 

then loaded until failure in which the test specimen took about 100 lb until yielding at which time 

more load was applied and finally fractured around 120 lb with over 100 % elongation. This test 

has shown that the steel wire is more than capable of holding the load being applied to it, however 

the elongation in the process could be detrimental to the RIS system as slack in the wires 

developing over time could lead to an ineffective servo interaction for the fin’s ailerons. The 

second test was using the kevlar wire, this test set up can be seen in Figure 4.6.9-3. 
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Figure 4.6.9-3 Test Apparatus with Kevlar Wire 

 

The test specimen was loaded as the procedure entailed. The Kevlar wire took 30 lb, with no 

elongation, it was then loaded to 60 lb also with no noticeable elongation. This Kevlar wire was 

then loaded until failure in which the test specimen took about 100 lb until the crimped ends started 

to fail and moved down the test specimen. After the crimps had hit the end of the apparatus holds 

more load was applied and finally fractured suddenly around 150 lb with little to no elongation. 

This test has shown that the Kevlar is capable of holding these loads as well. The elongation within 

the Kevlar was exponentially less than the steel, and could not be accurately read. The one down 

side was the crimps failed sooner than the steel wire due to the fact that the Kevlar was a thinner 

diameter than the steel wire allowing the crimps less area to hold on too with Kevlar. 
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These tests have shown that the Kevlar is far superior to the steel wire to strength as well as 

elongation. In order to safety deploy the RIS system in flight, minimal elongation of the wires 

must be maintained, and the tests have shown that the Kevlar is strong enough to hold the loads as 

well as maintaining stiffness under those loads. The success criteria can be found within table 6.0-

1. In the interest of safety maintainability Kevlar wires will thus be used on the RIS cabling system. 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Test the steel wire and Kevlar wires successfully Yes 

Record failures as well as observations with elongation Yes 

Steel wire holds desired loads Yes 

Steel wire elongates little or not at all under load No 

Kevlar wire holds desired loads Yes 

Kevlar wire elongates little or not at all under load Yes 
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4.6.10 Water Tunnel Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Kennedy, J. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 3/3/17. 

 

Test: Water Tunnel Test  
Fulfills Requirement(s): stated in the requirements compliance 

Planned Date of Experiment: 3/3/17 

Actual Date of Experiment: 3/3/17 

1.0 Test Objective 

The purpose of the water tunnel test is to fulfill DR4.4 This test will verify that the fins and nose 

cone all experience smooth flow in flight conditions.   

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Smooth Flow over the model  

 No separation occurs during the simulated flight envelope  

 No vortices or other disturbances form on the rocket that degrade performance  

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Observed  

Size Flow Pattern  

AoA  Speed at which separation occurs  

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

For these tests, full scale models of the nose cone and fin will be placed in the water tunnel. The 

models that will be used will have a ¼” hole to the center of gravity which will be mounted to a 6” rod 

that will be attached to the C-strut. Figure 1 shows the model of the nose cone with the hole cut into it 

to allow for the c-strut. A model of a fin will also be attached. The fin will be mounted to a block with 

¼’’ whole cut into it for mounting. Figure 2 shows this assembly in detail.  Both of the nose cone and 

fins will be 3-D printed from PLA plastic, while this makes manufacturing easy it also creates rough 

surfaces. The water tunnel testing will determine if this rough surface disturbs the boundary layer to 

an unacceptable degree. 
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Figure 4.6.10-1: Nose Cone Model with Dimensions  

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Nose cone model with proper mounting hole  

 Fin model with proper mounting hole 

 Camera capable of recording in 1080p 60 fps 

 Background scale  

 Ink Dye ports  

 

 
Figure 4.6.10-2 Picture of the Cal Poly Pomona Water Tunnel 

4.3 Procedures 

1. The water tunnel will be prepared as per the operation manual  
2. The test fixtures will be mounted to the C-strut and tightened down to make sure they do not 

come loose during the experiment.  

3. The C strut will be placed in the water tunnel and bolted down to make sure it does not move 

during the experiment  
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4. The dye system will be placed into the water tunnel and bolted in place to make sure it does 

not move from side to side during the experiment. The preparer must be careful to line the 

dye system properly with the test fixtures.  

5. The camera system must be calibrated to make sure the image is clear and steady. The 

background scale must be calibrated correctly with the image to ensure accurate data 

collection.  

6. The C-Strut will be put into the “zero reference” to make sure the model is at an angle of 

attack of 0 degrees to begin experiment. 

7. The experiment will be run at a velocity of 1.5 in/sec  

8. After the experiment, the tunnel will be inspected for next test fixture. If water is not clear 

enough, the water tunnel will have to be serviced. If not, repeat steps 1-7 for the second and 

third fixture.  

9. After the experiments are run and videos are recorded, the water will be drained from the 

tunnel and all equipment will be put away neatly and in its place. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6.10-2 Clockwise: Nose at angles of 0-20 degrees in increments of 5 
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The flow over the cone is generally smooth till around 15 degrees where separation occurs. At 20 

degrees’ separation, can be observed at the tip, but reattaches further down. This indicates that 

even at high angles of attack the rocket will still have good aerodynamic characteristics.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6.10-3 Clockwise: Fin at angles of 0-20 degrees in increments of 5 

 

The fins achieved flow that could be described as turbulent till around 15 degrees where separation 

occurred. This is within the excited results for a symmetric airfoil with similar NACA foils 
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achieving separation at around 10 degrees. Due to the dye nozzle being held, the dye was already 

disturbed when it hit the fin thus the flow for the cones and fins it more turbulent they would be 

expected.  

 

Based on these tests it was observed that both the nose and fin achieved satisfactory flow results 

below 15 degrees. The rocket is not expected to fear this much from the vertical thus the nose and 

fins can be said to operate effectively within the expected flow environment.  

 

6.0 Evaluation 

Expand on the results. Explain if test was successful and why, was the success criteria met? How 

do the results drive the design of LV or payload? 

 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

4.4 Simulate Smooth Flow Over Fin and Nose 

Cone 

x 
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4.6.11 Full scale Launch Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Daugherty-Saunders, S. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 1, 2017. 

 

Test: Full Scale Launch 
Fulfills Requirement(s): VR1.1, VR1.4, VR1.17, VR1.17.1, RSR2.10 

Planned Date of Experiment: 2/11/2017 and 2/18/2017 

Actual Date of Experiment: TBD 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement VR1.1 to be verified. The vehicle shall deliver the science or engineering payload to 

an apogee altitude of 5,280 feet above AGL. Requirement VR1.4 to be verified. The launch vehicle 

shall be designed to be recoverable and reusable. Requirement VR1.17 to be verified. All teams 

shall successfully launch and recover their full-scale rocket prior to FRR in its final flight 

configuration. The rocket flown at FRR must be the same rocket to be flown on launch day.  

Requirement VR1.17.1 to be verified. The vehicle and recovery system shall have functioned as 

designed. Requirement RSR2.10 to be verified. Removable shear pins shall be used for both the 

main parachute compartment and the drogue parachute compartment. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Launch vehicle reaches an apogee of 5,280 ft.  75 ft. 

 Launch vehicle is recoverable and usable after launch. 

 Full scale test launch occurs prior to FRR. 

 Recovery system functions as designed. 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

These are the controlled and measure variables of this experiment 

Controlled Measured 

Design of full scale launch vehicle Flight data measured from recovery altimeters 

and the data collections system including 

altitude, flight time, velocity, acceleration, 

roll rate etc. 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

The full-scale test will be representative of the launch conditions on competition day. The team 

will run through the entire launch procedure and analyze the resulting data to determine what 

changes must be made, if any, to the full-scale launch vehicle prior to the competition. Additionally 

multiple test launches will be run in order to perfect the control system on the RIS payload. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Subscale launch vehicle and all associated components 

 12-volt direct firing system 

 Motor igniter 

 Launch Rail 

 Launch vehicle assembly tools 

 Personal protective equipment  
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4.4 Procedure 

1. Once the launch vehicle is in launch position and the igniter is inserted, arm the electronics. 

2. Safety officer check to ensure the checklist is properly completed. 

3. The LCO enables the master arming switch. 

4. Once LCO allows, the hard switch will be activated. 

5. The LCO will commence the countdown of 5 seconds. 

6. Once the countdown is completed. The LCO says “fire” and ignition is triggered. 

7. Visually track launch vehicle and payload from the time of launch to the time of 

recovery. 

8. Assemble a team of two groups of at least two team members to recover the launch 

vehicle and the payload capsule. 

9. Wait a minimum of sixty seconds before securing the launch vehicle and payload 

capsule. 

10. Inspect the launch vehicle’s external components for any clear signs of damage. 

11. Document the launch vehicle through inspection and photographs for the later 

assessment. 

12. Download pictures, video, and scientific data and review altimeter data. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

 Launch vehicle reached an apogee of 5,858 ft. 

 Launch vehicle is recoverable and usable after launch. 

 Full-scale test was successful and functioned as designed. 

 Recovery system functions as designed. 

 RIS induced roll and counter roll following motor burnout. 

Analyzing the altimeter data from the full-scale launch produces the data represented in Figure 

5.0-1 below. 

 
Figure 4.6.11-1 Full-Scale Altimeter Data Compared to Simulations 
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6.0 Evaluation 

The launch of the full-scale launch vehicle was completely successful and met all of the success 

criteria shown in Table 6.0-1. 

 

Table 4.6.11-1: Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Launch vehicle was recoverable and reusable X 

Full-scale launch was successful X 

RIS induced roll and counter roll post-motor 

burnout. 

X 

Onboard altimeter capable of recording apogee X 

Recovery system functioned as designed X 
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5.0 Primary Payload Criteria: Roll Induction System (RIS) 

5.1 RIS Payload Design 

5.1.1 Overall Design 

Through process and elimination, it was decided that fin control surfaces offer the best solution 

for the Roll Induction Experiment. Fin control surfaces (hereafter “ailerons”) also offer several 

advantages: 

 Conceptual simplicity; “tried and true” approach to roll control 

 Minimizes mass burden on the vehicle by taking advantage of the low altitude flight 

profile of our mission 

 
Figure 5.1.1-1 As-Built Payload Assembly 

 

The primary hazard of an actuated aileron design is the possibility of errant trajectories. For one 

reason or another, an axial set of ailerons may fail to actuate in a symmetric, counter rotating 

manner. Should such a scenario occur, an unintended pitching or yawing moment could develop, 

resulting in a potentially dangerous situation for those on the ground. Our final design has 

incorporated several safety features to mitigate these risks: 

 Two physically coupled servos which also receive the same electrical signal 

 Physical coupling of servos constrains ailerons to counter-rotating motion (relative to 

one another) 
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Figure 5.1.1-2 RIS Subsystems 

 

Our final primary payload design utilizes a coupled “pull-pull” servo configuration which 

translates the force provided by the servos in pure tension via stranded Kevlar cable to actuate a 

single set of ailerons. This type of system eliminates the need for traditional push rods and is 

commonly seen on large scale RC aircraft. By forgoing a push rod type of system, we reduce 

weight and avoid the design issues presented by their bending under compressive loads. A switch 

to Kevlar cabling instead of the originally planned stranded steel cabling was made due to the 

higher tensile strength with less elongation. The results of these tensile tests are explored further 

in section 4.6. The original wheel pulleys, part of the servo block assembly, have also been 

replaced by linear bearings which are better suited for our application. Two physically coupled 

servos are utilized in the design. The advantages of a two-servo design are: 
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 Increased reliability: In the event of a servo completely failing, the other is still capable of 

performing the experiment. 

 Increased safety: In the event of a servo malfunction, it must work against the other before 

doing anything erratic. While this would likely mean forgoing a successful experiment, it 

helps mitigate the chances of an erratic trajectory. 

 
Figure 5.1.1-3 Servo Block Assembly 

 

A two-servo design also allows higher system performance since it effectively doubles torque 

available. The two servos are positioned on the top of motor block. Placing the servos here offers 

ease of mechanical coupling since the motor tube prevents the use of the inner diameter along its 

length. To translate the tension force in the control cables, grooved linear bearings is utilized. 

These bearings are free to move about their axles, allowing the necessary translation of the cable 

that occurs while the servos actuate. Four identical servo arms are utilized in the design. By using 

the same arms both on the aileron axles and the servos, a perfect parallelogram between the cables 

is maintained while the servos actuate. This avoids any undue buildup of stress within the cables 

and servos. Figure 5.1-4 illustrates the movement of the control arms, pulleys, and ailerons as the 

servos actuate. While the pulley wheels have been replaced by linear bearings, the college still 

illustrates the RIS operation well. The static fin assemblies and first bulkhead are hidden for clarity. 
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Figure 5.1.1-4: Servo-Aileron Movement Collage 
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Key System Characteristics 

Aileron Deflection Range ±30 

Servo Torque Available @ 5.0V 250 oz-in / aileron 

 

5.1.2 Structural Elements and Drawings and Schematics 

Servo Block Assembly 

The servo block houses most of the mechanical systems of the RIS design. The servos are 

physically coupled and receive the same electrical signal, so in effect they behave as one. As the 

servos move within their ±30 deflection range, the linear bearings route the control cables 90 

while moving along the rod’s axis to allow the control cable’s lateral translation.  

 

 
Figure 5.1.2-1 Servoblock Overall Dimensions 

 

The servo block base serves as the fastener hub for the different subassemblies. 4-40 screws fasten 

the servos themselves, while six 1-3/4” long 18-8 stainless steel screws fasten the servo block to 

the motor block, providing 0.73” of penetration into the 1.75” height motor block. A cylindrical 

groove underneath the motor block allows routing of the servos’ wires. 
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Figure 5.1.2-2 Half-Cylinder Channel for Servo Wiring 

 

 
 

Each of the two pulley assemblies is secured to the servo block with (8) #6-40 0.5” long screws. 

Together, the stainless-steel flange posts with 8 anchoring screws have proved more than adequate 

in tolerating the downward forces imposed on the axle by the control cables. 
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Figure 5.1.2-3 HS-7955TG Servo with Double Arm Dimensions 

 

Two Hitec HS-7955TG titanium gear servos power the mechanical assembly. These models are 

on the high end of commercially available R/C servos and are known for their precision and 

reliability. Our desire for performance overhead guided our servo choice.  

 

Four identical double servo arms are utilized in the design: two in the motor block assembly and 

two in each aileron assembly. They are made of aluminum, and are preferable over standard plastic 

control horns since they are intended for high strength applications. This model features a set of 

24 teeth around its internal hub for interfacing with Hitec brand servos. An M2 screw tightens the 

fit around the shaft, providing a secure slip-free fit. Thread-lock will be applied to the screws to 

be on the safe side. The outer holes provide a standard M3 fit for clevis joints and other standard 

servo hardware. 

 

 
Figure 5.1.2-4 Hitec Aluminum Servo Arm (Courtesy Ebay Seller TopHobbyUS)  
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HS-7955TG Specifications 

 

A pair of turnbuckles couple the servos. A welded nut is attached to the threaded rod, which allows 

the coupler’s length to be fine-tuned. After each coupler’s length was experimentally dialed in, 

high strength thread-lock was applied to all threads to prevent any slipping of the threaded rods 

and screws. 

 

 
Figure 5.1.2-5 Aileron Servo Arm-Cable Interface 

Motor Type: Coreless 

Bearing Type: Dual Ball Bearing 

Speed (4.8V/6.0V): 0.19 / 0.15 

Torque oz./in. (4.8V/6.0V): 250 / 333 

Torque kg./cm. (4.8V/6.0V): 18.0 / 24.0 

Size in Inches: 1.57 x 0.78 x 1.45 

Size in Millimeters: 39.88 x 19.81 x 36.83 

Weight ounces: 2.29 

Weight grams: 64.92 
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The aileron assembly converts the torque provided by the servos into torque around the rocket’s 

rotational axis. With two aileron assemblies on two opposing fins, deflection of the coupled servo 

assembly forces each aileron to move in opposite directions, thus inducing roll. All Kevlar cable-

servo arm connections utilize 4-40 screws as seen in Figure 5.1.2-5 above.  

 

 
Figure 5.1.2-6 Aileron Assembly 

 

A thin metal plate interfaces the aileron with the axle, and provide additional surface area in which 

the torque on the axle is translated into deflection of the aileron. Each aileron axle is 7/32” diameter 

machine aluminum, which is soft enough to allow the teeth of the servo arm to “dig in” and provide 

a secure, slip free fit.  

 

The control cabling is secured using metal crimps while utilizing a looped “over and under” 

technique. These crimps have proved to be very strong, in each tensile test performed, the cable 

material failed before the crimps themselves slipped. The tension in the cables is adjusted using 

the Secraft Wire Tensioners as seen in Figure 5.1.2-7. 
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Figure 5.1.2-7 Secraft Pull-Pull Wire Tensioners 
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5.1.4 RIS Payload Electronics 
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Figure 5.1.4-1 As-built Payload Bay Front/Back 

 

The Payload Bay Electronics Assembly is comprised of three independent but interconnected 

systems: 

1) Payload Control System (PCS): The Payload Control System (PCS) features a 

programmable Atmel MEGA328P-based open/closed loop system which detects burnout 

and then executes a set aileron deflections consistent with the aims of the payload 

mission success criteria. 

2) Data Collection System (DCS): Communications and data storage hub for the PCS and 

DCS systems. Features local data logging and wireless data transmission capabilities. 

Armed with a 10 DOF multi-component sensor, the DCS records and transmits 

acceleration, gyroscopic, barometric, and temperature data. Testing has shown this 

system to be capable of storing and transmitting 20 samples of data per second; more 

than adequate for our 10 Hz rate baseline established in PDR. 

3) Observation System (OS): Video recording system based on the Raspberry Pi Zero v1.3b. 

Capable of storing up to 1 hour of video on a 8GB microSD card. Utilizes a camera 

mounted undernearth the bulkhead. 
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Control System 

A controller was developed for the payload control system to actuate the fins in flight. A 

proportional-integral-derivative controller with a low pass filter is used to control the fins. It was 

developed using the equations of motion of the system using classical control theory. Below is the 

equation of motion of the rocket in the theta direction of control. J is the rotational inertia of the 

rocket, Afin is the area of the fin, Reff is the effective torque arm that was held constant, δ is the 

fin deflection, and Cdelta is the coefficient of deflection that relates deflection to coefficient of lift 

because it is the lift that generates the torque. 

 

𝐽�̈� + 4 ∗
1

2
𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝐷 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓3 ∗ �̇�2=2 ∗

1

2
𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝛿 ∗ 𝑉2 

 

The rotational drag term in the equation of motion was assumed to be zero to avoid dealing with 

any nonlinear terms. This approximation isn’t a bad approximation because at a rate of 40 rad/s it 

is only 3% of the rated torque. Therefore, the transfer function was defined the equation below. 

 

𝜃(𝑠)

𝛿(𝑠)
=

2 ∗
1
2 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑉2

𝐽𝑠2
 

 

 
Figure 5.1.4-2 Simulink Model used for Simulation of the Controller 

This transfer function was implemented into Simulink along with a drag model of the velocity to 

get the gain values for the PID controller. It predicts a response time with less than one second and 

a maximum deflection 21.8 rads. 
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Figure 5.1.4-3 Rocket Rotation vs. Time using the Controller 

 
Figure 5.1.4-4 Rocket Rotation Rate vs. Time using the Controller 
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Figure 5.1.4-5 Fin Deflection vs. Time using the Controller 

5.1.4.1 Batteries and Power 

The entire sled is powered by two identical 11.1V, 2200mAh Lithium Polymer (“LiPo”) batteries. 

Originally, one battery was intended to run the servos on an independent circuit due to the then-

predicted high current demands of the HS-7955TG servos. Testing has shown that the servos pull 

only 1.5A max, a much smaller figure than our spec sheet based 7.0A figure. For this reason, the 

batteries are now wired in parallel, doubling the power storage capacity for the entire circuit, and 

are routed through  the 60W rated push button switch. The LiPo batteries utilize the vertical slots 

of the sled for appropriately sized zip-tie fastening. The zip-ties hold the batteries securely against 

the sled, while the sled blocks limits their up/down motion. The batteries are transported and 

secured with utmost care. 

 

The entire electronics assembly is controlled by a single ULINCOS® 15VDC 10A (150W) LED 

latching switch located on the electronics sled. The power button is accessible through a hole in 

the payload bay tube which also serves as a pressure port for the BMP180. The switch is wired so 

that the LED turns on when the switch is closed, indicating that the sled is powered. 
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Figure 5.1.4-1 Power Switch Accessability (left); 150W LED toggle switch (right) 

 

The switch requires a firm force of 5N directly on its face to toggle. Its orientation on the sled was 

chosen to minimize the chances of engine burn acceleration accidentally toggling the switch. Our 

full scale launch test has proved it to be a reliable toggle and indicator system. 

 

System Power Consumption 

System Notes Peak Current Draw 

Payload Control System 

(PCS) 

Includes 2x HITEC 7955TG 

Servos 

1600 mA 

Data Collection System 

(DCS) 

Includes XBee 900HP S3B 300 mA 

Observation System (OS) Includes Camera 170 mA 

 Total 2070 mA 
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Figure 5.1.4-2 Batteries in Flight-Ready Configuration 

 

Power consumption tests were run by putting a multimeter in series with each sub-circuit. With 

our two LiPo batteries wired in parallel, 4400mAh of 11.1V power is available to the payload 

electronics. With a peak system current draw of approximately 2.1A, our batteries will last 

approximately 2.1 hours. This provides a large margin of safety for the 1 hour running at launch 

pad rule, especially since the systems pull only 10% of the figure while idle. At peak current draw, 

the system has a power rating of 22W, well under the switch’s rating of 150W. 

 

 
Figure 5.1.4-3 DCS Power Consumption Test (XBee at “low power” setting) 
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5.1.4.2 Payload Control System (PCS) 

 

 
Payload Control System Block Diagram 

 
Payload Control System: Circuit Schematic 
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Figure 5.1.4.2-1: Payload Control System 

 

The Payload Control System (PCS) utilizes an Arduino Nano (Atmel MEGA328P-based) 

open/closed loop system, with an Adafruit 9DOF IMU for acceleration and gyroscopic sensing. 

The given hardware configuration generates 200+ samples of acceleration and gyroscopic data per 

second. 

 

Programming the system offers a wide range of operational flexibility. For our first full scale 

launch test, the system utilized an open loop program which detected burnout and then executed a 

set of pre-programmed aileron deflections by sending the appropriate pulse-width modulated 

signals for a certain amount of time. The goals utilizing this program were: 

1) Detect launch appropriately 

2) Detect burnout appropriately 

3) Establish the overall effectiveness of the Roll Induction System at maximum 

deflections 

4) Establish effectiveness of DCS communication routines 

The open loop program achieved all of these objectives beautifully. Utilizing the successful 

components of the open loop program, our next closed loop program will use continuous feedback 

with the aim of zero net roll before and after the roll maneuver. 

 

Arduino Nano v3.0 Specifications 

Microcontroller ATmega328 

Operating Voltage (logic level) 5 V 

Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12 V 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 

Analog Input Pins 8 

DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA 

Flash Memory 32 KB (ATmega328) of which 2 KB used by bootloader 

Clock Speed 16 MHz 

Dimensions 0.73" x 1.70" 

Weight 5 g 
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5.1.4.2.1 Instrument Precision and Repeatability 

 

Adafruit 9DOF IMU Sensor Specifications 

Sensor  Function Precision Measurement Range 

L3GD20H Gyroscope 8.75/17.50/70.00 mdps ±245/±500/±2000 dps 

(Selectable) 

LSM303 Accelerometer 1/2/4/12 mg/LSB ±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g (Selectable) 

dps= degree per second             LSB = Least Significant Bit                g = accel. due to gravity 

 

Both the Payload Control System and the Data Collection System utilize a calibration routine in 

their programming which runs at boot up. This programming routine, which runs for 1000 samples, 

establishes offsets and standard deviations for each sensing parameter. Thereafter, each feature of 

programming which utilizes a specific sensed value does so within 2 standard deviations. This 

allows the program some flexibility in detecting the appriopriate situations. An example is shown 

below: 

 
The recorded offsets and standard devations of our countless testing trials have been within 95% 

of each other. If there is a significant difference, it is usually due to the electronics not being the 

proper upright orientation during boot, or due to the electronics being moved or bumped during 

boot. 
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5.1.4.3 Data Collection System (DCS) 

 

 

 
DCS Circuit Schematic 
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Figure 5.1.4.2: Data Collection System 

 

An Arduino MEGA R3 serves as the microprocessor for the DCS. A multi-I/O system was required 

for the DCS since the payload control system does not store data locally; doing so would slow 

down sampling rate of the control system. Instead, the PCS sends its data over an RX/TX serial 

line to the MEGA of the DCS, where the DCS will incorporates it into its current string and saves 

it to a microSD card while transmitting over XBee. An Adafruit 10DOF sensor was chosen as the 

sensor for the DCS due to the large number of parameters it can sense at a relatively high sample 

rate. 

 

Adafruit 10 DOF IMU Sensor Specifications 

Sensor Model 

Number 

Function Precision Measurement Range 

L3GD20H Gyroscope 8.75/17.50/70.0

0 mdps 

±245/±500/±2000 dps (Selectable) 

LSM303 Compass 205-1100 

LSB/gauss 

±1.3/±1.9/±2.5/±4.0/±4.7/±5.6/±8.

1 gauss (Selectable) 

LSM303 Accelerometer 1/2/4/12 

mg/LSB 

±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g (Selectable) 

BMP180 Barometer .03hPa; .17m; 

±2 °C 

 -40 to 185 °F; 0.30 to 1.09 atm (-

1640ft to 29528ft) 

Temperature 

Sensor 

 
 -40 to 85 °C, 300 - 1100hPa range 

dps= degree per second   LSB = Least Significant Bit     g = accel. due to gravity 

 

Data is stored locally using the Adafruit microSD breakout component and a 16GB microSD card. 

The module utilizes the high-bandwidth SPI data protocol, allowing data to be recorded at high 

sampling rates.  Data will also be transmitted using the XBee Pro 900HP RPSMA wireless module. 

This XBee has an operational frequency of 900MHz and 156 Kilobyte-per-second data rate. 

Coupled with a high gain antenna the module has a maximum line of sight range of 15+ miles. 

The high range, fast data rate, and Arduino-friendly Serial data protocol makes this module 
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suitable for in-flight data transmission. Testing has shown there to be no electromagnetic 

interference between the various payload subsystems. The XBee 900HP of the DCS has a transmit 

power of 250mW. 

 

Ground Station 

The DCS transmits to a LABVIEW 2013 based GUI which displays real time acceleration, 

gyroscope, and altitude data. This allows us to see what the rocket is doing in real time, such as 

whether the roll induction experiment is being executed properly. 

 

 
Figure 5.1.4.2-2 Ground Station GUI 

5.1.4.4 Observation System 

The observation system is designed to verify that the payload requirements have been met by 

recording the flight of the rocket. This recording then can be watched and allows for visual 

confirmation that the payload requirements have been met. It also allows for the rocket flight 

characteristics to be seen visually through its various phases.  

 

Drawings and Schematics 

The Observation system is a simple setup and is made up of a Raspberry Pi Zero and a Raspberry 

Pi Camera v2. The Raspberry Pi Zero is powered from the power system that is used to power the 

payload electronics. Below is a schematic of how the camera will be connected to the Raspberry 

Pi Zero and the approximate location of the 5 V voltage input and ground. 
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Figure 5.1.4.3-1 Observation System Electronics 

Block Diagrams 

The Observation system is simple and is only made up of a Raspberry Pi Zero and a Raspberry Pi 

Camera v2. Below is the process that is followed for the recording of the launch. While the 

Raspberry Pi camera has some limits because it can only record for approximately a little over an 

hour. Yet, this meets the requirements for the competition and footage will be transferred from the 

system after the flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power On 

Payload 

Raspberry 

Powers On 
Starts To Boot 

After Boot, Pi 

Camera Begins 

to Record 

Records Launch 
Power down stops 

video recording 

Figure 5.1.4.3-2 Observation System Block Diagram of Recording Process 
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5.2 RIS Payload Mission Requirements Compliance 

5.3 RIS Payload Construction  

5.3.1 RIS Interior Construction 

 
Figure 5.3.1-1 Structural Skeleton of Motor Bay showing Bulkheads 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-2 Structural Skeleton of RIS Bay showing Electronics Sled Frame 

 

The bulkheads, which were discussed in a previous section, are attaching using the fins as a guide 

to insure they are strait for the access holes for the aileron’s wires. The threaded rods were then 
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cut to length as well as the sled block. The treaded rods were then assembled using nuts and 

washers with thread lock on them to insure they were fixed in place.  

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-3 Electronic Sled for RIS Bay 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-4 Servo block with Steel Brackets (Left) Steel Axial with Linear Bearings (Right) 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-5 Sled Inserted into Servo Block Holder 
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The electronics sled, like the bulkheads, were laser, as well as the steel brackets. The Servo Block 

was manufactured by hand and the linear bearings were assembled on the axial and inserted in the 

brackets.  

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-6 Assembly of Entire RIS Bay 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-7 Servo Close-Up 

 

The servos and electronics were assembled within the servo block and electronics sled. The 

electronics were attached to the sled by screws and the electronics’ sled was easily removable for 

ease of access. The Kevlar wires were attached to the servo arms by means of a crimped wire. This 

Kevlar wire runs down the length of the motor bay to the Fin interface.  
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Figure 5.3.1-8 Crimped Wire Close-Up 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1-9 Overview of Cabling Wires 

 

The Kevlar wires run the length of the motor bay and meet with the fin-wire interface. All 

interfaces are crimped into place to keep the wires in a fixed position. Finally using the wire 

tensioner, the wires are tightened until a preload is achieved and the wires are taut.   
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5.3.2 RIS Exterior Construction 

 

 
Figure 5.3.2-1 Full-Scale Fin Construction 

 

 
Figure 5.3.2-2 Full-Scale Fin Construction Close-Up  
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The fins for the payload ailerons as well as for the static fins were manufactured using 3D printers. 

The 3D printers make it possible to design shapes and intricate airfoil designs necessary for 

payload construction. The airfoil designs allow the system to become optimized and allow the fins 

to have the greatest lift during deflection 

 

Figure 5.3.2-3 3D printed Fin and 3D Printed Base Sections 

  

 

 
 

Figure 5.3.2-4 View of Manufacturing Process of Attaching the Fin Segments Together 

 

Due to the lack of superior 3D printer technology the fins could not be printed as one uniform 

section as previously predicted. The result was a fin that was broken up into three separate sections 

and epoxied together with an interlocking design. This interlocking design out would create more 

surface area for the epoxy to bond. 
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Figure 5.3.2-5 Aileron after 3D printing 

 

Figure 5.3.2-6 Manufacturing Small Steel Plate for Added Stiffness Within Aileron 

 

The aileron was then 3D printed and the small steel plate that would interface with the axial and 

aileron for added stiffness was cut out of steel sheet metal. The sheet metal was cut with a ceramic 

blade and was rectangle in shape to accommodate the aileron but also embed with a groove within 

the axial allowing more surface area for the bond to occur.  

Section for small steel plate embedded 

within the aileron  

Axial Aileron Surface 

Interface  
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Figure 5.3.2-7 Manufacturing the Axial Attachment Groove 

 

Figure 5.3.2-8 Completed Prototype Aileron 

 

The aileron axial was then cut to length using a hack saw and finally clamped down in a vice, and 

a groove was very carefully cut into the aluminum rod for the steel sheet metal to insert into. This 

was done to insure the bond had a large amount of surface area to bond with. The bonding material 

chosen for this was JB Weld due to the high strength in shear; over 1,000 psi. A prototype was 

tested on first for the process because on the actual fin the epoxy had to be inserted while the axial 

was in the fin.  

Groove for steel 

plate attachment 
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Figure 5.3.2-9 Axial Insertion (Left) JB Weld Mixture (Right) 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3.2-10 Start of Epoxy Applying process (Left) Insertion of Metal Support Plate (Right) 

 

During the actual manufacturing process of the fin aileron interface the axial was first greased up 

to allow the axial to rotate with minimal friction. At the same time the servo arm was inserted 

within its designated groove permanently. With the axial embedded within the fin the surface was 

cleaned of grease. The fin was also tapped up to prevent the fin from having epoxy on it during 

application. The JB Weld was then mixed together and very carefully, without dripping the epoxy 

on the side of the axial, was place within the small groove. The small metal plate was then place 

in the groove perfectly. 
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Figure 5.3.2-11 Applying Epoxy to Aileron Axial Interface 

 

Figure 5.3.2-12 Completed Aileron Directly After Application  

 

Epoxy is directly applied to the aileron axial interface for carefully without having any extra epoxy 

to any other location. The aileron is then directly applied to the axial carefully inserting the steel 

plate within the aileron with the epoxy filling in all the gaps and forming a tight even seal on the 

interface.  
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Figure 5.3.2-13 Completely Finished Aileron Design 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3.2-14 Aileron Showing a 24 Degree Deflection 

 

 

After applying, the epoxy was given 24 hours to cure properly without disturbance. When the tape 

was released and fins were tested to insure the epoxy allowed the fin to deflect at reasonable angles. 

After some quick tests to insure the epoxy cured properly, a measurement was recorded to show 

an arbitrary deflection of 24 degrees. 
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5.4 RIS Payload Testing Results 

5.4.1 Observation Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Page, W. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. Month Number, Year. 

 

Test #: Observation Subsystem Test 
Fulfills Requirement(s): DR5.2 

Planned Date of Experiment: 

Actual Date of Experiment: 

1.0 Test Objective 

Requirement DR5.2 to be verified. Tests that the observation subsystem is capable of capturing 

footage and that the camera angle is preferable for footage. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Clear video recorded 

 Video recorded for full duration 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

Controlled Measured 

NA Video 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

Observation subsystem will be tested prior to being put into the rocket by turning on the system 

and letting the camera record video for 20 minutes. Then the video will be extracted and watched 

to verify that the camera records video.  After, the observation subsystem will be placed into the 

rocket to verify the angle that the camera will be recording at and this video will be extracted and 

watched. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 No external equipment is needed. Only the observation subsystem will be used. 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Attach Observation Subsystem to power source. 

2. Turn on Observation Subsystem 

3. Allow Observation to record 20 minutes of video 

4. Turn off Observation Subsystem  

5. Extract video and verify that it recorded video 

6. Insert Observation Subsystem into rocket 

7. Turn on Observation Subsystem 

8. Allow for 1 minute of recording 

9. Turn off Observation Subsystem 

10. Pull out of rocket and extract video 

11. Verify the camera angle is good. 

12. Make adjustments as needed and repeat steps 6-11 
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5.0 Data and Results 

The camera was verified to record outside the rocket and was verified to record inside the rocket 

with both of these tests. No adjustments were needed other than expanding the record duration to 

an hour. 

 

6.0 Evaluation 

After verification that the camera was able to record inside and outside the rocket. The video was 

also determined to be clear enough to evaluate that the payload requirements are met. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-1 Video Capture at Launch of Rocket 
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5.4.2 DCS, Launch Detection, and Burnout Detection Drop Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Morris, W. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. February 2017. 

 

DCS, Launch Detection, and Burnout Detection Drop Test 
Fulfills Requirements: DR5.1,DR5.4,DR5.5 

Planned Date of Experiment: 1/20/17 

Actual Date of Experiment: 2/18/17 

1.0 Test Objectives 

 Verify operational functionality of DCS 

o Verify integrity of XBee transmitted data; verify operational functionality of 

Labview GUI 

o Verify accelerometer detects forces of 4g+ 

 Verify integrity of attachment hardware 

 Verify XBee high gain antenna does not cause electromagnetic interference within the 

circuit 

 Verify detection of scenarios as programmed 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Labview GUI receives data, interprets strings, and plots appropriately 

 Circuit behaves as expected; records and transmits at 20Hz sampling rate. Recorded data 

is ungarbled, contains no “hiccups” or unexpected symbols 

 Circuit and all components remain attached to the sled 

 DCS detects programmed scenarios 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

 

Controlled Measured 

Height of Drop Acceleration, Rate of Rotation, Pressure 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

A drop test was utilized for testing the above criteria. By utilizing a small length of surgical tubing 

with Kevlar paracord, higher rates of acceleration on the way back up could be achieved. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Payload Sled with Test Coupler Tube 

 15ft Kevlar Paracord 

 3ft Surgical Tubing 

 Tall building with overhang 

 

4.3 Procedures 

1. Verify all electrical connections on payload sled 

2. Place payload sled into test coupler; secure with 10-24 screws. 
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3. Attach surgical tubing to U-bolt of test coupler. Attach paracord to handrail of building 

with 30ft+ of clearance below. 

4. Power up electronics on a flat surface. Verify data is received by ground station. 

5. Hold test coupler over the edge of handrail. Drop and observe results. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4.2-1 Drop Test Collage 

 

 
Figure 5.4.2-2 Vertical Axis Acceleration Data 
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Table 5.4.2-1 Raw Data Results 

Acceleration (m/s2) Gyro (rad/s) 
    

X Y Z X Y Z Alt 

(ASL,m

) 

Timestam

p 

Indicator Flag 

0.27 -1.11 -0.3 0.21 0.55 0.11 392.14 179649 
  

0.27 -1.58 -0.3 0.17 0.55 0.08 392.14 179703 
  

0.27 -7.23 0.17 0.1 0.54 0.06 392.57 179758 
  

0.27 -9.58 -0.3 0.07 0.53 0.07 392.14 179813 L 
 

0.74 -9.11 -0.3 0.07 0.53 0.08 392.31 179867 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 0.17 0.07 0.53 0.08 392.4 179922 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 0.17 0.07 0.53 0.09 391.62 179980 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 0.17 0.06 0.53 0.11 390.68 180034 L 
 

0.74 -8.64 0.17 0.07 0.53 0.13 391.45 180089 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 -0.3 0.07 0.54 0.14 391.02 180144 L 
 

-0.2 -9.11 0.17 0.06 0.53 0.17 391.2 180198 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 0.17 0.05 0.53 0.17 390.08 180253 L 
 

-0.67 -9.11 0.65 0.05 0.53 0.18 390.25 180307 L 
 

-0.2 -9.11 0.17 0.05 0.52 0.19 389.56 180363 L 
 

0.27 -8.64 0.17 0.05 0.52 0.19 389.14 180420 L 
 

0.27 -9.11 0.65 0.04 0.52 0.19 388.53 180474 L 
 

0.27 -9.58 0.65 0.05 0.52 0.19 388.11 180530 L 
 

0.27 -8.64 0.17 0.09 0.51 0.2 386.39 180584 L 
 

1.21 -8.17 0.65 0.09 0.51 0.34 384.24 180649 L 
 

0.27 -8.17 0.17 0.1 0.5 0.48 384.5 180714 L 
 

0.74 -8.17 0.17 0.14 0.49 0.64 384.5 180769 L 
 

1.21 -3.93 3.47 0.27 0.49 0.77 384.24 180824 L 
 

5.92 17.72 0.65 -0.42 -0.14 -2.59 384.59 180879 L B 

-7.26 42.2 -5 -2.01 -0.4 -9.06 385.7 180937 L B 

-20.44 46.9 -0.3 -3.64 0.79 -1.94 385.27 180993 L B 

4.04 47.84 8.18 0.84 1.34 10.01 386.3 181049 L B 

26.63 37.02 1.59 3.94 1.99 1.19 386.47 181104 L B 

-6.32 51.61 -6.89 3.11 1.5 -9.19 386.64 181159 L B 

 

The system was programmed to detect freefall with an “L” indicator appended to the data string, 

while “B” was appended when the system detected a positive 1g on the way back up. The second 

column indicates the vertical acceleration values in m/s2
. Due to the offset in the calibration routine, 

the system detects static, upright position as zero within a couple standard deviations. Thus, we 

can see freefall indicated by the negative 1g value. The system detected this situation appropriately 

as indicated by the L appended to the string. We can see the system slow and then reverse as 

indicated by the switch in sign, and then properly appends “B” to the string due to the positive 1g+ 

acceleration. 
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6.0 Evaluation 

The test was a success on all accounts. Most critical was the proper detection of the programmed 

scenarios. The success of these routines directly translated into the code for launch and burnout 

detection; only the specific values of acceleration needed to be changed. All data was properly 

programmed and transmitted, and the electronics remained securely attached to the sled during the 

test. 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Labview ground station received data properly Y 

Acceleration data is valid Y 

System detects programmed scenarios Y 

System remained securely attached Y 
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5.4.3 Roll Induction System Test 

CPP NASA Student Launch Team. Morris, W. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. March 2017. 

 

Roll Induction System (RIS) Test 
Fulfills Requirements: DR1.0, ER3.3.1, ER3.3.1.1, ER3.3.1.3, ER3.3.2 

Planned Date of Experiment: 2/25/17 

Actual Date of Experiment: 3/4/17 

 

 
Figure 5.4.3-1 RIS Ready for Launch 

1.0 Test Objectives 

For our first full scale launch test, the Payload Control System utilized an open loop program 

which detected burnout and then executed a set of pre-programmed aileron deflections by sending 

the appropriate pulse-width modulated signals for a certain amount of time. Overall objectives 

were to establish functionality and effectiveness of our Roll Induction System. 

 

2.0 Success Criteria 

 Launch indicator appears at appropriate time 

 Burnout indicator appears at appropriate time 

 RIS induces roll and counter roll 

 Data is received by ground station 
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 Rocket is retrieved, payload electronics remain secured and ready to launch again 

 

3.0 Testing Variables: Controlled and Measured 

 

Controlled Measured 

Launch Acceleration, Rate of Rotation, Pressure 

 

4.0 Test Plan 

4.1 Methodology 

Utilizing elements of code that performed successfully in previous drop tests, the Payload Control 

system will: 

1) Detect launch, and set launch boolean (true/false variable) to true 

2) If launch boolean is true, and burnout is detected, set burnout boolean to true 

3) If both burnout and launch booleans are true, execute roll maneuver 

The pre-programmed roll maneuver entails a maximum 30 deflection held for 4 seconds, followed 

by the opposite maximum counter deflection, held for 5 seconds. Utilizing gyroscopic and video 

data, the effectiveness of the RIS will be established. 

 

4.2 Equipment 

 Fully assembled Roll Induction Payload 

 Fully assembled Payload Electronics sled 

 Fully assembled Rocket 

 Appropriate launch location 

 

4.3 Procedures 

Follow payload start up procedure as described in 8.1.2: 

1. Verify DCS and PCS have latest versions of code: Isolate DCS circuit on sled (i.e., 

disconnect from rest of circuit) and plug into PC and upload latest programming via 

Arduino IDE. Do the same for the PCS. 

2. Reconnect all subsystems and power up with power button. Verify DCS telemetry is 

being received by ground station. Verify integrity of received data (perform axis specific 

rotations, movements, etc). Power down electronics. 

3. Attach sled to motor bay via mounting holes, secure with ¼” washers and nuts. Connect 

servos to 50W power converter. Verify integrity of all electrical connections. Check for 

loose screws and nuts. Secure all loose wires appropriately. 

4. Perform full system power up test: Power up the sled, verify that the ailerons perform 

their start-up deflections as programmed. Verify DCS data is being written to SD by 

noting rapid blinking light on microSD breakout. Verify XBee is functioning by its 

indicator LEDS. If all is well, power down and secure motor bay tube over the assembly. 

If not, enter troubleshooting procedure. 
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Figure 5.4.3-2 Motor Bay Tube Being Installed and Secured Prior to Launch 

 

5. Once the rocket is on the launch pad, power up electronics prior to ignitor installation. 

Verify power switch is lit, and verify aileron start up deflections occur as programmed. If 

the above occurs, the payload is ready for launch. 

 

5.0 Data and Results 

Our first full scale launch and payload test took place on March 4th at the Friends of Amateur 

Rocketry (FAR) launch site located in the Mojave Desert in California. 

 

 
Figure 5.3.4-3 Rocket Being Raised to Launch Position 
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FULL SCALE LAUNCH DCS DATA PCS Flag Legend 
   

3_4_17 
   

L Launch Detected 
  

    
B Burnout Detected 

  

    
RF Roll Finished 

  

Y = VERTICAL/ROLL 

AXIS 

      

       
Timestamp 

Accel (m/s^2) Gyro (rad/s) Alt (m) (ms) PCS 

Flag 

X Y Z X Y Z 
   

0.77 2.64 -3.25 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 1.13 601765 
 

3.59 30.41 -1.83 -0.03 0.14 -0.02 2.02 601820 L 

4.07 84.08 -2.31 -0.03 -0.15 -0.04 4.14 601874 
 

-2.05 103.37 10.4 -0.05 -0.15 -0.04 6.88 601927 
 

1.24 97.26 -4.19 -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 10.77 601984 
 

-3 101.96 -3.72 -0.04 0.15 -0.02 15.54 602037 
 

-5.35 98.67 -0.89 -0.02 0.03 0 21.56 602091 
 

0.77 109.49 -4.19 0.01 -0.37 -0.01 20.5 602144 
 

2.65 107.14 -4.19 0.06 -0.44 -0.05 25.72 602199 
 

-3.94 109.96 -7.95 0.22 -0.71 -0.17 32.45 602262 
 

-1.11 111.85 -4.19 0.37 -0.8 -0.23 38.57 602327 
 

-1.58 113.73 -4.19 0.48 -0.87 -0.3 47.52 602380 
 

-1.11 115.14 -1.36 0.58 -0.99 -0.4 59.15 602436 
 

1.24 116.55 -1.83 0.62 -1.09 -0.42 68.13 602490 
 

-1.58 116.55 -1.83 0.63 -1.16 -0.41 77.46 602544 
 

2.65 119.85 -0.89 0.61 -1.22 -0.38 86.55 602598 
 

7.36 119.38 3.34 0.55 -1.27 -0.3 96.17 602651 
 

7.83 119.38 3.81 0.4 -1.51 -0.12 108.21 602705 
 

7.36 119.38 3.81 0.27 -1.69 0.1 119.46 602759 
 

5.48 117.5 5.7 0.16 -1.76 0.3 129.38 602813 
 

2.18 116.55 4.28 0.03 -1.79 0.5 138.51 602869 
 

5.95 116.55 2.87 -0.08 -1.72 0.6 150.6 602923 
 

-5.35 115.14 2.87 -0.15 -1.59 0.58 161.63 602977 
 

-7.23 113.73 1.46 -0.18 -1.49 0.41 172.31 603030 
 

-10.06 109.96 -0.89 -0.18 -1.4 0.15 186.24 603084 
 

-6.29 105.26 -0.89 -0.15 -1.32 -0.12 200.1 603139 
 

-3 103.85 -3.25 -0.09 -1.3 -0.35 214.79 603193 
 

2.18 100.08 -3.25 -0.02 -1.24 -0.39 232.76 603247 
 

5.48 95.84 -5.13 0.07 -1.32 -0.28 252.92 603303 
 

5.48 94.43 -0.89 0.14 -1.42 -0.07 270.41 603357 
 

5.01 91.61 -0.42 0.18 -1.5 0.15 279.84 603411 
 

-0.17 88.78 1.46 0.16 -1.57 0.28 295.56 603464 
 

-1.58 87.84 5.7 0.06 -1.56 0.25 309.75 603517 
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-9.11 83.6 4.76 -0.07 -1.49 0.12 321.86 603572 
 

-9.11 82.19 0.52 -0.11 -1.47 -0.1 336.82 603625 
 

0.3 84.08 -7.48 -0.09 -1.47 -0.23 354.18 603679 
 

3.59 81.25 0.05 -0.08 -1.52 -0.15 382.38 603734 
 

5.48 77.49 -0.89 0.05 -1.53 0.12 407.62 603789 
 

-1.58 76.07 1.93 0.08 -1.51 0.22 434.31 603843 
 

-3 75.13 -2.31 0.07 -1.37 0.15 448.23 603896 
 

-2.05 70.42 0.05 0.03 -1.26 0.01 477.43 603950 
 

-3.47 74.66 5.7 -0.04 -1.18 0.01 498.46 604004 
 

-2.52 56.3 2.87 -0.08 -1.13 0.04 515.45 604057 
 

-5.82 29 0.99 -0.11 -1.16 0.09 525.76 604111 
 

-6.29 20.53 -3.72 -0.07 -1.23 0.07 540.93 604165 
 

-2.52 7.35 -1.83 -0.06 -1.35 0.03 545.03 604221 
 

-3.47 -1.13 -2.78 -0.04 -1.57 -0.02 548.76 604275 B 

10.66 -12.42 -1.36 -0.06 2.51 -0.09 545.5 604331 
 

5.01 -16.19 -29.14 -0.05 9.99 -0.33 587.6 604385 
 

-18.06 -22.31 -53.61 0.01 9.99 -0.43 605.95 604439 
 

Figure 5.3.4-4 Raw Data Snapshot 

 

The Payload Control System was programmed to detect launch when a force of 3g or greater was 

encountered in the vertical axis (Y). As evidenced by the PCS flag in the raw data above, this 

occurred exactly when it should have. The PCS was programmed to detect burnout when 

acceleration went negative. Again, this occurred when it should have. Note the rapid change in Y 

axis gyroscope data after the “B” flag, clearly indicating that the roll maneuver was executed. This 

is evidenced further in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 5.3.4-5 Roll Data 
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Figure 3 clearly demonstrates the RIS controlled the roll of the rocket. Burnout occurs at 

approximately t=3 seconds, which is followed immediately by a large jump in rotation rate. The 

first aileron deflection was programmed to be held for 4 seconds, and the second for 5 seconds. 

This coincides with the gyro data. Unfortunately, the data does show saturation in the gyroscope’s 

detection range. For this reason we are unable ascertain the precise amount of revolutions the 

rocket underwent from this data alone. However, using the recorded video footage from the 

Observation System we were able ascertain a rough value of 6 revolutions per second. Clearly this 

is much higher than needed, but now we know for certain that our system is capable of providing 

roll control as outlined by the experimental requirements. 

 

The rocket was recovered easily and safely, with the electronics remaining fully powered until 

they were manually powered off. Figure 4 illustrates the payload electronics remained powered 

throughout the whole flight. 

 

Unfortunately, the relatively large hole for the camera system was very inviting to the large amount 

of dirt the rocket was dragged through after touch down. This resulted in the payload electronics 

getting very dirty, a situation we would like to avoid in the future. Future plans include covering 

the camera hole with clear plexiglass to mitigate this. 

 

 
Figure 5.3.4-6 Post-Launch Retrieval Power Button State 
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6.0 Evaluation 

Overall, the test was a resounding success. The Payload Control System executed its programming 

exactly as intended, and the effectiveness of the overall Roll Induction System was clearly 

established. Future plans include moving to a closed loop program, which will allow active control 

of roll rate by utilizing feedback. Things to improve upon include setting the gyroscope to a 

detection range of 2000 dps versus the 500 dps rate it was set at for this launch, as well as covering 

the camera hole with a clear material that will keep dirt from getting in. 

 

Table 6.0-1 Success Criteria Matrix 

Success Criteria Met? 

Labview ground station received data properly Y 

PCS detects launch and burnout properly Y 

Roll maneuver is executed and evidenced Y 

Rocket is retrieved and electronics remained secure Y 
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6.0 Secondary Payload Criteria: Fragile Material Protection (FMP) 

6.1 FMP Payload Design 

The final design of the Fragile Material Protection (FMP) has been approved, built, and tested 

thoroughly. From initial conception in the preliminary design, to final construction, the design has 

stayed consistent, as seen in Figure 6.1-1. An internal 3D printed plastic shell, “the pill”, with a 

removable lid will enclose the given fragile material in a bedding of foam. This pill is then 

suspended in a net of surgical tubing that feeds through the holes of two separating half-rings that 

sit in grooves cut into the pill. The tubing is secured to a metal frame that connects into a removable 

bulkhead, the top of the frame sits in a metal fastening guide that holds it from moving side-to-

side while still being removable. This entire system is completely removable from one bulkhead 

to allow for easy removal, placement of the fragile material, and inspection of the material after 

launch.  

 

   
Figure 6.1-1 Evolution of Fragile Material Protection from Preliminary Design to Critical 

Design to Final Construction 

 

6.1.1 FMP Structural Elements 

The plastic pill is printed in six different parts; the lid, two half rings, two rivets and pill body, as 

seen in Figure 6.1.1-1. All parts were printed using PLA plastic on team owned printers. 
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Figure 6.1.1-1 Rendered Model of 3D Printed Parts 

   

The frame is made of bent ¼ inch steel that sits ¼ inch deep into the bulkhead and glued down 

with epoxy. The frame is also secured to the bulkhead through the tension in the surgical tubing 

that pulls the frame and the bulkhead together. As mentioned earlier, the top of the frame rests in 

metal clips on the top of the bulkhead that keeps the frame from moving side-to-side. This 

restriction keeps the frame from hitting into the side of the coupler tubing and optimizes the 

damping effect of the surgical tubing.  

6.1.2 FMP Drawings and Schematics 

Figure 6.1.2-1 shows the FMP without the surgical tubing to show how the individual pieces fit 

together. 

 
Figure 6.1.2-1 The FMP Without the Surgical Tubing 
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In Figure 6.1.2-2 a basic dimensional breakdown of Figure 6.1.2-1 is shown. Dimensions of the 

plastic pill were chosen to meet the maximum dimensional requirements for the fragile material. 

 

Figure 6.1.2-2 A Basic Dimensional Breakdown 

6.2 FMP Payload Mission Requirements Compliance 

Compliance with the mission requirements was the first priority. Repeatability, size requirements, 

and quantity of material was all taken into account and tested in the final design.  

 

As seen in Figure 6.1.2-2, the design meets the possible max dimensions of the fragile material. 

The repeatability of the FMP was tested by dropping the system from 40 feet, where then it would 

reach the end of a parachute shock cord, and be yanked upwards. This test was estimated to inflict 

20 g’s on the system. The stand-in fragile material was an egg, and then for later tests two eggs. 

This quantity was chosen to match the possible numerosity and weight of the fragile material. Each 

test was successful with unbroken eggs. 

6.3 FMP Payload Construction  

6.3.1 FMP Interior Construction 

As seen in Figure 6.3.1-1 the Pill is filled with foam to ensure that the fragile material is protected 

for the entire duration of the flight. The foam is lightly packed to allow for the fragile material to 

fit snug and prevent movement, while not allowing it enough freedom for deformation as to prevent 

breakage of the fragile material.  
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Figure 6.3.1-1 Foam Padding 

6.3.2 FMP Exterior Construction 

 
Figure 6.3.2-1 Metal Frame and Surgical Tubing 
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Figure 6.3.2-2 Lower Bulkhead 

 

 
Figure 6.3.2-3 Collar  
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Figure 6.3.2-4 Omega Clips  

 

The Exterior construction started with the bulkhead in Figure 6.3.2-2, which connects to the metal 

frame and secures the payload to the coupler. A top view of the printed collar is seen in Figure 

6.3.2-3 which is modeled with holes for the surgical tubing to be threaded through to prevent any 

slippage pill and the tubing during the flight. The Figure 6.3.2-1 is the setup of the payload without 

the pill and visualizes the interaction of the surgical tubing and the collar.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3.2-5 Entire Fragile Material Protection Payload 
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The Figure 6.3.2-5 is the entire system setup with the pill integrated with the collar surrounded 

by the surgical tubing. Foam is inserted on the top and the bottom of the pill to protect from the 

vertical motion that occurs during the flight that could result in the pill hitting into the metal. 

6.4 FMP Payload Testing Results 

As mentioned in section 6.2 Payload Mission Requirements Compliance, The FMP was tested 

multiple times and was successful. To reiterate, the FMP was tested by dropping the system from 

40 feet, where then it would reach the end of a parachute shock cord, and be yanked upwards. 

This test was estimated to inflict 20 g’s on the system. The test in progress can be seen in Figure 

6.4-1.  

 
Figure 6.4-1 FMP Test Mid-Drop from 40 Feet 

 

All though successful on each test, changes were made based on early warning signs of failure. 

The two half rings were enlarged from a thickness from ¼ inch to ½ inch along with the 

corresponding groove in the pill body. 
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7.0 Safety  

7.1 Analysis of Failure Modes 

FMEA is analyzed for both the launch vehicle, recovery and payload system. Table 7.1-1 to Table 7.1-3 outlines this. 

 

Table 7.1-1 Launch Vehicle FMEA  

Failure Modes 
Effect 

Analysis 

Item Failure Failure Mode Likelihood Detectability Severity Total Mitigation 

Launch System Malfunction Launch aborted 1 3 1 5 
 

Igniter Loose connection Launch aborted 1 1 1 3 Keep motor cap designated 

for motor 

Motor Faulty Critical failure of mission and 

launch vehicle structure 

1 3 3 7 Buy from Aerotech 

Motor Bay 

Centering Rings 

Epoxy not properly 

applied 

Motor bay gets loose 1 2 2 5 Motor bay epoxied  

Blue tube 

Airframe 

Shearing at screw 

holes 

LV breaks apart and separates at 

critical areas during flight 

2 1 2 5 At least 6 screws bolted in 

Zipping from main 

parachute 

LV goes ballistic, recovery 

system does not deploy 

2 2 3 7 Carbon fiber collar 

Moisture absorption Severe structural defect 2 1 1 4 Waterproof sealants 

Nosecone Fracture GPS exposed 1 2 1 4 PLA testing, appropriate 

infill, appropriate safety 

factor  

Fins Fracture LV becomes unstable 1 1 1 3 PLA testing, avoid 

geometries that concentrate 

stress 

U-bolts Sheared bulkhead Recovery failure 1 2 3 6 Bulkhead Test 

Motor retainer Loosens and falls Motor casing and motor falls out, 

motor goes in unpredicted 

trajectory 

1 1 2 4 Motor screws locked in 
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Table 7.1-2 Recovery FMEA 
Failure Modes 

Effect 
Analysis 

Item Failure Failure Mode Likelihood Detectability Severity Total Mitigation 

Ejection Charge Charge not igniting Parachute doesn't eject 3 2 5 10 Placing multiple e-matches and 

dual ejection system 

Ejection Charge Not enough pressure Parachute doesn't eject 2 2 5 9 Dual ejection charge with 

stronger secondary 

Altimeters Electronic 

Malfunction 

Ejection charges don't go off as 

intended 

1 4 5 10 Redundant, 2 altimeters 

GPS Electronic 

Malfunction 

Can't find the launch vehicle 2 4 2 8 Two GPS system 

Shock Cord torn kevlar Loss of launch vehicle, severe damage 

upon landing 

1 1 3 5 Avoid knotting kevlar, sow 

kevlar cords for optimal strength 

 

Table 7.1-3 Payload FMEA 

Failure Modes 
Effect 

Analysis 

Item Failure Failure Mode Likelihood Detectability Severity Total Mitigation 

Launch Vehicle 

pitched 

Ailerons rotating in 

same direction 

Launch vehicle goes ballistic 1 2 4 7 Testing before launch 

Ailerons 

Misaligned 

Loose cables Uneven rolling of launch vehicle 2 5 2 9 Properly crimp and tighten 

cables 

Control System Doesn't recognize 

sequence 

Aileron sequence never begins 2 2 4 8 Backup switches to intiate 

Ailerons 

Control System misreads input Aileron deflection too large 2 2 3 7 Minimize deflection below 

30 degrees 

Servos Not powerful enough 

to maintain deflection 

Ailerons not deflected fully and can't 

perform maneuver 

1 4 3 8 Fully charged batteries 

Cable Cable snapping Loss of control of aileron and can't 

perform maneuver 

2 2 5 9 Fresh cables and careful 

tightening 
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7.2 Personnel Hazard Analysis 

Within the duration of the project, the team is actively involved with potential immediate and long-

term dangers from hazardous materials. Therefore, there must exists a safety protocol to reduce 

and maintain these hazard levels at the minimum. These protocols are organized into a holistic 

chart that identifies specific hazards and their appropriate mitigation. Team members must comply 

with basic safety protocols such as protective wear and safe distances along with being familiar 

with the personal hazard analysis charts. In situations where the resolution is uncertain, the 

member must communicate and comply with the safety officer.  

 

The safety officer must be knowledgeable of all the materials utilized within the project and be 

familiar with the official material safety data sheet (MSDS). With this knowledge, the safety 

officer must identify the safety equipment locations at the team’s work areas and understand the 

proper application of these equipment to implement mitigations. As specified below, he safety 

officer must oversee all team activities and determine whether they adhere to the set safety 

protocols and regulation. If the activity is deemed hazardous, the safety officer has the authority 

to halt the activity in question at any time and instruct the team to prevent additional potential 

hazard as a result of the termination. During this time, the safety officer must review the exercised 

procedures and determine whether the concern is justified. The activity must not be resumed until 

after approval is given by the safety officer. If careful review indicates the activity hazardous, the 

safety officer must collaborate with the team to reach safer procedures for the activity.  

 

Safety Compliance Procedures: 

1. Gain permission from the safety officer for usage of hazardous materials 

1. Safety officer must approve in writing for each member 

2. Verify proper attire in the lab environment 

a. Long hair must be tied to prevent vision obstruction and tangling risks 

b. Closed-toed shoes must be worn at all times 

c. Clothing must not be too loose or constricting 

d. Protective gear must be worn when handling hazardous materials as instructed by the 

safety officer and corresponding MSDS 

3. Confirm the alertness of all participating members 

4. Prepare and keep the work area clean and free of obstruction 

5. Be aware of surrounding environment 

a. Keep pathways clear 

6. Obtain and handle the hazardous materials 

a. Contain activities within the specified area 

b. Be cautious of other nonparticipating members 

7. If procedures deemed hazardous, safely terminate activity 

a. Clear pathways and quarantine area 

b. Review and revise procedures to comply with safety protocols 

8. Properly dispose of the excess hazardous materials and clean and organize the lab space  

 

The project revolves around the concept of student building and requires a significant amount of 

manufacturing in-house. The university has machine labs to assist the team in precisely 

manufacturing the required components for the launch vehicle. However, machine lab access 
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requires additional training. All machine operators must be attend a safety training held by 

Professor Clifford Stover, the lab and facility director, and pass a test regarding proper machining 

techniques and safety procedures prior to using any university machinery. Additional university 

and official safety protocols and procedures are listed in the chart below.  

 

Table 7.2-1: Likelihood Definitions 
Description Qualitative Definition Quantitative Definition 

A - Frequent High likelihood to occur immediately or continuously Probability > 0.9 

B - Probable Likely to frequently occur 0.9 ≥ Probability > 0.5 

C - Occasional Expected to occur occasionally 0.5 ≥ Probability > 0.1 

D - Remote Unlikely to occur but reasonable to expect occurrence at some 

point in time 

0.1≥ Probability >0.01 

E - Improbable Very unlikely to occur with no expect occurrence over time 0.01≥ Probability 

 

Table 7.2-2: Severity Definitions 
Description Personnel Safety 

and Health 

Facility and Equipment Environmental 

1 - Catastrophic Loss of Life or 

permanent injury 

Loss of facility, launch 

systems, and associated 

hardware 

Irreversible severe environmental 

damage that violates laws and 

regulations 

2 - Critical Severe injury Major damage to facility, 

launch systems and associated 

hardware 

Reversible environmental damage 

causing a violation of law or 

regulation 

3 - Marginal Minor injury Minor damage to facility, 

launch systems and associated 

hardware 

Minor environmental damage 

without violation of law or regulation 

where restoration is possible 

4 - Negligible Minimal first aid 

required 

Minimal damage to facility, 

launch systems and associated 

hardware 

Minimal environmental damage 

without violating laws or regulations 

 

Table 7.2-3: Risk Assessment Codes (RAC) 

     Severity   

   Likelihood 

1 

Catastrophic 

2 

Critical 

3 

Marginal 

4 

Negligible 

A - Frequent 1A 2A 3A 4A 

B - Probable 1B 2B 3B 4B 

C - Occasional 1C 2C 3C 4C 

D - Remote 1D 2D 3D 4D 

E - Improbable 1E 2E 3E 4E 

 

Table 7.2-4: Risk Levels Assessment 

Risk Levels Risk Assessments 

High Risk Highly undesirable, will lead to failure to complete the project 

Moderate 

Risk 

Undesirable, could lead to failure of project and loss of a severe amount of 

competition points 

Low Risk 
Acceptable, won’t lead to failure of project but will result in a reduction of 

competition points 

Minimal Risk 
Acceptable, won’t lead to failure of project and will result in only the loss of a 

negligible amount of competition points 
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Table 7.2-5: Manufacturing Procedure Risk Assessment 
Hazard Cause Effect Pre –

Mitigation 

RAC 

Mitigation Post - 

Risk 

Personnel injury 

when working 

with chemicals 

 Chemical 

spill/splash 

 Exposure to 

chemical 

fumes 

 Skin, eye, and 

lung irritation 

 Mild to serve 

skin burns 

 Lung damage or 

asthma 

3C – 

Medium 
 MSDS will be readily available in all labs at all times.  They 

will be reviewed prior to working with any chemicals 

 Gloves and safety glasses will be worn when handling 

hazardous chemicals 

 All personnel will be familiar with locations of safety 

equipment including chemical showers and eye wash stations 

4C – 

Minimal 

Personnel injury 

when using power 

tools and hand 

tools such as 

hammers, saws, 

and drills  

 Improper 

training in 

tool and lab 

equipment 

 Mild to severe 

cuts or bruises  

 Damage to tools 

and equipment 

 Damage to 

launch vehicle and 

components  

2C – 

Medium 
 All personnel must be properly trained in tool use 

 All personnel must wear safety glasses when using tools 

 Tools should be properly stored and taken care of 

 Appropriate apparel must be worn when working in lab    

2E – 

Low 

Personnel injury 

and improperly 

manufactured 

components when 

using lab machines 

such as mills, 

sanders, or table 

saws  

 Lack of 

training in 

lab machine 

use 

 Mild to severe 

cuts and bruises 

 Poorly fabricated 

parts 

 

2C – 

Medium 
 All personnel working in lab must receive Yellow Tag 

certification before using any lab machines 

 Personnel using more advance machines must have Red Tag 

certification 

 Must utilize appropriate equipment for corresponding 
material 

 Testing and validation of all manufactured parts must be 

done 

2E – 

Low 

Personnel injury 

during carbon fiber 

fabrication and 

cutting 

 Excess 

exposure to 

airborne fiber 

particles 

 Mishandling 

of epoxy and 

resins used  

 Spreading 

fiber dust 

 Mild to severe 

irritation of skin, 

eyes and lungs 

 Shorting circuits 

or power outages 

 

3D – 

Medium 
 Manufacture of carbon fiber must be done outside or in a 

well-ventilated lab 

 Proper protection must be worn at all times including safety 

mask, goggles, and gloves 

 All vacuum bagging safety procedures must be followed 

 Surrounding electrical components must be insulated 

3E – 

Low 

 

Many materials pose hazards including light and severe risks such as wood and epoxy resins. The following chart describes the materials 

utilized in the project and their known hazards and mitigations.  Team members must be familiar with this chart in order to implement 

these preventative and protective measures across a wide range of situations.  
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Table 7.2-6: Material Hazards and Protective Measures 
# Hazards Product Type Effects Protective Measures 

1 West System 105 

Epoxy Resin 

Epoxy Resin Lung damage, skin irritation, eye irritation, and 

allergic reaction 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas 

2 West System 205 Fast 

Hardener 

Amine Burns to eyes and skin, harmful if swallowed or 

ingested, flammable with cellulose materials  

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas, face gear 

3 Aluminosilicate Fiber 

Blankets (TaoFibre 

Blanket) 

Ceramic Fiber (RCF) Prolonged exposure to dust may cause skin, eye, and 

respiratory tract irritation 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas, protective breathing masks. 

4 Dan Tack 2028 Contact 

Spray Super Adhesive 

Aerosol Adhesive May cause headaches, dizziness, unconsciousness, 

injury, and toxicity, skin and eye irritation 

Proper respiratory equipment and other 

facial gear including goggles. 

5 MTM49L Epoxy Resin Epoxy Resin Inhalation and exposure can cause respiratory defects 

and skin/eye irritation, or allergic reaction 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas. 

6 R-Matte Plus-3 

(Sheathing Insulation 

Board) 

Polyisocyanurate Foam May cause skin irritation, eye irritation, and allergic 

reaction, known carcinogenic material (harmful in 

overexposure) 

Gloves, goggles, no exposed areas, proper 

ventilation 

7 Aeropoxy PH3630 Modified Amine 

Mixture 

May cause skin irritation, eye irritation, and allergic 

reaction 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas 

8 Aeropoxy PH6228A Epoxy Resin Based 

Mixture 

May cause skin irritation, eye irritation, and allergic 

reaction 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas 

9 Aeropoxy PH6228B Modified Amine 

Mixture 

May cause skin irritation, eye irritation, and allergic 

reaction 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas 

10 Aeropoxy PH3660 Epoxy Resin Based 

Mixture, 

Diphenylolpropane 

May cause skin irritation, eye irritation, and allergic 

reaction, liver, kidney irritation with overexposure 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas, proper ventilation 

11 Aeropoxy PH3665 Modified Amine 

Mixture 

Skin, Eye, and Lung irritation with overexposure, 

toxicity 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas, proper ventilation 

12 Aeropoxy PR2032 Multifunctional acrylate Skin, Eye, and Lung irritation with overexposure, 

toxicity 

Gloves, loose clothing, goggles, no 

exposed areas, proper ventilation 

13  5 Minute Epoxy Epoxy Resin Skin and eye irritation, hazardous thermal 

decomposition 

Gloves, respirator, proper ventilation 

14 Birch Bulkheads Wood Splinters, airborne particles Goggles, deburr edges 

15 LiPo Battery Battery Explosion, overheating electronic Heat, puncture, crush, short, overcharging 

protection 

16 Carbon Fiber Composite Skin and eye irritation, respiratory and nervous system 

damage 

Goggles, gloves, protective cloth 

concealing skin, respirator 

17 Shredded Carbon Fiber 

Mixture 

Composite  Skin and eye irritation, lung damage, allergic reaction, 

respiratory and nervous system damage 

Goggles, gloves, mixing tool, skin 

protection, respirator 
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18 Pyrogen Motor Ignitors Ignitors Explosion, burns Store in isolated boxes, avoid heat and 

battery sources 

19 Aerotech L2200G Motor Explosion, severe burns, environment damage, facility 

damage 

Avoid unnecessary contact, heat, battery 

sources, and store in isolated boxes 

 

The follow chart consolidates the mitigations taken throughout the project several categories: chemical handling, composite 

manufacturing, explosive storage, machinery hazards, and testing hazards. Each category consists of the specified materials and what 

products are used to mitigate the hazard. 

 

Table 7.2-7: Safety Hazards and Mitigations for different hazard types 

Hazard Type Hazards Safety Mitigation 

Chemical Handling   West System 105/205 Epoxy Resin 

 MTM49L  

 Aeropoxy PH3630/PH6228A/PH6228B/ 

PH3660/PH3665/PR2032 

 R-Matte 

 5 Minute Epoxy 

 3M Medium Professional Multi-Purpose Respirator 

 HDX Disposable Nitrile Gloves 

 Paint Mixing Sticks 

 Uline Safety Goggles Direct Vent 

Composite Manufacturing  West System 105/205 Epoxy Resin 

 Carbon Fiber 

 Aluminosilicate Fiber Blanket 

 3M Medium Professional Multi-Purpose Respirator 

 HDX Disposable Nitrile Gloves 

 Paint Mixing Sticks 

Explosive Storage  Aerotech L2200G 

 Ignitors 

 LiPo Batteries 

 Pelican Case 

 Insulating Case 

 Plastic Cas 

Machinery Hazard  Horizontal Saw 

 Vertical Mill 

 Uline Ice Wraparound Safety Glasses 

Testing Hazards  Tensile Strength Machine 

 Compression Strength Machine 

 Ejection Test 

 Ignitor Test 

 Full Scale/Sub Scale Test 

 Uline Ice Wraparound Safety Glasses 

 Safe Distance 

 Test in isolated area 

 Fire Extinguisher 

 Direct tests away from personnel 

 Bunker Shelters 
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7.3 Environmental Concerns 

It is crucial to contain the scope of the project within acceptable standards to protect and preserve the environment’s sustainability. The 

most notable threats originate from the APCP propellant, epoxy, and the Li-Po batteries. Proper disposal of the aforementioned and 

other threats is addressed in the following chart.  

 

Table 7.3-1: Launch Vehicle Impact on the Environment 
Hazard Cause Effect Pre – 

Mitigation 

RAC 

Mitigation Post – Risk 

APCP 

Contact 
 Unattended exposed 

propellant 

 Propellant is 

unintentionally 

dropped 

 Contact with water 

sources 

 Water contamination 

 Unintended wildlife 

consumption 

 

2D – 

Moderate  
 Contain in secure storage 

 Only break package seal when 

loading motor 

 Keep work area away from water 

sources 

3E – Low  

Epoxy Resin 

Contact 
 Improper disposal 

 Mixing container is 

blown away 

 

 Emission of volatile organic 

compounds 

 Air pollution 

 Dermatitis development 

 Poison ivy-like irritation 

 Chemical burns 

 Respiratory irritations 

 Wildlife birth defects 

2B – High   Secure mixing area from potential 

disturbance  

 Measure exact amounts and 

minimize waste 

 Dispose in secure containers 

3D - Low 

Chemical 

leaks from 

Li-Po 

batteries 

 Heat exposure 

 Puncture, crush 

damage 

 Water contamination 

 Emission of carbon dioxide 

 Fire hazard 

2D – 

Moderate  
 Assemble avionics under shelter 

 Integrate avionics into launch 

vehicle before transporting it 

through the sun 

 Transport batteries in insulating 

case 

4D – 

Minimal  

Litter  Trash is unattended 

and blown away 

 

 Unintended wildlife 

consumption 

 Unintended growth defects  

3D – Low   Immediate disposal of trash 

 Secure work area from external 

disturbances 

 Verify all components are 

accounted for 

4D – 

Minimal  
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Motor 

Ignition  
 Commencing launch  Unintended wildlife burns or 

death 

 Fire hazard 

1D – 

Moderate 
 Test in isolated areas 

 Test at areas secured with fences 

and walls 

 Be aware of surrounding wildlife 

1E – Low  

Mid-flight 

catastrophe 
 Structural failures  Unintended wildlife burns or 

death 

 Fire hazard 

 Environmental contamination 

 Chemical leak 

 Small Debris, choking hazard 

1C – High     Pre-flight tests 

 Incorporate appropriate safety 

factor 

1E – Low  

 

Similarly, the environment may also have an adverse effect on the launch vehicle. These hazards include both direct and indirect effects 

of disastrous weather. The following charts identifies the possible situations and necessary mitigations. 

 

Table 7.3-2: Environmental Impact on the Launch Vehicle 
Hazard Cause Effect Pre – Mitigation 

RAC 

Mitigation Post – Risk 

Blue Tube Damage  Humidity 

 Rain 

 

 Catastrophic decrease in 

strength 

1C – High   Avoid disastrous weather 

 Apply waterproof sealants 

1E – Low  

Warping wood  Humidity 

 Rain 

 Expansion 

 Shrinkage 

3C – Moderate   Conceal wood components from 

exterior factors 

3E – Low  

Excessive launch 

vehicle drift 
 Adverse 

winds 

 Loss of launch vehicle 

 Potential damage to 

property at landing 

3C – Moderate   Adjust launch angle 

 Integrate GPS onto the launch 

vehicle 

 Avoid launching if necessary 

4C – 

Minimal  

Launch Pad Tilted  Mud  Sinking structure 

 Titled launch rail 

3C – Moderate  Avoid rainy weather 

 Launch at sites with concrete 

foundations 

 Prop launch pad onto a foundation 

3D – Low  

Avionic Damage  Rain   Electrical short 2D – Moderate   Avoid rainy weather 

 Seal exterior 

2E – Low  

 

 

The following chart incorporates the two environmental safety charts and verifies that the team has mitigated the presented risks. The 

chart comprises of the hazards, hazard type, and executed safety mitigations.   
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Table 7.3-3: List of Environmental Safety Verifications 

Hazard Type Hazards Safety Mitigation 

Chemical Exposure, Litter  West System 105/205 Epoxy Resin 

 MTM49L  

 Aeropoxy PH3630/PH6228A/PH6228B/ 

PH3660/PH3665/PR2032 

 R-Matte 

 5 Minute Epoxy 

 Propellant, Epoxy Packages 

 Plastic Bags 

 Li-Po Batteries 

 Assembly in Quonset Hut 

 Galvanized steel waste safety can for disposal 

 Insulated cases for avionic and propellant 

storage 

 Digital platform scale for proper measurement 

 

 

Explosive hazard  Propellant  

 Launch Vehicle Ignition 

 Mid-flight Catastrophe 

 Avionic Damage 

 

 Propellant package sealed until motor 

preparation 

 FAR Launch Site: isolated and fenced area 

 Lucerne Dry Lake Launch Site: isolated area 

surrounded by mountains 

 Tensile, compression, and bending tests 

 Ejection tests 

 Tight couplers 

 Coated exterior 

Structural Damage  Blue Tube Damage 

 Wood Warpage 

 Primed and painted several layers of 

waterproof sealants and color 

 Tight couplers  

Misaligned Launch Rail    Sinking Launch Pad 

 

 20-Foot Newman Button-Rail 

 ROC Launch Pad 
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7.4 Recovery System Sensitivity  

The Recovery systems electronics, stratologgerCF, are not exceptionally sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). The system utilizes a barometer and not an electromagnetic 

sensor, it also has shielded circuit traces except at surface mount locations. The electronic matches 

are not very sensitive to low levels of EMI since a substantial voltage and amperage would need 

to be generated. The systems were tested, unshielded, on the ground to determine if undesired 

operation would occur. Based on our tests the transition systems power output should not lead to 

any undesirable operation of the recovery system. Even though test show the altimeters should 

function properly without shielding they are shielded by copper tape as well as the electronic match 

head. 
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8.0 Launch and Autonomous Operations Procedures/Checklists 

8.1 Recovery Preparation 

Powder Charge Preparation: 

Equipment Needed: 

Safety glasses (x3)  Aluminum Tape  

E-matches (x10)  4F black powder  

Duct tape  Trash Bags  

Blue painters tape  “Dog barf” wadding  

Scale  Measuring spoon  

 

1. ___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses. 

2. ___Insert the e-match into each empty PVC ejection charge.  

3. ___Ensure the pyrotechnic end of the e-match is inside the ejection charge. 

4. ___Thread e-match wiring through bulkhead to interior of recovery bay.  

5. ___Seal e-match holes on interior sides of bulkhead 

6. ___Carefully pour the measured amount of 4F black powder (Drogue: 5.2/6.2 g, Main: 

4/5 g) into the ejection charges (primary/secondary). 

7. ___Pack the remaining space of the modified shotgun shell with “dog barf” wadding. 

8. ___Seal the top of the ejection charge with duct tape or aluminum tape. 

9. ___Label charges with appropriate powder amount. 

10. ___Place prepared powder charges away from people in disturbance area until ready to 

mount. 

 

Recovery Bay Preparation: 

Equipment Needed: 

Safety glasses (x4)  #10-24 x 1 inch bolt (x12)  

Drogue bay  Two (2) batteries  

Main bay  Electronics board  

Pliers  Recovery bay bulkhead (x2)  

 

1. ___Perform visual inspection of all electronics and wire connections. 

2. ___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses. 

3. ___Ensuring powder charges are facing away from all personnel; connect main powder 

charges to interior main terminals on the electronics board. 

4. ___prepare powder charges on the fore recovery bulkhead. 

5. ___Ensure continuity and secure placement of main parachute powder charges. 

6. ___Bolt bulkhead and main parachute bay onto the front of the recovery bay. 

7. ___Ensuring powder charges are facing away from all personnel; connect drogue powder 

charges to interior drogue terminals on the electronics board. 

8. ___Prepare powder charges on the aft recovery bulkhead. 

9. ___Ensure continuity and secure placement of drogue parachute powder charges. 

10. ___Connect altimeters to the terminal leads. 

11. ___Ensure continuity. 
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12. ___ Measure battery voltage. If voltage is above 10.5 V continue. (If under 10.5 V 

replace the battery). 

13. ___Announce the intention to connect batteries and clear area of all unnecessary 

personnel. 

14. ___Connect two (2) batteries. 

15. ___Carefully slide electronics board into place. 

16. ___Bolt bulkhead and drogue parachute bay onto the rear of the recovery bay. 

 

Parachute Preparation: 

Equipment Needed: 

 Drogue Main  Drogue Main 

Nylon shock cords   Parachute   

Fire Retardant 

Parachute Bags 

  Quick links   

 

1. ___Perform visual inspection of nylon shock cords. 

2. ___Perform visual inspection of parachute bags. 

3. ___Perform visual inspection of connection points (quick links and U-bolts). 

4. ___Perform visual inspection of both the drogue and main parachutes. 

Main 

1. ___Flatten parachute so that it is fully opened vertically. 

2. ___Untangle shroud lines and pull them away from the canopy. 

3. ___Fold the parachute gore by gore making sure to flatten parachute each fold to 

minimize packing volume. 

4. ___Prior to folding the last gore over itself, pack the shroud lines on the gore in a 

parabolic shape leaving the bridal at the skirt of the canopy. 

5. ___Fold the last gore over itself and continue folding in half until the canopy is roughly 4 

in. thickness. 

6. ___Fold the canopy lengthwise until it is roughly 6 in. in diameter. 

7. ___Attach quick link to parachute bag hole on the canopy. 

8. ___Roll the parachute bag lines until the bag is touching the canopy and pack the roll at 

the bottom of the bag. 

9. ___Stuff the parachute completely in the bag ensuring that the bridle is hanging out of the 

top of the bag. 

10. ___Connect the parachute harnesses to their respective bulkheads and connect the middle 

quick link to the parachute bridle. 

11. ___ Roll each side of the parachute harness into 6 in. diameter rolls to minimize packing 

volume of the harnesses. 

12. ___Pack the parachute into the main parachute bay ensuring that the bottom of the bag is 

facing the ejection charges. 

Drogue 
1. ___Flatten parachute so that it is fully opened vertically. 

2. ___Untangle shroud lines and pull them away from the canopy. 

3. ___Fold the horizontal gores over the central gore. 

4. ___Pack the shroud lines on the folded gores in a parabolic shape leaving the bridal at the 

skirt of the canopy. 
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5. ___Fold the parachute gores, over the shroud lines, in half until the parachute is roughly 

3 in. thick. 

6. ___Attach quick link to parachute bag hole on the canopy. 

7. ___Roll the parachute bag lines until the bag is touching the canopy and pack the roll at 

the bottom of the bag. 

8. ___Stuff the parachute completely in the bag ensuring that the bridle is hanging out of the 

top of the bag. 

9. ___Connect the parachute harnesses to their respective bulkheads and connect the middle 

quick link to the parachute bridle. 

10. ___ Roll each side of the parachute harness into 6 in. diameter rolls to minimize packing 

volume of the harnesses. 

11. ___Pack the parachute in the drogue parachute bay ensuring that the bottom of the bag is 

facing the ejection charges. 

8.2 RIS Preparation 

RIS  PC with Arduino IDE  

¼” Washers and Nuts 

(x4) 

 #10-24 x 1 inch bolt (x12)  

Wood Screws (x6)  

 

1. ___Verify DCS and PCS have latest versions of code: Isolate DCS circuit on sled (i.e., 

disconnect from rest of circuit) and plug into PC and upload latest programming via 

Arduino IDE. Do the same for the PCS. 

2. ___Reconnect all subsystems and power up with power button. Verify DCS telemetry is 

being received by ground station. Verify integrity of received data (perform axis specific 

rotations, movements, etc). Power down electronics. 

3. ___Attach sled to motor bay via mounting holes, secure with ¼” washers and nuts. 

Connect servos to 50W power converter. Verify integrity of all electrical connections. 

Check for loose screws and nuts. Secure all loose wires appropriately. 

4. ___Perform full system power up test: Power up the sled, verify that the ailerons perform 

their start-up deflections as programmed. Verify DCS data is being written to SD by 

noting rapid blinking light on microSD breakout. Verify XBee is functioning by its 

indicator LEDS. If all is well, power down and secure motor bay tube over the assembly. 

Fasten using the 10-24 and wood screws. 

5. ___Once the rocket is on the launch pad, power up electronics prior to ignitor installation. 

Verify power switch is lit, and verify aileron start up deflections occur as programmed. If 

the above occurs, the payload is ready for launch. 

8.3 FMP Preparation 

Equipment needed: 

FMP  Coupler  

Motor bay  #10-24 x 1 inch bolt (x6)  
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1. ___Detach rivets from ring half. 

2. ___Remove pill from surgical tubing. 

3. ___Remove cap from pill and place fragile materials in bed of foam with layers of foam 

between each item. 

4. ___Replace cap. 

5. ___Secure ring halves around pill with rivets. 

6. ___Slide FMP system and attached bulkhead into respective coupler. 

7. ___Secure coupler to the top of the motor bay outer body tube with 10-24 X 1 in. screws. 

8.4 Motor Preparation 

Motor Assembly: 

Equipment Needed: 

Safety glasses  Wood screws  

Motor bay  Silicon O-ring lubricant  

 

8. ___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses. 

9. ___Ensure motor casing not damaged or modified. 

10. ___Unwrap the motor and place on an appropriate surface. 

11. ___Ensure all materials listed in the manual are present and not damaged. 

12. ___Apply a thin film of silicon O-ring lubricant to the inside of the motor casing. 

13. ___Apply a thin film of silicon O-ring lubricant to the outside of the motor. 

14. ___With the protective nozzle cap on, insert the motor into the motor tube. 

15. ___Apply lubricant to the threads of the aft closure. 

16. ___Remove the nozzle cap and thread aft closure onto the case. Tighten until the motor is 

properly seated. 

17. ___Reinstall the nozzle cap onto the nozzle. 

18. ___Wipe clean the motor casing ensuring there is no residue. 

19. ___Insert the motor casing into the motor mount. 

20. ___Attach retention ring.  

21. ___Insert motor mount into the motor bay. 

22. ___Secure in place. 

8.5 Setup on Launcher 

Setup on Launcher: 

Equipment Needed: 

Launch vehicle  Launch rail  

Launch Rail  

 

1. ___Lower launcher to the horizontal position. 

2. ___Ensuring no personnel are in the flight path of the launch vehicle, carefully slide the 

launch vehicle onto the launch rail. 

3. ___Ensure the launch vehicle is seated on the launch rail. 

4. ___Feed the igniter into the motor. 
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8.6 Igniter Installation 

Igniter Installation: 

Equipment Needed: 

Launch vehicle  Motor igniter  

12 V Direct Firing 

System 

 Extension Cord  

 

1. ___ Raise launch rail to flight configuration. 
2. ___ Insert e-match into the motor. 
3. ___Connect e-match to extension cord. 
4. ___Back up until outside reasonable launch pad radius. 
5. ___Connect extension cord to direct current firing system and arming switch. 
6. ___LCO proceeds with launch procedures. 

8.7 Launch Procedure 

Launch Procedure: (unnecessary personnel removed from the area) 

Equipment Needed: 

Launch vehicle  Arming/Firing Switch  

 

1. ___Once the launch vehicle is in launch position and the igniter is inserted, arm the 

electronics. 

2. ___Safety officer check to ensure the checklist is properly completed. 

3. ___The LCO enables the master arming switch. 

4. ___Once LCO allows, the hard switch will be activated. 

5. ___The LCO will commence the countdown of 5 seconds. 

6. ___Once the countdown is completed. The LCO says “fire” and ignition is triggered. 

8.8 Trouble shooting 

Ejection Charges: 

Likely Error: The ejection charges are prepared for the wrong parachute bay. 

Mitigation: Measure out the black powder and label the empty ejection charges prior preparation 

of the ejection charges on launch day. 

Recovery Avionics Bay: 

Likely Error: The connections throughout the recovery avionics are not continuous. 

Mitigation: Using a multi meter, check resistance between all components. Repair or replace the 

component with over loaded resistance. 

Parachute Packing: 

Likely Error: The parachutes do not fit in their bays. 

Mitigation: Completely unpack re-pack parachute until it easily fits in its respective bay. 

RIS: 

Likely Error: The connections throughout the RIS are not continuous. 

Mitigation: Using a multi meter, check resistance between all components. Repair or replace the 

component with over loaded resistance. 

FMP: 

Likely Error: Friction between PLA interfaces is too great to mount the FMP. 
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Mitigation: Apply talcum powder to the PLA interfaces. 

Motor Preparation: 

Likely Error: One or more of the motor grains is cracked. 

Mitigation: Replace cracked grain with grain from the back up motor. Properly dispose of cracked 

motor grain. 

Set Up on Launcher: 

Likely Error: The launch lugs do not slide easily on the launch rail. 

Mitigation: Remove launch vehicle from rail. Wipe launch rail interface with a generous coat of 

WD-40. Replace launch vehicle on rail. 

Igniter Failure: 

Likely Error: The motor igniter misfires. 

Mitigation: Use two igniters wired in parallel to ensure that at least one of the igniters fires. 

8.1.9 Post-flight Inspection 

Post-Flight Inspection: 

1. ___Visually track launch vehicle and payload from the time of launch to the time of 

recovery. 

2. ___Assemble a team of two groups of at least two team members to recover the launch 

vehicle. 

3. ___Wait a minimum of sixty seconds before securing the launch vehicle and payload 

capsule. 

4. ___Inspect the launch vehicle’s external components for any clear signs of damage. 

5. ___Document the launch vehicle through inspection and photographs for the later 

assessment. 

6. ___Once back at the staging area, dissemble launch vehicle. 

7. ___Inspect the RIS payload electronics for any signs of visible damage. 

8. ___Investigate the status the fragile materials in the FMP bay. 

9. ___Download pictures, video, and scientific data and review altimeter data. 
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9.0 Project Plan 

9.1 Testing 

9.1.1 Testing Results 

Test Test Description 
Team 

Responsible 

Test 

Planned 

Actual Test 

Completed 
Verification Method Success Criteria Results Status 

Drogue 

Parachute 

Test 

(1) Drogue to deploy 

from bay (2) at apogee 

(3) and to find descent 

velocity to verify 

predicted parameters 

Aerodynamics 1/28/2017 1/28/2017 Attach a 5lb weight to 

the parachute and view 

performance of 

parachute and take 

meaurements 

(1) Inflation of 

Drogue (2) Matching 

estimated drop test 

speciment descent 

time 

6 tests done, under 

10% error as 

compared to 

predicted 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Main 

Parachute 

Test 

(1) Main to deploy 

from bay (2) at lower 

altitude 

Aerodynamics 1/28/2017 1/28/2017 Attach a 10lb weight to 

the parachute and view 

performance of 

parachute and take 

meaurements 

(1) Inflation of 

Drogue (2) Matching 

estimated drop test 

speciment descent 

time 

2 tests done, under 

10% error as 

compared to 

predicted 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Ejection 

Charge Test 

(1) eject main and 

drogue parachute 

Avionics 1/29/2017 2/19/2017 

2/26/2017 

ejection charge is 

sufficient to deploy the 

recovery system 

(1) The sections 

separate with enough 

energy to deploy 

parachutes (2) The 

body tube does not rip 

or tear (3) Parachute 

and shock cord 

undamaged 

Need 3.8 g for main 

ejection charge and 

5.2 g for drogue 

ejection charge 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Recovery 

Avionics 

(1) recovery electronics 

powered by commercial 

batteries (2) and not be 

affected by other 

onboard electronics 

Avionics 1/29/2017 1/29/2017 Recovery shielding 

must be capable to 

blocking radio 

frequency 

transmissions 

(1) Radio frequency 

signals substantially 

reduced within the 

recovery bay 

EMI shielding 

reduced 

electromagnetic 

waves 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Body Tube 

Materials 

Properties 

Test for 

Crippling 

(1) verify that these 

materials will not 

experience crippling 

during the max thrust 

provided by the rocket 

motor 

Structures 1/21/2017 2/24/2017 (1) Static Load Test: 

load applied to 

continuous section of a 

body tube 

(1) no localized 

crippling (2) maintain 

its structural integrity 

with no permanent 

deformations to the 

material 

No crippling under 

max motor load, 

retained structural 

integrity, yielded at 

3147 lb 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Bulkhead 

Shear and 

Shear Tear-

Out Test 

(1) Impulse hang test 

must be performed on a 

body tube bulkhead 

attachment (2) Loads 

Structures 1/21/2017 2/24/2017 (1) Static Load Test: 

load applied to 

bulkhead 

(1)The body tube will 

experience absolutely 

no shear out (2) 

maintain its structural 

Shear failure at 1600 

lb, meeting max load 

of 1500 lb during 

flight 

Done, 

SUCCESS 
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will be suspended for a 

period of time and 

dropped to test the 

bulkhead strength and 

shearing performance. 

integrity with no 

permanent 

deformations to the 

material 

PLA Shear 

Test 

(1) Perform a load test 

on the fin's point to 

maximum stress during 

flight using testing 

equipment from 

dynamic structures lab 

Structures 1/21/2017 2/24/2017 verify the impulse force 

caused by the main 

parachute does not 

cause the screws to 

shear through the 

nosecone during 

midflight 

(1) No shearing at the 

fastener locations (2) 

The PLA will 

maintain its structural 

integrity, with no 

permanent 

deformation or any 

signs of damage to 

the material 

No PLA sheating at 

400 lb 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

GPS Test (1)Measure accuracy by 

comparing GPS results 

with known position 

Avionics 1/28/2017 1/28/2017 Run the GPS and see if 

it performs properly, 

determining the 

accuracy of the 

coordinates and proper 

transmission 

(1) Both systems still 

transmit properly 

when placed next to 

one another (2) Both 

of the transmitted 

coordinates received 

are similar to each 

other. 

both GPS works 

with reasonable 

limits 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

RIS 

Cabling 

Test 

(1) Determine proper 

use of materials and 

structureal elements for 

RIS cabling 

Structures 1/14/2017 2/24/2017 Load the cable 

specimens to perform a 

tension test 

(1)withstand 30 lb 

and hold 60lb without 

failure (2) Minimum 

elongation 

Kevlar will be use 

for RIS cabling 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Water 

Tunnel Test 

(1) simulate smooth 

flow over the fin body 

Aerodynamics 3/3/2017 3/32017 Full scale test models 

of nose cone and fins 

will be placed in water 

tunnel 

(1) Tests show flow is 

turbulent as is 

expected (2) No 

separation occurs 

during the simulated 

flight envelope  (3) 

No vortices or other 

disturbances form on 

the rocket that 

degrade performance 

(4) Clear and useable 

data can be drawn 

from the tests  

smooth flow for both 

fin and nosecone 

Done, 

SUCCESS 
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Full-Scale 

Test 

(1) Verify all systems 

working 

ALL 2/25/2017 3/4/2017 Run through entrire 

launch procedure 

(1) Vehicle retreived 

in reusable conditions 

(2) met altitude 

within considerable 

limits (3) launched 

before 3/6/2017 (4) 

Recovery system 

works 

Successful Results, 

retrievable data, RIS 

system worked 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

Observation 

Subsystem 

Test 

(1) set up camera on 

ground and on moving 

surface to test video 

quality 

Avionics 1/28/2017 1/28/2017 Recording for 20 

minutes, extract the 

video and watch to 

verify camera record 

video. Follow same 

steps but place the 

camera in the rocket at 

an angle to view 

downwards 

(1) Clear video 

recorded (2) Video 

recorded for full 

duration 

Camera verified to 

retrieve video 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

DCS, 

Launch 

Detection, 

and 

Burnout 

Detection 

Drop Test 

(1) verify DCS 

functionality, Verify 

Xbee and GUI, 

attachment integrity 

RIS 1/20/2017 2/18/2017 Drop test to simlulate 

accelerations  

GUI received data, 

plots data, DCS 

detects scenarios, 

components remained 

attached 

Reitrieved 

acceleration data, 

and all systems held 

securely 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

RIS 

Payload 

Test 

 

(1) Verify roll induction 

system 

 

RIS 

 

2/25/2017 

 

3/4/2017 

 

Verifyied with full 

scale launch 

 

(1) launch indicator 

and burnout indicator 

appears appropiate 

time (2) RIS induces 

roll and counter roll 

(3) data retrieved (4) 

rocket retrieved 

 

Roll maneuver 
excecuted at correct 
time 
 

Done, 

SUCCESS 

 

FMP Test (1) demonstrate 

protection of objects 

with any shape, weight, 

size, and quantity 

FMP 2/4/2017 2/18/2017 Drop fragile material 

system from height of 

68 ft. to mimic max 

impulse experienced 

during rocket flight. 

(1) Fragile material 

unbroken (2) Fragile 

material system re-

usable 

2 eggs remained 

unbroken 

Done, 

SUCCESS 
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9.1.2 Testing Impact 

Testing impacts from each test are provided in Table 9.1.2-1.  

 

Table 9.1.2-1: Testing Impact 

Test Procedure Testing Impact 

Drogue Parachute Test  Verification of drogue sizing 

Main Parachute Test  Verification of main sizing 

 Verification of proper deployment 

Ejection Charge Test  Determination of amount of black 

powder  

 Use of parachute bag for main  

 Use of parachute blanket for drogue 

Recovery Avionics Test  Verification of altimeters 

Body Tube Crippling Test  Verification of blue tube performance 

Body Tube Shear out Test  Verification of blue tube performance 

PLA Shear Test  Verification of fin and nosecone 

survivability 

 increased percent fills from 30% to 

50% for nosecone 

 increased percent fills 100% to 50% 

for fins 

GPS Test  Verification of location sensing 

capabilities and accuracy 

RIS Cabling Test  Determination of cabling material 

 Changed from steel with nylon 

coating to Kevlar wire. 

Water Tunnel Test  Verification of nosecone flow 

Full Scale Test  Verification of overall system 

Observation Test  Determination of quality 

 Applicable to use to verify payload 

system 

DCS Tests  Verification to provide data and 

control to RIS 

RIS Tests  Verification of RIS performance 

 Supports rolling requirements 

FMP Tests  Ability to protect fragile items such as 

eggs 

 

9.1.3 Testing Procedures 

Testing procedures are provided along with the testing results in their prospective areas and can 

be referenced in Table 9.1.3-1. 
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Table 9.1.3-1 Testing Procedures Locations 

 

Test Procedure Section in FRR 

Drogue Parachute Test 4.6.1 

Main Parachute Test 4.6.2 

Ejection Charge Test 4.6.3 

Recovery Avionics Test 4.6.4 

Body Tube Crippling Test 4.6.5 

Body Tube Shear out Test 4.6.6 

PLA Shear Test 4.6.7 

GPS Test 4.6.8 

RIS Cabling Test 4.6.9 

Water Tunnel Test 4.6.10 

Full Scale Test 4.6.11 

Observation Test 5.4 

DCS Tests 5.4 

RIS Tests 5.4 

FMP Tests 6.4 
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9.2 RFP Requirements Verification 

Tables 9.2-1 to 9.2-5 show the design requirements, verification methods, and status for vehicle, recovery, experiment, safety, and 

general requirements mentioned in the SOW. All of the requirements are meant except 5 In Progress requirements that will be verified 

during launch day (Req 1.2.3, 1.2.4, 1.2.6.2, 1.2.6.3, 1.2.6.4).  

 

Method of Verification Table Definition 

T Test V = Verified 

A Analysis IP = In Progress 

D Demonstration NV = Not Verified 

I Inspection   

 

Table 9.2-1 Vehicle Requirements Compliance Matrix  

Vehicle Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method 
Verification Details 

Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

1.1 

The vehicle shall deliver the science 

or engineering payload to an apogee 

altitude of 5,280 feet above AGL 

Combination of the 

aerodynamics, as well as the 

thrust of an L-class motor 

selection and the weight of the 

overall launch vehicle. 

4.5.2 x x     

Full Scale Launch and OpenRocket 

simulations of the leading design will be 

sufficient enough. For the overall 

competition, flight tests shall be done to 

ensure accuracy of simulations 

1     

1.2 

The vehicle shall carry one 

commercially available, barometric 

altimeter for recording the official 

altitude used in determining the 

award winner. 

Primary Perfect Flight 

StratoLogger 

4.4.2       x 

The team shall review the launch 

vehicle system, subsystems, and 

components design verifying at least 

one commercially available altimeter 

1     

1.2.1 

The official scoring altimeter shall 

report the official competition altitude 

via a series of beeps to be checked 

after the competition flight. 

Primary Perfect Flight 

StratoLogger 
4.4.2       x 

Recovery avionics test 

1     

1.2.2 

Teams may have additional altimeters 

to control vehicle electronics and 

payload experiment(s). 

Altimeters not needed for roll 

induction payload 4.4.3       x 

N/A 

1     

1.2.3 

At the LRR, a NASA official will 

mark the altimeter that will be used 

for the official scoring. 

Team will be on site to provide 

the altimeter to the NASA 

official 

4.4.2       x 

Launch day 

  1   
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1.2.4 

At the launch field, a NASA official 

will obtain the altitude by listening to 

the audible beeps reported by the 

official competition, marked 

altimeter. 

After touch-down of rocket, the 

team will be available to 

provide the NASA official with 

the necessary altimeter 

4.4.2       x 

Launch day 

  1   

1.2.5 

At the launch field, to aid in 

determination of the vehicle’s apogee, 

all audible electronics, except for the 

official altitude-determining altimeter 

shall be capable of being turned off. 

All electronics will be capable 

of being shut down by 

disconnecting batteries 
4.4.2 x   x   

Subscale Launch: The avionics team 

shall demonstrate during subscale 

launch tests that other audible 

electronics have an off switch and all 

inaudible electronics shall not create 

random disturbances 

1     

1.2.6 

The following circumstances will 

warrant a score of zero for the altitude 

portion of the completion: 

  

          

  

      

1.2.6.1 

The official, marked altimeter is 

damaged and/or does not report and 

altitude via a series of beeps after the 

team's competition flight. 

Purchase a durable altimeter to 

withstand damages 
8.1.5     x   

Recovery avionics test 

1     

1.2.6.2 

The team does not report to the 

NASA official designated to record 

the altitude with their official, marked 

altimeter on the day of the launch. 

Team Lead to report to the 

NASA Official 
8.1.5     x   

Team Lead to report altitude, outlined in 

launch procedures 
  1   

1.2.6.3 
The altimeter reports an apogee 

altitude over 5,600 feet AGL 

Design to reach below 5,600 

feet 
8.1.5       x 

Inspection of the altimeter for the 

altitude during the competition 
  1   

1.2.6.4 
The rocket is not flown at the 

competition launch site. 

Proper directions to the flight 

site arriving there on time 
8.1.5     x   

Demonstrate launch at the competition 
  1   

1.3 

All recovery electronics shall be 

powered by commercially available 

batteries. 

Recovery electronics will use 

11.1V LIPO Batteries  

4.4.2 x   x   

Recovery Avionics Test: The  team will 

inspect the recovery bay after 

manufacturing to ensure it is powered 

by batteries. Subscale Test shall show 

recovery electronics are powered by 

batteries 

1     

1.4 

The launch vehicle shall be designed 

to be recoverable and reusable. 

Recovery subsystem shall allow 

the launch vehicle to become 

recoverable and all structures 

and electronics shall be intact 

and ready to use again 

4.6 x       

Conducting launch tests shall  result in a 

usable vehicle afterwards. Additional 

testing will be done to determine 

strengths and performance of structural 

components with simulating launch 

loads and impulses 

1     

1.5 

The launch vehicle shall have a 

maximum of four (4) independent 

sections. An independent section is 

defined as a section that is either 

tethered to the main vehicle or is 

There will be 3 tethered 

sections, the nosecone, main 

and drogue bay, and the motor 

bay 

4.4       x 

The team shall review the system design 

making sure there are less than four 

independent sections 1     
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recovered separately from the main 

vehicle using its own parachute. 

1.6 

The launch vehicle shall be limited to 

a single stage. 

Only one stage will be 

implemented with an L-class 

motor located in the motor bay 

4.5.1       x 

During the design phase, the team lead 

shall inspect the design to be only single 

stage 

1     

1.7 

The launch vehicle shall be capable 

of being prepared for flight at the 

launch site within 4 hours, from the 

time the Federal Aviation 

Administration flight waiver opens. 

Launch vehicle will be fully 

assembled and structurally 

sound before hand, preflight 

tests and safety tests will take 

minimal time 

8.1.5     x   

Subscale Launch Test shall demonstrate 

the time of the preparation of the launch 

vehicle which must be under 4 hours 1     

1.8 

The launch vehicle shall be capable 

of remaining in launch-ready 

configuration at the pad for a 

minimum of 1 hour without losing the 

functionality of any critical on-board 

component. 

On board electronics will be 

powered by commercially 

available batteries which will 

allow the rocket to attain 

functionality for hours 

8.1.5     x   

Before test launches, the team shall 

demonstrate if the vehicle  can be ready 

on the stand for 1 hour 
1     

1.9 

The launch vehicle shall be capable 

of being launched by a standard 12 

volt direct current firing system. The 

firing system will be provided by the 

NASA-designated Range Services 

Provider. 

The launch vehicle shall use the 

Aerotech L2200 rocket motor 

8.1.5 x       

Subscale launch tests shall be done with 

a 12 V firing system proving its ability 

to function 
1     

1.1 

The launch vehicle shall require no 

external circuitry or special ground 

support equipment to initiate launch 

(other than what is provided by 

Range Services). 

The only firing system used will 

be the one provided by NASA 

Range Services Provider 8.1.5       x 

Inspection of the electrical circuitry 

design 

1     

1.11 

The launch vehicle shall use a 

commercially available solid motor 

propulsion system using ammonium 

perchlorate composite propellant 

(APCP) which is approved and 

certified by the National Association 

of Rocketry (NAR), Tripoli Rocketry 

Association (TRA), and/or the 

Canadian Association of Rocketry 

(CAR). 

The launch vehicle shall use the 

Aerotech L2200 rocket motor 

4.5.5       x 

Inspection of the purchased motor to be 

correct  

1     

1.14 

The launch vehicle shall have a 

minimum static stability margin of 

2.0 at the point of rail exit. 

Iterate design and check on 

Openrocket 4.5.7   x     

Preliminary OpenRocket simulations 

shall show a static stability margin 

above 2.0 

1     

1.15 

The launch vehicle shall accelerate to 

a minimum velocity of 52 fps at rail 

exit. 

A large thrust to Weight Ratio 

will provide the necessary 

velocity 

4.5.8   x     

Simulations shall be conducted to 

analyze the minimum velocity 1     
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1.16 

All teams shall successfully launch 

and recover a subscale model of their 

rocket prior to CDR. 

A subscale model is planned for 

a 1:2 ratio; subscales launch 

dates are to be held weeks 

before CDR 

CDR x       

Subscale Test: The team shall build and 

test this subscale model, success criteria 

includes recovery system functionality 

and a recoverable vehicle after landing 

1     

1.16.1 

The subscale model should resemble 

and perform as similarly as possible 

to the full-scale model, however, the 

full-scale shall not be used as the 

subscale model. 

A subscale model is planned for 

a 1:2 ratio  

CDR x x     

Subscale Test and Analysis on 

performance and scaling of subscale 

using graphs and tables to determine 

comparisons 

1     

1.16.2 

The subscale model shall carry an 

altimeter capable of reporting the 

model’s apogee altitude. 

Primary Perfect Flight 

StratoLogger CDR       x 

Inspection that the subscale design has 

an altimeter 1     

1.17 

All teams shall successfully launch 

and recover their full-scale rocket 

prior to FRR in its final flight 

configuration. The rocket flown at 

FRR must be the same rocket to be 

flown on launch day.  

Gantt Chart shows a schedule of 

when this will be accomplished 

4.3 x       

Full Scale Launch 

1     

1.17.1 

The vehicle and recovery system shall 

have functioned as designed. 

Full-scale launch shall confirm 

the design is followed through 4.3 x       

Subscale Launch and Full-scale Launch: 

LV is reusable and recovery system 

deploys and proves design 

1     

1.17.2 

The payload does not have to be 

flown during the full-scale test flight. 

The following requirements still 

apply: (1) If the payload is not flown, 

mass simulators shall be used to 

simulate the payload mass. (2) The 

mass simulators shall be located in 

the same approximate location on the 

rocket as the missing payload mass. 

FRR shall test for external 

changes the RIS system 

provides with the ailerons 

4.3.2       x 

Inspection that a mass simulation is 

present during launch test 

1     

1.17.3 

If the payload changes the external 

surfaces of the rocket (such as with 

camera housings or external probes) 

or manages the total energy of the 

vehicle, those systems shall be active 

during the full-scale demonstration 

flight. 

FRR shall test for external 

changes the RIS system 

provides with the ailerons 

4.3     x   

Demonstration during test flight  

1     

1.17.4 

The full-scale motor does not have to 

be flown during the full-scale test 

flight. 

Same motor will be bought for 

full-scale test  4.3.1       x 

N/A 

1     

1.17.5 

The vehicle shall be flown in its fully 

ballasted configuration during the 

full-scale test flight. 

Designed to be in fully ballasted 

configuration during test flight 4.3.1     x   

Compliance in launch test procedures 

1     
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1.17.6 

After successfully completing the 

full-scale demonstration flight, the 

launch vehicle or any of its 

components shall not be modified 

without the concurrence of the NASA 

Range Safety Officer (RSO). 

No design modification after 

last full-scale flight 

4.3.1       x 

Inspection of rocket after full scale 

demonstration shall have the same 

results as before flight day. 
1     

1.17.7 

Full scale flights must be completed 

by the start of FRRs (March 6th, 

2017). If the Student Launch office 

determines that a re-flight is 

necessary, than an extension to March 

24th, 2017 will be granted. This 

extension is only valid for re-flights; 

not first time flights. 

Gantt Chart shows a schedule of 

when this will be accomplished 

4.3.1       x 

Inspection of the Gantt Chart 

1     

1.18 

Any structural protuberance on the 

rocket shall be located aft of the 

burnout center of gravity. 

Ailerons are aft of the burnout 

center of gravity 4.1       x 

Inspection of the structural design and 

perturbations 1     

1.19 Vehicle Prohibitions                     

1.19.1 
The launch vehicle shall not utilize 

forward canards. 

There are none 
4.1       x 

Inspection of the structural design and 

perturbations 
1     

1.19.2 
The launch vehicle shall not utilize 

forward firing motors. 

There are none 
4.5.5       x 

Inspection of the propulsion system and 

the final rocket configuration 
1     

1.19.3 

The launch vehicle shall not utilize 

motors that expel titanium sponges 

(Sparky, Skidmark, MetalStorm, etc.) 

Aerotech L1150 rocket motor 

does not utilize those features 4.5.5       x 

Team shall investigate and research on 

the details of the motor 1     

1.19.4 
The launch vehicle shall not utilize 

hybrid motors. 

Aerotech L1150 rocket motor is 

a solid motor 
4.5.5     x   

Team shall demonstrate the use of a 

solid motor during tests 
1     

1.19.5 
The launch vehicle shall not utilize a 

cluster of motors. 

Only one motor will be used 
4.5.5       x 

Inspection of the propulsion system and 

the final rocket configuration 
1     

1.19.6 

The launch vehicle shall not utilize 

friction fitting for motors. 

Bulkheads and motor casing 

will be securely fastening into 

place and not friction fit 

4.5.5     x   

During manufacturing the team shall not 

use friction fitting and demonstrate the 

vehicle can function with other means 

1     

1.19.7 

The launch vehicle shall not exceed 

Mach 1 at any point during flight. 

Weight of vehicle shall counter 

balance with the thrust to ensure 

excessive amounts of power to 

enable speed of Mach 1 

4.5.8   x     

From OpenRocket simulations and 

constant iterations of designs, vehicle 

design to never reach Mach 1 
1     

1.19.8 

Vehicle ballast shall not exceed 10% 

of the total weight of the rocket. 

TBD on flight day 

4.1   x   x 

The structures team shall inspect the 

vehicle and confirm that the vehicle 

ballast is less than 10% of the total 

weight 

1     

notes: 1.12 and 1.13 is removed Totals 37 5 0 
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Table 9.2-2 Recovery Requirements Compliance Matrix 

Recovery System Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method 
Verification Details 

Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

2.1 The launch vehicle shall stage the 

deployment of its recovery 

devices, where a drogue 

parachute is deployed at apogee 

and a main parachute is deployed 

at a much lower altitude. 

Black powder activation for main 

parachute deployment and black 

powder for drogue deployment 

4.4 x       Drogue and Main recovery 

testing will be done to 

determine the proper 

deployment of parachutes 

before subscale launch and 

full scale launch 

1     

2.2 Each team must perform a 

successful ground ejection test 

for both the drogue and main 

parachutes. This must be done 

prior to the initial subscale and 

full scale launches. 

Recovery tests and ejection tests 

done on 12/3/2016 for subscale 

and 1/28/2017 for full scale 

4.6.3 x       Ground ejection test should 

eject main and drogue 

parachute 

1     

2.3 At landing, each independent 

sections of the launch vehicle 

shall have a maximum kinetic 

energy of 75 ft-lbf. 

Custom drogue parachute and 

custom main parachute 

4.5.8   x     Hand calculations and 

respective simulations to 

analyze kinetic energy 

1     

2.4 The recovery system electrical 

circuits shall be completely 

independent of any payload 

electrical circuits. 

Recovery bay shall house 

recovery system electrical circuits 

in between main and drogue bay 

while payload electrical circuits 

shall be housed in payload bay 

below the drogue bay 

4.4.2     x   The launch vehicle shall 

demonstrate recovery 

system is separate from 

electrical circuits during 

launch test 

1     

2.5 The recovery system shall 

contain redundant, commercially 

available altimeters. The term 

“altimeters” includes both simple 

altimeters and more sophisticated 

flight computers. 

Perfectflite stratologger 

AltimeterCF will be used to 

measure the rockets altitude and 

set off the deploy charges at 

programmed altitude 

4.4.2       x Inspection of the altimeters 

chosen in the design 

1     

2.6 Motor ejection is not a 

permissible form of primary or 

secondary deployment. 

Motor ejection will not be part of 

the recovery design 

4.4     x x Inspection of vehicle design, 

and demonstration of launch 

test 

1     

2.7 Each altimeter shall be armed by 

a dedicated arming switch that is 

accessible from the exterior of the 

rocket airframe when the rocket 

is in the launch configuration on 

the launch pad. 

Arming switches located on the 

shoulders of the couples on the 

outer layer. Can be tuurned on and 

off with a screwdriver 

4.4.2       x Inspection of the design of 

the rocket 

1     

2.8 Each altimeter shall have a 

dedicated power supply. 

11.1V Lipo Batteries will provide 

power for each altimeter 

4.4.2       x inspection of altimeter and 

avionics schematic 

1     
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2.9 Each arming switch shall be 

capable of being locked in the 

ON position for launch. 

Design a rotary arming switch  4.4.2     x   Demonstration of the 

arming switch during 

subscale launch  

1     

2.10 Removable shear pins shall be 

used for both the main parachute 

compartment and the drogue 

parachute compartment. 

Shear pins shall be located where 

the body seperates to deploy main 

and drogue parachutes 

4.4.1 x     x subscale and fullscale 

launch: successful use of 

shear pins to deploy 

parachutes 

1     

2.11 An electronic tracking device 

shall be installed in the launch 

vehicle and shall transmit the 

position of the tethered vehicle or 

any independent section to a 

ground receiver. 

TELEGPS will be used to send 

real time gps data to ensure rocket 

recovery and the TELEGPS 

Starter pack with dongle will plug 

into a laptop to receive data, 

Trackimo will also be used 

4.4.2       x Inspection of th avionics 

schematic 

1     

2.11.1 Any rocket section, or payload 

component, which lands 

untethered to the launch vehicle, 

shall also carry an active 

electronic tracking device. 

All sections, including payload 

components are tethered to launch 

vehicle 

4.4.3       x Inspcetion of design to have 

no untethered sections 

1     

2.11.2 The electronic tracking device 

shall be fully functional during 

the official flight on launch day. 

Tests will be done with the GPS 

prior to launch day 

4.4.3     x   Demonstration that tracking 

device works prior to launch 

day 

1     

2.12 The recovery system electronics 

shall not be adversely affected by 

any other on-board electronic 

devices during flight (from 

launch until landing). 

Recovery system electronics shall 

have independent components 

4.4.2 x   x   Recovery Avionics Test: 

Demonstration that all 

recovery systems electronics 

are independent during 

recovery test. Show all work 

with independent batteries 

1     

2.12.1 The recovery system altimeters 

shall be physically located in a 

separate compartment within the 

vehicle from any other radio 

frequency transmitting device 

and/or magnetic wave producing 

device. 

Recovery system altimeters shall 

be in the recover bay,  separate 

from other devices that can 

interfere with it 

4.4.2       x Inspection of the recovery 

bay design  

1     

2.12.2 The recovery system electronics 

shall be shielded from all onboard 

transmitting devices, to avoid 

inadvertent excitation of the 

recovery system electronics. 

Copper Tape will cover the inner 

layer of the recovery avionics bay 

4.4.2       x Inspection of recovery bay 

design 

1     
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2.12.3 The recovery system electronics 

shall be shielded from all onboard 

devices which may generate 

magnetic waves (such as 

generators, solenoid valves, and 

Tesla coils) to avoid inadvertent 

excitation of the recovery system. 

Copper Tape will cover the inner 

layer of the recovery avionics bay 

4.4.2       x Inspection of recovery bay 

design 

1     

2.12.4 The recovery system electronics 

shall be shielded from any other 

onboard devices which may 

adversely affect the proper 

operation of the recovery system 

electronics. 

Recovery system bay will provide 

protection 

4.4.2       x Inspection of recovery bay 

design 

1     

notes Totals 18 0 0 

 

Table 9.2-3 Experiment Requirements Compliance Matrix 

Experiment Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method 

Verification Details 

Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

3.1.1 

Each team shall choose one design 

experiment option from the following list. 

experiment 3.3 and 3.4 

5.0,6.0       x 

Investigation of the 

experiment documentation in 

CDR 

1     

3.1.2 

Additional experiments (limit of 1) are 

encouraged, and may be flown, but they 

will not contribute to scoring. 

experiment 3.4 

6       x 

Investigation of the 

experiment chosen in CDR 1     

3.1.3 

If the team chooses to fly additional 

experiments, they shall provide the 

appropriate documentation in all design 

reports so experiments may be reviewed 

for flight safety. 

Results of additional 

experiments in PDR and CDR 

and LRR 5.0,6.0       x 

Investigation of the 

experiment chosen in PDR 

1     

Experiment Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method 

Verification Details 

Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

3.3 Roll induction and counter roll                     

3.3.1 

Teams shall design a system capable of 

controlling launch vehicle roll post motor 

burnout. 

RIS - B (Fin Aileron Design) 

Electronics must determine 

instance of motor burnout 

through accelerometers 

5.1 x     x 

RIS Test: test RIS electronics 

to detect change in 

accelerations 
1     

3.3.1.1 

The systems shall first induce at least two 

rotations around the roll axis of the launch 

vehicle. 

RIS - B (Fin Aileron Design) 

uses aerodynamics manipulation 5.1 x       

RIS Test: test autonomous 

roll induction 1     
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to roll by changing the aileron 

angles 

3.3.1.2 

After the system, has induced two 

rotations, it must induce a counter rolling 

moment to halt all rolling motion for the 

remainder of launch vehicle ascent. 

RIS - B (Fin Aileron Design) 

uses aerodynamics manipulation 

to roll by changing the aileron 

angles 

5.1 x       

RIS Test: test counter-roll 

induction 
1     

3.3.1.3 

Teams shall provide proof of controlled 

roll and successful counter roll. 

Redundant data retrieval: live 

accelerometer data for 

quantitative representation, 

recorded footage post launch 

5.1.4 x   x   

Camera/Observation System 

Test to demonstrate 

capabilities of data retrieval 

and cameras for footage 

1     

3.3.2 

Teams shall not intentionally design a 

launch vehicle with a fixed geometry that 

can create a passive roll effect. 

RIS - B (Fin Aileron Design) has 

controllable ailerons at the root 

of the fins to generate a roll 

effect 

5.1       x 

Inspection of chosen payload 

design 
1     

3.3.3 

Teams shall only use mechanical devices 

for rolling procedures. 

RIS - B (Fin Aileron Design) 

uses a mechanical device to 

control the ailerons 

5.1       x 

Inspection of chosen payload 

design 1     

Experiment Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method 

Verification Details 

Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

3.4 Fragile material protection                     

3.4.1 

Teams shall design a container capable of 

protecting an object of an unknown 

material and of unknown size and shape. 

Alternative 1, 2, and 3 designs 

accommodate for unknown sizes 

and shapes in the container 6.1 x       

FMP Test: Test different 

materials of different quantity 

placed inside fragile material 

capsule and determine if it 

survives a drop test 

1     

3.4.1.1 

There may be multiple of the object, but 

all copies shall be exact replicas. 

Container shall be able to hold 

multiple object safety, in a 

compartment or case 6.1 x       

FMP Test: Test different 

materials of different quantity 

placed inside fragile material 

capsule and determine if it 

survives a drop test 

1     

3.4.1.2 

The object(s) shall survive throughout the 

entirety of the flight. 

The usage of a soft material will 

allow for load absorption and the 

encasing device will secure the 

object in place 

6.1 x     x 

FMP Test: Test different 

materials of different quantity 

placed inside fragile material 

capsule and determine if it 

survives a drop test 

1     

3.4.1.3 

Teams shall be given the object(s) at the 

team check in table on launch day. 

The design shall accommodate 

all shapes and sizes and 

strengths of the material 

6.1     x   

Demonstration that the 

payload may accommodate 

any object 

1     

3.4.1.4 

Teams may not add supplemental material 

to the protection system after receiving the 

object(s). Once the object(s) have been 

Design shall have an encasing 

device for objects and no 

removable parts 

6.1     x   

Demonstration that the 

payload shall not need any 

removable mechanisms or 

1     
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provided, they must be sealed within their 

container until after launch. 

any removable items within 

its structure to perform 

3.4.1.5 

The provided object can be any size and 

shape, but will be able to fit inside an 

imaginary cylinder 3.5” in diameter, and 

6” in height. 

Dimensions shall be larger than 

3.5" in diameter and 6" in height 

to accommodate the material 
6.1       x 

Inspection of design to fit the 

dimensions listed earlier 
1     

3.4.1.6 

The object(s) shall have a maximum 

combined weight of approximately 4 

ounces. 

Container shall be able to 

withstand 4 ounces 

6.1 x       

FMP Test: Test different 

materials of different quantity 

placed inside fragile material 

capsule and determine if it 

survives a drop test 

1     

Total 16 0 0 

 

Table 9.2-4 Safety Requirements Compliance Matrix  

Safety Requirements Design Requirements Verification 

Method 

Verification Details Status 

REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

4.1 Each team shall use a launch and safety checklist. 

The final checklists shall be included in the FRR 

report and used during the Launch Readiness 

Review (LRR) and any launch day operations. 

Safety Managers and 

Officers will create a 

checklist prior to FRR and 

LRR 

8.2 
   

x Checklists provided in LRR 1 
  

4.2 Each team must identify a student safety officer 

who shall be responsible for all items in section 

4.3. 

Michael Nguyen 1.2 
  

x 
 

Demonstrated in team 

description of PDR 

1 
  

4.3 The role and responsibilities of each safety 

officer shall include, but not limited to: 

          

4.3.1 Monitor team activities with an emphasis on 

Safety during: 

          

4.3.1.1 Design of vehicle and launcher Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

design 

1 
  

4.3.1.2 Construction of vehicle and launcher Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

construction 

1 
  

4.3.1.3 Assembly of vehicle and launcher Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

assembly 

1 
  

4.3.1.4 Ground testing of vehicle and launcher Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

ground testing 

1 
  

4.3.1.5 Sub-scale launch test(s) Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

sub-scale launch test 

1 
  

4.3.1.6 Full-scale launch test(s) Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

full-scale launch test 

1 
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4.3.1.7 Launch day Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

launch day 

  
1 

4.3.1.8 Recovery activities Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

recovery test 

1 
  

4.3.1.9 Educational Engagement Activities Outlined for Safety Officer 

responsibilities 

7 
  

x 
 

Demonstrate safety during 

educational engagement 

1 
  

4.3.2 Implement procedures developed by the team for 

construction, assembly, launch, and recovery 

activities 

Safety Manager and Team 

Lead will lead the team to 

follow all procedures made 

7 
  

x 
 

Safety task for to 

demonstrate these 

procedures 

1 
  

4.3.3 Manage and maintain current revisions of the 

team’s hazard analyses, failure modes analyses, 

procedures, and MSDS/chemical inventory data 

Safety Officer will update 

the hazard, failure, 

procedure, and MSDS sheets 

for all reviews in 

accordinance to new 

materials and regulations 

7 
  

x 
 

Review (preliminary, 

critical, etc.) documents 

will demonstrate these 

hazard analyses, failure 

modes, and procedures 

1 
  

4.3.4 Assist in the writing and development of the 

team’s hazard analyses, failure modes analyses, 

and procedures. 

Safety task force are in 

charge of writing proposal 

section 3.0; safety plans, 

procedures, and other 

documents 

7 
  

x 
 

Review (preliminary, 

critical, etc.) documents 

will demonstrate these 

hazard analyses, failure 

modes, and procedures 

1 
  

4.4 Each team shall identify a “mentor.” A mentor is 

defined as an adult who is included as a team 

member, who will be supporting the team (or 

multiple teams) throughout the project year, and 

may or may not be affiliated with the school, 

institution, or organization... 

Rick Maschek 1.1 
  

x 
 

Mentor demonstrates 

agreement to work with the 

team 

1 
  

4.5 During test flights, teams shall abide by the rules 

and guidance of the local rocketry club’s RSO. 

The allowance of certain vehicle configurations 

and/or payloads at the NASA Student Launch 

Initiative does not give explicit or implicit 

authority for teams to fly those certain vehicle 

configurations and/or payloads at other club 

launches. Teams should communicate their 

intentions to the local club’s President or Prefect 

and RSO before attending any NAR or TRA 

launch. 

Team members will be 

reminded before ever test 

launch to abide by the rules 

of the local RSO 

7 
  

x 
 

Team members 

demonstrate that they 

signed the rules and 

guidance of the local 

rocketry club's RSO and 

have available by CDR 

1 
  

4.6 Teams shall abide by all rules set forth by the 

FAA. 

Team members will be 

reminded every meeting, 

test, and launch of the FAA 

rules. 

7 
  

x 
 

Team members 

demonstrate that they 

signed the rules for FAA 

and have available by CDR 

1 
  

Totals 16 0 1 
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Table 9.2-5 General Requirements Compliance Matrix 

 

General Requirements 
Design Requirements Section 

Verification Method Verification Details STATUS 

REQ# Description 1 2 3 4  V IP NV 

GR5.1 

Students on the team shall do 100% of the project, 

including design, construction, written reports, 

presentations, and flight preparation with the exception 

of assembling the motors and handling black powder or 

any variant of ejection charges, or preparing and 

installing electric matches (to be done by the team’s 

mentor).  

Team lead will 

distribute equal 

amount of work to 

each student, both for 

writing and 

manufacturing 

1.2     x   

Team members shall 

demonstrate 100% of the 

project 

1     

GR5.2 

The team shall provide and maintain a project plan to 

include, but not limited to the following items: project 

milestones, budget and community support, checklists, 

personnel assigned, educational engagement events, 

and risks and mitigations. 

Project plan to be 

discusses in detail in 

PDR, CDR, and LRR 9.6     x   

Demonstration of the 

project plan  

1     

GR5.3 

Foreign National (FN) team members shall be 

identified by the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) 

and may or may not have access to certain activities 

during launch week due to security restrictions. In 

addition, FN’s may be separated from their team during 

these activities. 

CPP NSL does not 

have any FNs on the 

current team 
1.2       x 

Inspection of all team 

members 

1     

GR5.4 

The team shall identify all team members attending 

launch week activities by the Critical Design Review 

(CDR). Team members shall include: 

  

          

  

      

GR5.4.1 

Students actively engaged in the project throughout the 

entire year. 

All team members 

have their subteam 

and designated 

responsibilities 

1.2     x   

Members shall demonstrate 

their engagement 
1     

GR5.4.2 
One mentor (see requirement 4.4). Dr. Donald Edberg 

1.1     x   
Demonstration of the 

active advisor 
1     

GR5.4.3 
No more than two adult educators. Dr. Todd Coburn and 

Rick Maschek 
1.1     x   

Demonstration of the 

active mentors 
1     

GR5.5 

The team shall engage a minimum of 200 participants 

in educational, hands-on science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) activities, as 

defined in the Educational Engagement Activity 

Report, by FRR. An educational engagement activity 

report shall be completed and submitted within two 

weeks after completion of an event.  

Outreach Manager, 

Diran, will be in 

charge of planning 

activites with over 200 

students  
10     x   

Demonstration of 

education activities 

1     
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GR5.6 
The team shall develop and host a Web site for project 

documentation. 

cpprocketry.net 
1.4       x 

Inspection of website 

existence 
1     

GR5.7 

Teams shall post, and make available for download, the 

required deliverables to the team Web site by the due 

dates specified in the project timeline. 

Web Manager, 

Shannen, will upload 

all required 

documents on the 

website by due date 

1.4       x 

Inspection of deliverables 

on website after each 

deadline 1     

GR5.8 
All deliverables must be in PDF format. Documents saved in 

PDF format 1.4       x 
Inspection of all 

deliverables 1     

GR5.9 

In every report, teams shall provide a table of contents 

including major sections and their respective sub-

sections. 

Table of contents will 

follow cover page Page 3     x   

Demonstration of tables of 

contents 1     

GR5.10 

In every report, the team shall include the page number 

at the bottom of the page. 

Page numbers will be 

visible on the bottom 

right hand side of each 

review 

ALL     x   

Demonstration of all page 

numbers 
1     

GR5.11 

The team shall provide any computer equipment 

necessary to perform a video teleconference with the 

review board. This includes, but not limited to, a 

computer system, video camera, speaker telephone, and 

a broadband Internet connection. If possible, the team 

shall refrain from use of cellular phones as a means of 

speakerphone capability. 

CPP NSL shall be 

campus during video 

teleconferences, with 

access to a computer 

system, projector, 

wifi, and other 

necessary 

communication 

devices 

N/A     x   

Demonstration of use of 

computer equipment 

during teleconferences 

1     

GR5.12 

All teams will be required to use the launch pads 

provided by Student Launch’s launch service provider. 

No custom pads will be permitted on the launch field. 

Launch services will have 8 ft. 1010 rails, and 8 and 12 

ft. 1515 rails available for use. 

Final vehicle design 

shall allow the use of 

the provided launch 

pads 
8.1     x   

Demonstration during 

flight day to use launch 

pads provided 1     

GR5.13 

Teams must implement the Architectural and 

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board Electronic 

and Information Technology (EIT) Accessibility 

Standards (36 CFR Part 1194) Subpart B-Technical 

Standards (http://www.section508.gov): § 1194.21 

Software applications and operating systems. § 1194.22 

Web-based intranet and Internet information and 

applications. 

Team will implement 

the EIT Accessibility 

Standards 

N/A     x   

Demonstration to include 

EIT Standards in systems 

1     

notes Totals 15 0 0 
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9.3 Team Requirement Derivation and Verification 

Team derived requirements are important to address as they provide specific qualifications of the team’s launch vehicle design to meet 

the SOW requirements. The figures below describe the derivation for the derived requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.3-1 Derived Vehicle Requirements Flowcharts 

1.0 Vehicle 
Requirements

1.1 Reach apogee 
of 5,280 ft

1.1.1 Minimal 
aileron 

disturbance

1.1.2 Max weight 
of 50 lbs

1.1.3 Hand 
calculations

1.2 One official 
altimeter

1.2.7 Reliable 
altimeter 

performance

1.3 Commerical 
batteries

1.3.1 New battery 
replacements

1.4 LV Recoverable 
and Reusable

1.4.1 Blue Tube 
Material 

Capability

1.4.2 Bulkhead 
Capability

1.4.3 PLA Plastic 
Capability

1.4.4 Centering 
Rings Capability

1.4.5 Removable 
fin system

1.8 Launch ready 
+1 hours

1.8.1 Length of 
battery life

1.8.2 Low sensitity 
to disturbances

1.14 Minimum 
stability margin 2.0

1.14.1 Maximum 
stability margin 

6.0

1.17.7 Full Scale 
Flights Completed 

by 3/6/17

1.17.7.1 Full Scale 
Test Flight 
2/25/17

1.17.2 Full Scale 
Test Flight BackUp 

3/4/17

1.19.8 10% Ballast

1.19.8.1 Updated 
Mass Statement

SOW 

Requirement  
Derived 

Requirement 
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Table 9.3-1 Derived Vehicle Requirements Matrix 

Derived Vehicle Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method Verification 

Details 

Status 

Derivation REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

1.1 1.1.1 There should be minimal aileron 

disturbance from the payload system on 

the fins 

Servos for the ailerons 

resistant counter forces 

5.1.1 

    x   

Full scale test 

flight 1     

1.1 1.1.2 To ensure the apogee is reached, the max 

weight of the rocket is 50 lbs 

LV is about 37 lbs 4.5.4 
    x x 

Final weight of 

launch vehicle 
1     

1.1 1.1.3 Hand calculations shall be conducted to 

verify Openrocket and other simulations 

Hand calculations done on 

structural concerns  

Appendix 
      x 

Hand 

calculations 1     

1.2 1.2.7 The official altimeter should be reliable 

and able to detect altitudes 

Perfect Flight Stratologger 4.6 
x   x   

Recovery 

avionics test 
1     

1.3 1.3.1 In order to prevent loss of power, 

batteries shall be replaced after ever test 

Batteries will be replaced 4.4.3 
        

  
1     

1.4 1.4.1 The blue tube material shall be able to 

withstand all the loads during flight, 700 

lb crippling and 1500 lb  shear-out. 

Blue tube specifications and 

testing 

4.6.5, 

4.6.6 x       

Blue tube 

crippling test and 

shearing test 

1     

1.4 1.4.2 The bulkhead configurations shall 

withstand all the loads during flight 

Blue tube specifications and 

testing 

4.6.5 
x       

Blue tube 

shearing test 1     

1.4 1.4.3 The PLA used for 3D printing the 

nosecone and fins shall withstand all 

forces from flight 

PLA with atleast 50% fill 

and epoxy reinforcement 

4.6.7 

x       

PLA test 

1     

1.4 1.4.4 Centering rings of the motor bay shall be 

able to withstand all forces during flight  

Hose clamps will be used to 

secure the top one  

4.6.11 
x       

Full scale test 

flight 
1     

1.4 1.4.5  Fins required to be removable to increase 

reflight capabilities 

Interlocking design with 

centering rings 

4.2.2.1 
    x   

Demonstrate  
1     

1.8 1.8.1 The length of the battery life for all 

systems shall be rated for atleast 3 hours 

LIPO Battery specificaitons 4.4.2, 

5.1.4.1 
    x   

Battery 

specifications 
1     

1.8  1.8.2 Any triggering devices shall have low 

sensitivity to disturbances during launch 

ready position 

Specific control system 5.1.1 

x   x   

Demonstration 

during full test 

flight 

1     

1.14 1.14.1 The rocket shall have a maximum 

stability margin of 6.0 

combination of weight and 

thrust of motor 

4.5.7 
    x   

OpenRocket 
1     

1.17.7 1.17.7.1 Full scale test flight is planned for 

2/25/17 

Planning for 2/25/17 9.6 
x       

Gantt Charts 
1     

1.17.7  1.17.7.2 BACKUP full scale test flight is planned 

for 3/4/17 

Planning for 3/4/17 9.6 
x       

Gantt Charts 
1     

1.19.8 1.19.8.1 The team shall keep an updated mass 

statement 

Excel sheet and 

OpenRocket models 

updated 

4.5.4 

  x     

Review 

documents 1     
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Figure 9.3-2 Derived Recovery System Requirements 

2.0 Recovery 
System 

Requirements

2.1 Recovery 
deployment

2.1.1 Isolated 
black powder

2.1.2 Altitude 
detection

2.1.3 Redundant 
ejection charges

2.1.4 Delay ring 
on main 

parachute

2.1.5 Paracord 
rated for 550 lbs

2.2 Successful 
ejection test

2.2.1 Sufficient 
parachute 
material

2.2.2 Parachute 
bag for main 

parachute

2.2.3 Parachute 
blanket for drogue 

parachute

2.2.4 Simulate 
ejection 

environment

2.3 Max KE of 75 
ft-lbf

2.3.1 LV durability 
at max KE

2.5 Redundance, 
commerical 
altimeters

2.5.1 Altimeter 
location

2.5.2 Bay vent 
holes

2.10 Removable 
shear pins

2.10.1 Consistent 
shear pins used
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Table 9.3-2 Derived Recovery System Requirements Matrix 
Derived Recovery System Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method Verification Details Status 

Derivation REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

2.1 2.1.1 The black powder shall have isolated 

black powder sections 

Black powder canisters 

located on bulkhead 

4.4.1 

    x   

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     

2.1 2.1.2 Both altimeters shall be able to detect the 

altitude 

Stratologger Altimeters 4.4.2 
    x   

Recovery avionics 

test 
1     

2.1 2.1.3 There shall be redundant ejection charges 

for both drogue and main deployments 

2 canisters supports 2 

ejection charges 

4.4.2 

        

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     

2.1 2.1.4 A delay ring is required on the main 

parachute 

Delay ring bought from 

FruityChutes 

4.4.4 

    x   

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     

2.1 2.1.5 The parachords for the parachutes shall 

be rated for 5500 lbs 

Parachord specifications 4.4.4 
        

Parachute tests and 

specifications 
1     

2.2 2.2.1 Sufficient parachute material shall be 

needed to withstand ejection hazards 

Parachute bags and 

blankets  

4.4.4 
x   x   

Ejection tests, full 

scale test 
1     

2.2 2.2.2 A parachute bag shall be used for the 

main parachute for charge protection 

Parachute bag for 6" body 

tube 

4.4.4 
x       

Ejection tests, full 

scale test 
1     

2.2 2.2.3 A parachute blanket shall be used for the 

drogue parachute for charge protection 

Parachute blanket will 

encompass parachute 

4.4.4 
x       

Ejection tests, full 

scale test 
1     

2.2 2.2.4 The ejection tests shall simulate all 

ejection environments such as orientation  

Rocket fully assembled 

during test, upright to 

simulate worst case 

scenario 

4.6.3 

x       

Ejection tests, full 

scale test 
1     

2.3 2.3.1 The launch vehicle shall be designed for 

the forces at max KE 

Parachutes deployment at 

correct altitudes 

4.6.5, 

4.6.6 
x       

Full scale test flight, 

blue tube tests 
1     

2.5 2.5.1 Both altimeters shall be placed in the 

same location for similar measurements 

Altimeters located in 

nosecone 

4.4.2 

    x   

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     

 2.5 2.5.2 The recovery avionics shall have vent 

holes 

Vent holes around carbon 

fiber shoulder 

4.2.1.3 

    x   

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     

2.10 2.10.1 The shear pins used during testing shall 

be the same used for launch day 

Nylon shear pins 2-56 1/4 

round 

4.4.1 

x   x   

Demonstration of 

launch vehicle 

construction 

1     
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Figure 9.3-3 Derived Experiment Requirements 

3.0 Experiment 
Requirements

3.3 Roll Induction 
and Counter Roll

3.3.1 Control roll 
post motor burnout

3.3.1.3 Roll Proof

3.3.1.3.1 Data 
Control System

3.3.1.3.1.1 DCS 
memory storage

3.3.1.3.1.1.1 18 
samples/sec 

minimum 

3.3.1.3.1.2 DCS 
transfer to ground 

station

3.3.1.3.1.3 Multi 
I/O system

3.3.1.3.2 
Observation 

System

3.3.1.4 Payload 
control system

3.3.1.4.1 Motor 
burnout detection

3.3.1.4.2 PCS to 
DCS

3.3.1.4.3 Open 
loop to closed loop

3.3.1.4.3.1 
Successful open 

loop test

3.3.1.4.3.2 
Successful closed 

loop test

3.3.1.5 Follow 
sequence of events

3.3.3 Usage of 
mechanical devices 

3.3.3.1 25 lb 
tension in aileron 

wires

3.3.3.2 Controlled 
aileron movement

3.3.3.3 Sufficent 
Aileron servos

3.3.3.4 Sufficient 
aileron structure

3.3.3.5 Servo block 
assembly

3.3.4  LV ascent 
rotation

3.3.5 Aileron design

3.3.5.1 Sufficient 
torque 4.0 ft-lb

3.3.5.2 Avoid flow 
seperation

3.4 Fragile Material 
Protection

3.4.1.2 Survivability

3.4.1.2.1 Sufficient 
material choice 

3.4.1.2.2 Reduce 
acceleration 

effects

3.4.1.2.3 Reduce 
Forces

3.4.1.4 No 
supplemental 

material

3.4.1.4.1 Overall 
removable system
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Table 9.3-3 Derived Experiment Requirements Matrix 
Derived Experiment Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method Verification 

Details 
Status 

Derivation REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

3.3.1.3 3.3.1.3.1 The data control system (DCS) is the 

primary source of roll proof 

DCS collects data during 

flight 

5.1.1 
x       

Full scale test 

flight 1     

3.3.1.3.1 3.3.1.3.1.1 The DCS shall be capable of memory 

storage 

DCS code and ground 

system 

5.1.4.3 
x   x   

DCS testing 
1     

3.3.1.3.1.1 3.3.1.3.1.1.1 The DCS shall be capable of 18 

samples/sec minimum 

DCS code and ground 

system 

5.1.4.3 
    x   

Demonstration 

for DCS testing 1     

3.3.1.3.1 3.3.1.3.1.2 The DCS shall be capable of transfering 

data to the ground station 

DCS connection to ground 

system 

5.1.4.3 
x       

DCS testing 
1     

3.3.1.3.1 3.3.1.3.1.3 The DCS shall be a multi I/O system I/O system  5.1.4.3 
      x 

investigation of 

payload design 
1     

3.3.1.3 3.3.1.3.2 The observation system shall be a 

secondary source of roll proof 

Raspberry Pi Camera 5.1.4.4 
x   x x 

 Observation 

Test 
1     

3.3.1 3.3.1.4 The payload control system shall control 

the ailerons for the roll experiment 

PCS directly connected the 

ailerons 

5.1.4.2 

x   x   

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 

1     

3.3.1.4 3.3.1.4.1 The PCS shall detect motor burnout PCS detecting acceleration 

changes 

5.1.4.2 

x       

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 

1     

3.3.1.4 3.3.1.4.2 The PCS shall transfer to the DCS PCS to DCS direct 

connection 

5.1.4.2 
x       

DCS testing 
1     

3.3.1.4 3.3.1.4.3 The PCS shall be an open loop system 

during testing to gather data, and 

successfully transfer to a closed loop 

system for launch day 

Full scale launch 

proceduresm, MATLAB 

code reiteration 

5.1.4.2 

      x 

investigation of 

payload design 
1     

3.3.1.4.3 3.3.1.4.3.1 Successful open loop test Open loop MATLAB code 5.4 
x       

Full scale 

launch test 
1     

3.3.1.4.3 3.3.1.4.3.2 Successful closed loop test Closed loop MATLAB 

code 

5.4 
x       

PCS testing 
1     

3.3.3 3.3.3.1 The RIS shall have 25 lb tension in 

aileron wires 

using turn buckles and 

crimps with cabling 

4.6.9 
x       

RIS Cabling 

test 
1     

3.3.3 3.3.3.2 The mechanical devices shall conduct 

controlled aileron movement during 

launch day 

Aileron working before 

launch day 

5.1.1 

x       

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 
1     
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3.3.3 3.3.3.3 The aileron servos shall be able to 

withstand all forces and air resistance 

during flight 

Servos shall be resist to 

slight forces during RIS 

demos 

5.1.1 

x   x   

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 

1     

3.3.3 3.3.3.4 The aileron structure shall be able to 

withstand all forces and air resistance 

during flight and remain attached to the 

axles 

Axle, rod, fin and aileron 

design; using epoxy and 

cold welding to combine 

parts 

5.3.2 

x       

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 
1     

3.3.3 3.3.3.5 The servo block assembly shall securely 

house all the servos 

servo block above motor 

housing servos and 

connecting to cables 

5.1.1 

      x 

investigation of 

payload design 
1     

3.3 3.3.4 The launch vehicle shall be designed to 

have minimum ascent rotation 

Good stability margin and 

no vehicle surface 

perturbations 

4.5.7 

      x 

investigation of 

payload design 1     

3.3 3.3.5 The aileron design shall conduct the roll Sufficient aileron area and 

angle of attack 

5.1.1 

x       

Testing of RIS 

and full scale 

launch test 

1     

3.3.5 3.3.5.1 The ailerons shall generate a torque of 4 

ft-lb 

Basic aerodynamics 

calculations 

5.1.1 
      x 

investigation of 

payload design 
1     

3.3.5 3.3.5.2 The ailerons shall not generate flow 

separate near the tips during flight 

Basic aerodynamics 

calculations 

5.1.1 
      x 

investigation of 

payload design 1     

3.4.1.2 3.4.1.2.1 Material choice of capsule shall withstand 

all forces during flight, specifically 

during parachute deployment and landing 

PLA with atleast 50% fill 

and epoxy reinforcement 

6.3.2 

x       

PLA test 

1     

  3.4.1.2.2 Reduce acceleration effects on the 

material 

surgical tubing suspension 6.3.2 
      x 

investigation of 

payload design 1     

  3.4.1.2.3 Reduce force effects on the material surgical tubing suspension 6.3.2 
      x 

investigation of 

payload design 
1     

  3.4.1.4.1 Overall the fragile material system shall 

be removable to accommodate with any 

material 

Ring system that opens 

around the capsule, and top 

capable of opening 

6.3.2 

    x   

demonstration 

during FMP 

test 

1     
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Figure 9.3-4 Derived Experiment Requirements 
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Table 9.3-4 Derived Experiment Requirements Matrix 

 
Derived Safety Requirements Design Requirements Verification Method Verification Details Status 

Derivation REQ# Description Design Description Section T A D I V IP NV 

4.2 4.2.1 Outline safety officer responsibilities Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.2 4.2.2 Identify a back-up safety officer Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.3.1.8 4.3.1.8.1 Safety officer shall monitor recovery 

activities handling black powder 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.3 4.3.1.10 The safety officer shall monitor the 

team when traveling with unexpected 

weather or terrain during launches 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 

      x 

investigation of 

review documents 1     

4.4 4.4.1 Hold meetings with mentor  Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.4  4.4.2 Mentor shall attend all launches Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.4 4.4.3 Mentor shall approve all motors 

bought 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4 4.7 All team members need to comply to 

all safety requirements 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.7 4.7.1 All team members must comply to 

using PPE 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4.7  4.7.2 All team members must comply to 

following the safety lead 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

  4.7.3 All members must help update the 

MSDS 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

4 4.8 Proper material handling of equipment 

and materials is required by all team 

members 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 

      x 

investigation of 

review documents 1     

  4.8.1 All PPE must be provided Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     

  4.8.2 All members must do training on 

certain equipment and materials 

handling 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 

      x 

investigation of 

review documents 1     

4 4.9 Overall low-risk safety procedures can 

be viewed by team leads 

Outlined in safety section 7.0 
      x 

investigation of 

review documents 
1     
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9.4 Line Item Budget and Status 

The total budget for the CPP NSL team is $15,257.54 where $4,889.86 is the total full scale launch 

vehicle cost. It is important to note that some items were recycled from past rocket projects such 

as wood scraps and screws. Other items were also provided by external sources and did not need 

to accounted for in the budget. 

 

NB Not Bought 

B, R Bought, Reimbursed 

B, NR Bought, Not Reimbursed 

 

Table 9.4-1 Overall budget 

Overall Budget Cost 

Launch Vehicle Structure Budget $3,796.98 

Subscale Launch Vehicle Budget $1,206.70 

Payload Experiment Budget $1,092.88 

Other Budget $539.00 

Travel Budget $8,621.98 

TOTAL Full Scale Launch Vehicle cost $4,889.86 

Total Budget $15,257.54 

 

Figure 9.4-1 Overall budget 

 
 

Launch Vehicle …

Subscale Launch 

Vehicle Budget

8%

Payload 

Experiment 

Budget

7%
Other Budget

4%

Travel Budget

56%

Percentage Allocations
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Table 9.4-2 Full Scale Launch Vehicle Budget 
Launch Vehicle Structure Budget 

Purpose Component Description Supplier Qty 
Unit 

Price 

Total 

Price 
Status 

Nosecone 

BRB900 

GPS - include antennas 

and battery- 900 MHz 

system 

BigRedBee 1 $199.00 $199.00 B, NR 

Trackimo 

GPS 
GPS - GSM system Trackimo 1 $139.99 $139.99 B, NR 

3D printer 

filliment 

3D Printer Filament 

Black PLA 1.75mm 1kg 

Spool 

Amazon 1 $19.95 $19.95 B, NR 

Recovery 

Avionics 

Stratologger 

CF 

Altimeter with firing 

circuits 
Apogee rockets 2 $58.80 $117.60 B, NR 

2000 Mah 3s 

LIPO 
runs altimeter system Amazon 2 $20.00 $40.00 B, NR 

schurter 

switch 

physical switch to break 

circuit between battery 

and altimeter 

Allied 

Electronics 
2 $7.81 $15.62 B, NR 

XT60 battery 

clips 

Interface between wiring 

harness and battery 
RC Planet 2 $7.99 $15.98 B, NR 

ejection 

charges 
  Coast Rocketry 4 $2.35 $9.40 B, NR 

E-matches 
ignite parachute 

deployement 
Amazon 4 $2.00 $8.00 B, NR 

Structures 

Blue Tape 1.5" Scotch Blue Tape Home Depot 1 $15.94 $15.94 B, NR 

Calipers Vernier Home Depot 1 $7.97 $7.97 B, NR 

Dremel 

Metal Cutt 

off wheel 

EZ Lock Home Depot 1 $18.86 $18.86 B, NR 

U-Bolt 5/16" Home Depot 6 $4.65 $27.90 B, NR 

Round Rod 16-Mar Home Depot 2 $6.03 $12.06 B, NR 

3D printer 

filament 
PLA Amazon 1 $90.96 $90.96 B, NR 

Aluminum 

48" w/shp 
7/32" Rd 2011-T3 Speedy Metals 1 $35.25 $35.25 B, NR 

Extra whole 

aileron fin 
Plastic 3D print 

CPP 

Architecture 
1 $206.07 $206.07 B, NR 

3D Printer 

Filament w/ 

ship 

GP3D White Amazon 1 $23.91 $23.91 B, NR 

Couplers 

w/ship 
6" x 0.077 wall x 48" 

AlwaysReady

Rocketry 
2 $165.88 $331.76 B, NR 

Airframes, 

Body Tubes 
6" x 0.074 wall x 72" 

AlwaysReady

Rocketry 
3 $105.95 $317.85 B, NR 

L-Brackets 

Stanley-National 

Hardware 2-Pack 1.5-in 

Metallic Corner Braces 

Stanley-

National via 

Lowes 

14 $1.78 $24.92 B, NR 

Screws 

Zinc-Plated Alloy Steel 

Flat-Head Cap Screw, 

#10-32 Thread, 3/4" 

Length (25 pack) 

Bolt Depot 3 $1.69 $5.07 B, NR 
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Nuts 
Hex machine screw nuts, 

Zinc plated steel, #10-32 
McMaster-Carr 3 $7.78 $23.34 B, NR 

Nylon Shear 

Pins 
20 pack 

Apogee 

Components 
5 $2.95 $14.75 B, NR 

Recovery 

Main 

Parachute 

Iris Ulta 120" Standard 

Parachute (79lbs @ 20fps 
Fruitychutes 1 $465.65 $465.65 B, NR 

Kevlar 

Shock Cord 
28, 1/2 in, 6000# Fruitychutes 1 $121.53 $121.53 B, NR 

3 x 5/16" 

Quick Link 

stainless steel, 2100lb 

(QL-312) 
Fruitychutes 1 $24.00 $24.00 B, NR 

Chute Liner 

w/ship 
6"D, 9"L Fruitychutes 1 $38.16 $38.16 B, NR 

Motor Bay 

Motor 

Casing 

w/ship 

AeroTech RMS 75/5120 

Case (ARO 7551C) 
Sirius Rocketry 1 $350.53 $350.53 B, NR 

Motor 

(L2200 ) 
  

Bay Area 

Rocketry 
4 $268.74 

######

# 
B, NR 

Total $3,796.98 

 

Table 9.4-3 Subscale Launch Vehicle Budget 

 

Subscale Launch Vehicle Budget 

Purpose Component Description Supplier Qty 
Unit 

Price 

Total 

Price 
Status 

Structures 

CPP decal letter of CPP CPP 1 $5.99 $5.99 B, NR 

Blue Tube 75/48 

w/ship 

A Blue tube 48" 

long 
Apogee 1 $35.93 $35.93 B, NR 

Blue Tube 75/48 

w/ship 

A Blue tube 48" 

long 

Always Ready 

Rocketry 
1 $35.93 $35.93 B, NR 

Standard Couplers 

for Blue Tube w/ 

ship 

3"x.062"wallx8" 
Always Ready 

Rocketry 
3 $12.95 $38.85 B, NR 

Screws 24x3/4 Home Depot 1 $2.57 $2.57 B, NR 

Screws 10-24X1 Home Depot 4 $2.36 $9.44 B, NR 

Screws 6X1/4 Home Depot 1 $1.18 $1.18 B, NR 

Wood Screws 14X1-1/2 Home Depot 1 $2.36 $2.36 B, NR 

Washers 16-May Home Depot 1 $0.72 $0.72 B, NR 

Washers 16-Mar Home Depot 1 $0.81 $0.81 B, NR 

3D Printer 

Filament 

3mm 

ABS/PLS/SOFT 

1kg/2.2lb 

Diyinks 3 $18.85 $56.55 B, NR 

Rail Buttons 
10 10, Aero Pacl 

RG10B 

Bay Area 

Rocketry 
1 $3.00 $3.00 B, NR 
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Tap and Drill Set 
1x02091 2-51 Tap 

and Drill Set 
Apogee 1 $13.64 $13.64 B, NR 

Motor 

Bay 

Motor w/ ship K1100T-L 
Bay Area 

Rocketry 
1 $264.72 $264.72 B, NR 

Motor w/ ship J460T-L 
Bay Area 

Rocketry 
2 $74.40 $148.80 B, NR 

Aero Pack 54mm 

Retainer w/ship 

A black motor 

retainer 
Apogee 1 $46.65 $46.65 B, NR 

Data 

Recovery 

System  

Antenna 
Antenna 900MHZ 

HG R-SMA 
Digi-Key 2 $7.63 $15.26 B, NR 

Transmitter 

Receiver 

RF TXRX Module 

ISM<1GHZ 
Digi-Key 2 $39.00  $78.00 B, NR 

XBeew/ ship 
XBEE USB 

Adapter Board 
Digi-Key 1 $48.46  $48.46 B, NR 

Recovery 

System 

Swivel 
SWIV-1500-1500# 

Rosco Swivel 
Fruity Chutes 3 $4.00  $12.00 B, NR 

Swivel 
SWIV-1000-1000# 

Rosco Swivel 
Fruity Chutes 3 $3.33  $9.99 B, NR 

Quick Link 
1/4", 1200 lb load 

rating 
Fruity Chutes 4 $5.00  $20.00 B, NR 

Parachute w/ ship 
48" Parachute 

(yellow/black) 
Fruity Chutes 1 $192.95  $192.95 B, NR 

Shear Pins w/ ship 
Nylon Shear Pins, 

20 pack 
Apogee 1 $16.29  $16.29 B, NR 

Parachute 

Stainless Steel 

Slider Ring w/ 

ship 

1.375" ID Fruity Chutes 1 $11.95  $11.95 B, NR 

Mounting 

Hardware 
  PerfectFlite 2 $1.69  $3.38 B, NR 

Altimeter w/ ship 
StratoLoggerCF 

Altimeter 
PerfectFlite 2 $58.16  $116.32 B, NR 

Recovery 

Avionics Batteries 
Duracell 9V 2-Pack Home Depot 1 $14.96  $14.96 B, NR 

Total $1,206.70 
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Table 9.4-4 Payload Experiment Budget 

 

Payload Experiment(s) Budget 

Purpose Component Description Supplier Qty Unit Price 
Total 

Price 
Status 

FMP 

Payload 

Bay 

Surgical Tubing 

Strong tubing to 

secure FMP box in 

place 

Amazon 2 $24.25 $48.50 B, NR 

White Printer 

Filament 

Filament used for 

printing case 
Amazon 2 $22.99 $45.98 B, NR 

Adhesive Foam inside lining Amazon 1 $13.42 $13.42 B, NR 

Eggs For testing Stater Brother 1 $3.99 $3.99 B, NR 

Egg Crate Foam 
firm cushion to hold 

FMP in place 
Samys 1 $20.00 $20.00 B, NR 

Primary 

Payload 

Bay: 

Payload 

control 

system, 

Data 

collection 

system, 

observation 

system 

Perfectlite USB 

Data Transfer 

Kit 

to interface with 

thealtimeter and 

test,adjust altitude 

deployment, and 

recover data. 

Apogee rockets 1 $34.61 $34.61 B, NR 

HS-7955TG 

Servo 

Servos for Roll 

Induction System 
Servocity 2 $129.00 $258.00 B, NR 

4-40 Mounting 

Hardware 

Servo cabling, 

mounting hardware 
Servocity 2 $10.00 $20.00 B, NR 

11.1V, 2200mAh 

LiPo 

Payload Bay power 

supplies 
Amainhobbies 2 $163.00 $326.00 B, NR 

Arduino Micro 
Controls Roll 

Induction System 
ebay 1 $16.25 $16.25 B, NR 

Arduino MEGA 

2560 

Controls Data 

Collection System 
Adafruit 1 $45.95 $45.95 B, NR 

Adafruit 10 DOF 

IMU 
DCS sensor Adafruit 1 $30.00 $30.00 B, NR 

XBee Pro 900HP DCS transmitter Adafruit 1 $40.00 $40.00 B, NR 

High Gain 

Antenna 

For XBee (adds 

15mi+ range) 
Sparkfun 1 $7.95 $7.95 B, NR 

XBee Adapter For XBee Adafruit 1 $29.95 $29.95 B, NR 

SD Breakout + 

Card 

DCS local data 

storage 
Adafruit 1 $7.50 $7.50 B, NR 

Raspberry Pi 

Zero v1.3 

Controls 

Observation System 
Adafruit 1 $5.00 $5.00 B, NR 

Pi Camera v2 
Camera for 

Observation System 
Adafruit 1 $19.95 $19.95 B, NR 

Switch 
Switch for entire 

payload system 
Adafruit 1 $5.00 $5.00 B, NR 

Pull-pull system 
Dubro 4-40 Pull 

Pull System 
eBay 1 $9.41 $9.41 B, NR 

Pull-pull system 
Dubro 4-40 Pull 

Pull System 
eBay 1 $10.48 $10.48 B, NR 

Servo Arm Futaba Servo Arm eBay 1 $10.18 $10.18 B, NR 
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Servo Arm 

Heavy Duty 

Aluminum Servo 

Arm 

eBay 1 $7.87 $7.87 B, NR 

Power Switch 
Ulincos Latching 

Power Switch 
Amazon 1 $9.45 $9.45 B, NR 

Servo Arm 

Heavy Duty 

Aluminum Servo 

Arm 

eBay 1 $8.74 $8.74 B, NR 

Rod 

5Pcs 8mm HSS 

Boring Tool Lathe 

Rod 

Amazon 1 $9.58 $9.58 B, NR 

Linear bearings 
CTYRZCH 12Pcs 

Linear Bearings 
  1 $10.99 $10.99 B, NR 

Tensioner 
Secraft Wire 

Tensioner 
Amazon 2 $14.73 $29.45 B, NR 

Tie-Rod 

Tamiya 53662 

Turnbuckle Tie-Rod 

Set 

Amazon 1 $8.68 $8.68 B, NR 

Total $1,092.88 

 

Table 9.4-5 Other Budget 

 
Other Budget 

Purpose Description Supplier Qty 
Unit 

Price 

Total 

Price 
Status 

Website website for CPP NSL+security  weebly 1 $106.00 $106.00 B, R 

Subscale 

launch fee 
Lucerne Dry Lake Launch Fee 

ROC, rocketry 

organization of 

california 

1 $20.00 $20.00 B, NR 

Full-scale 

launch Fee 

Friends of Amateur Rocketry at 

Mojave Desert Launch Fee  
FAR 15 $10.00 $150.00 B, NR 

Motors 

Extra 

Shipping 

Overnight shipping for motors in 

order to arrive by first full scale 

launch 

Aerotech 1 $263.00 $263.00 B, NR 

Total $539.00 

 

Table 9.4-6 Travel Budget 

 
Travel Budget 

Purpose Description Qty Unit Price Total Price Status 

Delta Airplane Tickets 4/5/2016-4/10/2016 11 $503.20 $5,535.20 B, NR 

Hotel 

4/4/2017-4/10/2017                  

SpringHill Suites Hunstville 

Downtown, Huntville                                

Each room fits 6 people 

3 $858.02 $2,574.06 B, NR 

Gas 

Driving for 1 truck carrying rocket 

and 3 team members; 1972 miles one 

way to Alabama 

1972 $0.13 $512.72 NB 

Total $8,621.98 
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9.5 Funding Plan 

The team uses our innovation and determination to achieve success for the NASA student competition to propose funding and support 

through the community, companies, and our home college, Cal Poly Pomona. CPP NSL’s funding plan also constitutes applying for 

grants through scholar’s program individual members are a part of. In addition to funding, the team is also receiving help from various 

companies such as SpaceX and Boeing for carbon fiber donations, and Fruit Chutes for parachute material discounts. Table 8.4.8-1 

outlines the breakdown of our funding budget.  

Table 8.4.8-1 Funding Budget 

 

Funding Budget 

Funding Source Description Date Received Support Accepted 

Cal Poly Pomona 

Associated Students 

Incorporated (ASI) 

Grant 

Reimbursement Process only; specific funding for 

Cal Poly Pomona rocketry projects and club, 

application and presentation required and 

nomination of ASI staff 

1/27/2017 $5,500 X 

California Space Grant Reimbursement Process only; granted to support 

our participation in NSL, and expand our 

educational, scientific, and research base of all 

aerospace-related fields 

2/3/2017 $11,000 X 

Scholars Research and 

Project Grants 

Reimbursement Process only; individual NSL 

members are part of a scholar’s program and are 

rewarded grants to buy materials for their projects 
2/2/2017 $1,000 X 

Scholars Travel Grants Reimbursement Process only; individual NSL 

members are part of a scholar’s program and are 

rewarded travel grants for project competitions 
TBD $1,000 TBD 

Outside Sources 

(companies, donations, 

online funding, etc.) 

Direct funding for project materials and other 

expenses, overall community help and support 2/19/2017 $2,000 X 

Overall Income $20,500  

Expected Expenses $14,653  

Leftover Income $5,847  
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9.6 Project TimeLine 

9.6.1 Gantt Chart 

 

Below shows the Gantt chart of the NSL Cal Poly Pomona Team. 
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10.0 Education Engagement Plan: Status, Summary and Details 

In this section the student outreach done thus far will be discussed. The final count for the student 

outreach was 314 students, 310 being Educational/Direct interactions. Below in Table 9.0-1 

specifics for each event can be seen. 

 

Table 9.0-1 Date, locations, activities and number of students for each event 

Educational Outreach 

Date Location of Event Activity 
# of 

students 

November 28th, 
2016 

International Polytechnic High 
School 

Presentation 4 

January 20th, 2017 Almondale Elementary Assembly of subscale rockets 260 

February 6th, 2017 Country Springs Elementary Assembly of subscale rockets 25 

February 10th, 
2017 

Country Springs Elementary Assembly of subscale rockets 25 

  Total 314 

  Required 200 
 

The engagement with International Polytechnic High School involved discussing different 

parameters of the rocket and how they affect performance. These parameters included basic 

concepts of center of pressure, center of gravity, stability margin and fundamental equations 

related to performance. In addition, 3-D models of fins and nosecones were brought in and passed 

around the class. 

 

For Almondale and Country Springs Elementary a presentation about the subscale launch vehicle 

was done. An overall discussion of the launch vehicle components was done. Next the events that 

go on during a launch were discussed, specifics of the subscale launch for this project were 

included. For the last portion of the presentation the students came up and assembled the subscale 

rockets. This included the fins, main parachute bay, FMP bay, avionics bay, drogue parachute and 

nosecone. 

 


